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Abstract 

Prof iles of the Black Venus: 
Tracing the Black Female Body in Western Art and Culture - 

Frorn Baartman to Campbell 

Terry M.T. Provost, Ph.D. 
Concordia University, 2001 

During the Enlightenment. in the midst of che Trans-Atlantic slave era. the 

Hottentot Venus became an icon of racial. gender and ethnic difference. and continues 

to have a strong presence in contemporary western media. In 1810. Saartjie Baartman 

(1790-1815). a young Khoikhoi from South Africa. was one of che first named women to 

enliven this steatopygic allegory. Since Baarcman. the subsequent transformations of 

the Black Venus circumscribe the Black female body in problematic ways. The chematic 

mocifs of the bestial. sensual. savage and hypersexed persist in concextualising the body 

of the Black Venus in contemporary depictions. Why is the profile stilI so of[- 

reproduced in the west? What is the fascination with the unclothed Black Female 

physique? Whac does the re-diffusion of the Black Venus as a prototype achieve in 

cultures thac clam diversity as part of their national make-up? And what does this 

reproduction Say about che changes of political structures regarciing the rcpresentation 

and appropriacion of the colonised? 

Using postcolonial theory. Black feminisc theory. and semiotics. this analysis 

investigares the politics of representation of the Black Venus. Various versions- 

historical and contemporary-are examined as systems of repetition and ambiguity 

chat allow racist and derogatory stereotypes of Black women co be reproduced. 

Methodological perspectives that treat race. gender. corporeality and ethnici ty are 

employed to scrutinise the different processes of the making of the Black Venus-from 

conceptualisacion of the corporeal allegory to the its final production as part of material 



culture. The approach is interdiscipiinary, considering visual and textuaf works from 

different cimeframes. 

Carling for a critical. poiiticised study of the aesthetics cf che Hottentot and Black 
- 

Venus. this study also theorises the ways in which racist and sexist ideologies from the 

colonial era have becorne increasingly norrnalised. Especially examined are how fixicy 

and transformarion occur in imagery. and how the reperiLion and dissemination of the 

Black Venus impacr on the social reaiity of Black women and che imaginary of the 

White mainsrream. 
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Introduction 

Attitudes regarding racism. diversity and multiculturalisrn continue to change ~ h e  

sociopolitical climate of contemporary cultures in the West. Yet the persistent 

reproduction of certain images from the Trans-Atlantic slave era of the early 1800s to 

the  present. such as  the Black Venus. demonstrates that colonial racism and sexism 

have re-articulated the Black fernale body in new complexly ambiguous forms of 

debasement and violence. "Profiles of the Black Venus: Tracing the Black Female Body 

in Western Art and Culture - From Baartman to Campbell- calIs for an urgency in 

understanding how colonial racism and sexism thrive in protean forms of 

representation. The thesis urges readers to rethink and to re-assess how the Hottentot 

Venus as  a colonial image has been diffused through the years. to become a neocolonial 

icon and a sublirninaI fixture in the contemporary western imaginary 

Insofar as  certain theorists irnply that the non-visibility or the clothedness of the 

body 1s a response to these probiematic representations (Wiegman 1995: 6; Chancy 1997: 

38). it is still visual and textua1 images of Black female corporeality that bombard 

western media in the twenty-first century. and have an influential presence in culture. 

Open-ended with a focus on visual and cursive imagery, this thesis invites readers to 

ponder ways for the Black Venus as a carnal hyper-racialised sign to be mobilised from 

its derogatory signification. The objectives of the thesis are: 1) CO politicise the discussion 

of how the dissemination of the Black Venus operates in current cimes. 2)  to trace how 

the Black female body, signified as  a steatopygic or deified allegory. functioned in 

previous times, and 3) to study how the reiteration of this sign concurrently reinforces 

White supremacist ideologies about the Black female body and the social internalisation 

of Black female alterity as  negative and subhuman on a collective and individual scale. 



Often portrayed in profile or by exaggerated corpulence, the Hottentot Venus is 

the multiply stigmatised body that magnifies racial. gender and corporeal alterity at the  

expense of stamping out ~ h e  face of person. Personhood and depersonalisation are thus 

a channel of psycho-political and philosophical inquiry. The processes of re-defining 

particular alterities as derogative at different moments in history and of obliterating 

human identity with new conventions are key to how this icon can be both fixed 

thematically and transformed aesthetically. This is the modus operandi of the Black 

Venus: the body wearing the fiction of allegory and signifying individual identity 

becomes a dynamic site of contestation. Thus studying the textual and visual languages 

of the Black Venus from their conception as  abstract idea to their materialisation in 

different mediums is how I bridge, yet complicate. fixity and transformation as they 

script the body as person and thing. In connecting Saartjie Baartman (1790-1815) to 

Naomi Campbell (1970- )' as La  Vénus au voile (Figs.1-2). this analysis creates a critical 

tension by underlining the likenesses between the colonial past of the Hottentot Venus 

and the neocolonial present that stages the new varients of the Black Venus. This 

tension shows that hegemonic f ixi ty of certain stereot yped subjects can change. but 

nevertheless resist radicalisation. 

Comprehending thematic fixity entails examining the Black Venus in a time- 

and culture-specific contexr. Baartman is situated as the archetypai Hot tentot Venus of 

the early nineteenth century. a persona solidified by the ideologies and practices of 

slavery and Euro-colonialism. Though theories from Carl Jung's psychology are 

employed to explain her as the blueprint of 1810. the concept developed of the 

archetype is not Jungian. but based on specific ethnic populations being named and 

given a particular semiotic currency by colonial hegemony in the slave era. If anything, 

"Mr. Showbiz," http ~ ~ / m r ~ l i @ w b i z . g o . c o r ~ / c e l e b r ~ ~ ~ e s / p e o p e / n o c ~ p b e l n  titnil. "Naomi Campbell 
pictures wallpapers pics." http://www roppics4u.com/naorni~carnpbell. 
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Jung's concept of the archetype originating from a transcendent source coIlapses when 

race and its socially construed definitions are shown as  arbitrary conventions. 

My reason for privileging race is because of its frequent suppression in 

theoretical equations that deaI with the principle social structures governing western 

culture. lnserted into the gender equation. race uncovers the normalising biases of 

Whiteness in the epistemological models of the feminist rnainstream. Discussing Black 

ontology in BIackness Visible. Charles W. Mills identifies race as a political system that 

encompasses the control of knowledge. economic wealth and political privilege (1998: 

78-79). And ~ h e  physicat traits of bodies were indeed directly implicated in this system 

by phenotypic differentiation Says Mills: 

. . . of al1 human bodies. blacks' are the farthest from the Caucasoid somatic 
norm. not just in color but also in hair texture and facial features. So whereas.. . 
other races have on occasion been seen as physically attractive, sexually 
"exotic." the black body has usually been portrayed in grotesque and negative 
terms. caricatured and denigrated in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
illustrations of European travelers' tales. the later representations of "scientific- 
racism.. . (1998: 78-79) 

In calling race a pohtical system. Milis is naming a superstructure which. until quite 

recently. has been denied legitimacy in contemporary thought. This system flourished 

significantly from the physical differences of the body. The inventing of the body of the 

BIack Venus was therefore an  offshoot of the political system of race proliferating 

under European imperialism. 

lnterdisciplinary in nature. my analysis draws on a methodology which diverges 

from chat of traditional art history and feminism. In fact. Stuart Hall's theory of 

articulation is the urnbrella method rhat binds together Black feminist theory. Frantz 

Fanon's concept of epidermalisation and semiotics. These four concentrated into one 

methodology allows for a greater focus on Blackness. femaleness and the body at 



different historical periods. Hall is chus positioned because his theory of articulation 

permits a subject-matter to be turned theore~ically inside-out and sirnultaneousIy 

problematised at its historical and contemporary conjunctures. 

The ways in which articulation has been developed, discussed and used tend to 
foreground and background certain theoretical. mechodological. 
epistemological. political and strategic forces. interests and issues. As theory and 
method, articulation has developed unevenl y within a changing configuration of 
those forces. It carries with it 'traces' of those forces in which it has been 
constituted and which has constituted. To understand the roIe of articulation in 
cultural studies is thus to map that play of forces. in other words. to track its 
development genealogically. (Slack 1996: 114) 

Nor is this methodology perfect. Even with the politicised mapping. loopholes exist. At  

times. the Ianguage seems heavily binarised (i.e.. Black/White, man/woman, 

coloniser/colonised. good/evil. animaVhuman). yet inescapable when discussing how 

otherness is asymmetrically constructed against identities conventionalised as 

normative. 

Other terms. such as reality, tmth and authentic pose a problem in themselves. 

However. to muse about these terms would detract from rny primary focus and is 

therefore beyond the scope of this work. These terms should be then understood in 

their generic sense. The aim here is not theoretical perfection. but to instigate a 

theoretical dialogue of the historical forces that impact contemporary modes of seeing 

and internalising the Black female body. The combined methodology permits racial 

and gender representations to be thus discussed. 

With Baartman as the blueprint of the  Black Venus and Campbell as a 1995 

copy. the thesis represents a synchronic and diachronic study. indicated by the principaI 

divisions Part I - The Black Venus in the Making and Part I I  - Modernising Black Venus. 

In analysing the protean elements of the image. t he  study demonstrates how 

predominantly White collectives and marginalised subcultures have been socialised to 



see the body of the Black Venus a s  an  extension of Black women in real life. and how 

the violence Baartman sustained to bring the image into being has become subliminally 

encoded in the silhouette. 

Set apart. Chapter 1 - Tontinuity of the Black Venus" is a discussion of the 

naissance of the Black Venus as a persona1 project, before it blossomed into an ail-out 

dissertational project. It historicises Saartjie Baartman. reviews some of the literature on 

her experience in Europe as the Hottentot Venus. a racial and gender curiosity from 1810 

to 1815. It also synthesises the concepts of recognition. repetition. aesthetic discourse and 

Fanon's epidermalisation. h brief overview looks back on certain historical 

representations of the steatopygic body. and its eventual stigmatisation as anomaly. 

This chapter ends with a critique of modern artistic scenes that: exploit the Black female 

body as a dark backdrop which promotes White Femininity. 

The two chapters constituting Part I concern the examination of the violence in 

the visual and textual language that popularised the Hottentot Venus in the 

Enlightenment. Chapter 2. "The Violence of the Text: Wording the Other. Bestialising 

Beauty" concentrates on definitions and descriptions of the bodies of South African 

women whom the Europeans referred to as Hottentots. Excerpts from French 

ethnographies produced by White male writers of the late eighceenth and early 

nineteenth century are analysed as a genre of aesthetic discourse. given that they 

describe the aesthetics of the body in a discursive form which facilitated the diffusion 

of colonial ideologies. prescriptions and perceptions of Black women. These historical 

texts show a preoccupation with the genitalia. or more specifically the labia whose size 

was the measuring stick for the disposition and morality of the subject in question. The 

bigger the labia. the less intelligent the person. the more controlled was she by libidinal 

urges. and the closer her classification to animal in the colonialist hierarchy of human 

evolution. Baartman is discussed in this chapter as a tabooed body. Checked as 



pathological. her steatopygia becomes a zoological and spectatorial attraction, not only 

in ethnographies and natural histories. but in the rituals engendered around the body 

viewed in museum contexts. 

Chapter 3. "(HeteroIGrafting Colour onto the Female Body: Rereading Venus 

lconograph y in Black and White." back tracks to the Renaissance, examines the Venus 

allegory in Alessandro Botticelli's Birth oJ Venus of 1484-86 and its subsequent 

transmutations of race. gender and corporeality when colonial expansion. slavery and 

the Christian Missionary movement were gaining force in the lace eighteenth and 

nineteenth century. A synopsis of the Black Madonna is included to emphasise how the 

surface of particular icons Whiten or Blacken according to the adapted ideological 

context of a particular epoch Violence. corporeal terrorism. public humiliation of the 

body and their impact on the collective psyche are theoretically teased out to 

problematise the means through which the steatopygic body becomes vulgarised. 

Heteroqraftingis my reworked concept of a horticultural term chat signifies a violent 

alteration done onto the allegorical/colonised/recipient body by the donor/coloniser 

culture. Unlike hybridity. which denotes the merging of two or more components to 

create another "thing" or entity (Ashcrof t, Griffiths and Tiffin 2000: 14). heterograping is 

intended as a more politicised term that magnifies the effects of the covert and blatant 

violence against the Black fernale body operative in representation. 

Chapter 4 of Part I I .  "The (Im)Memorial Image of the Black Venus: The 

Stereotype." is a cross-cultural survey of the Black Venus in literary and visual works. 

The focus is on the magnitude of the repetition of the allegory in different mediums 

which signals the outset of stereotyping. The repetition of the steatopygic silhouette 

results in the image becoming collectively remembered but. as a stereotype surviving 

after Baartman. immemorial of her tragic history and demise in Europe. I draw parallels 

bet ween Baartman's treatment as a horse in her European exhibitions from 1810 to 1815 

6 



and contemporary incidents of Black women being fashioned as animals in different 

media representations. The theme exploited in chis chapter is the bestial stereotyping of 

the Black female body. preserved through time. despite the pandemic consciousness- 

raising of racism and sexism in western culture. 

"Crossing Cultures: Black Coddesses in the MulticulturaI Canadian Context." the 

lasr: chapter, deals with art production and practices around the dark female body chat 

are ambiguously sanctioned by the policies of multiculturalism. The artworks of t w ~  

Canadian-based wornen. Katarina Thorsen and Hiida Woolnough. have been singled out 

for their controversy. This chapter aims to unveil the di fferent kinds of internalisation of 

ideologies based on race. gender and ethnicity as they affect the agency of the artist 

and responses of peoples coming from colonised histories and reaIities. These artworks 

demonstrate that grotesque images of Black goddesses have become a contemporary 

cross-cultural problem even in Canada where discourses of multiculturalism are 

pervasive. Canadian is thus sicuated in this chapter as a term thac implies racial 

exclusivi ty. 

The thesis is the product of my ongoing research of representations of the Black 

Venus which 1 begun in the lace 1980s. It is thus a work based on my selecrion of Black 

Venus images and rny own ways of seeing this icon through racialised representations 

of Black women in the different media. Yet given other scholars similar focus on race 

and gender. it acknowledges that the aesthetic reconstruction of the Black fernale body 

as Venus has become a lasting problem. These chapters. initially written as individual 

essays. have been cohesively revised to stress the common cheme of the 

transformatively fixed profiles of the Black Venus in history that have gained 

ambiguous readings in modernity. As a political strategy to not perpetuate the 

stereotype. images of the Black female body have been limitedly reproduced. 

Whenever possible. translations have been provided in footnotes or inserted in the body 

7 



of my analysis for greater reader accessibility. Translations appearing as my own are 

coded by a double asterisk (**). 



Chapter 1 - Continuity of the Black Venus 

The dead cal1 us to remember. Some of us have not forsaken these teachings. 
-bel1 hooks_(1992: 180) 

In this chapter. 1 discuss my "encouncer- with Saartjie Baartman as the Hottentot Venus. 

survey the literature on her history. and map out some core theories pertinent to the 

concextual and corporeal ambiguicies of the Black Venus. a subjecc-macter that in recent 

years has mushroomed into a scholarl y movement and an unresolved political battle 

becween France and South Africa over Baartrnan's remains (see Appendix A). 

Begun oucside of academia. this chesis germinared from rny long-terrn 

observations of the Black Venus in macerial culcure. l c  voices mÿ sen~iment of futility 

about the image changing. but a branch of race and gender representation in the West 

noc changing quickly or at all. Over che years, I have watched the Black Venus alter to 

rhe vogue of the moment. exhibiting basic aesthetic constants-the naked Black female. 

dark flesh and a voluptuous body of taboo and excess. Like the Hottentot Venus of 

early nineceenth-century Europe. contemporary visual and textua1 images depict the 

Black Venus in new forms that are problematic in their recurrence. How. then. can a 

body undergo so much epochal transformation. yer remarn circumscribed as forbrdden, 

sensual. savage and hyper-sexed? This question 1s the fuel of my theoretical 

investigacion. 

Impact of the First Encounter 

South Af'rican Saartjie Baartman was the first Black Venus I stumbled on. I L  was in the 

late 1980s. at a bargain section in Toronto's Wold's Biggest Bookstore. that 1 found 

Stephen Jay Gould's The Flam ingo's Sm iie for $1.99. Intrigued by the picture of 



Baartman as La Belle hottentote in Chapter 19 (Fig.1). 1 read on. only to become horrified 

by her humiliating display in Europe and the posthumous desecration of her body. The 

injustices she suffered at the expense of colonial phantasies provoked. personally. an 
- 

upset regarding her social alienation and her condition of coerced servility; inspired a 

want to address iniquities of race and gender; and led to a greater awareness of the 

barbarity sanctioned during the Enlightenrnent and routinely exercised on other 

peoples by Europeans under the guise of "civilismg" and justifiable discipline. 

Baartman's sicuation demonstrates thac the institutionalised treatment of certain 

bodies mirrors cheir hierarchical ranking in a given society at a given era. Stigmatised as 

atavistic. Baartman was viewed by Europeans as a creature from the incerior of Africa. 

And that her "guardian" Réaux was an  animal keeper only reinforced her status a s  

subhuman in the imaginary of western society (Denean Sharpley-Whiting 1999: 18). As 

seemingly owned propercy. she occupied the subordinate status of servant and slave. a 

position made comrnon to many diasporic and mdigenous Blacks living in Europe in the 

lace 1700s and early 1800s (Maseko 1998). This ambiguity of status was due  partly CO the 

interna1 abolitionist shifts happening within the institution of slavery. 

Whereas the British had ouclawed the African Slave Trade in 1807 (Green 1976: 

53; Du BOIS 1896: 95). it was endorsed in France and its colonies until 1848 (Smith 1984: 1% 

Miquel 1976: 351). Manumitted slaves became a servani class; yet many  Blacks with the 

civil status of slave were also servants. Orlando Patrerson States that "Slavery is the 

permanent. violent dom inarion oJnatally aliennted clndgenerally dishonored persoi-is" 

(1982: 13). Violent don-iinatio~ and dishonoured persons applies to Baartman's pre- 

European history: for a s  a young Khoikhoi girl in what is now South Africa. under Dutch 

rule. her people were hunted down and slaughtered by European colonists. The 

survivors, mostly women and children. became chatte1 distributed arnong the Dutch 

settlers (Maseko 1998). Identifiable as  Black and woman, and carrying the national 



captions *African" and "Bushman-Hottentot." Baartrnan gained a new inscription by the 

Dutch régime. Preconceptions of her body a s  oddity. spectacle and object of voyeuristic 

amusement were cross-culturally disseminated within the power structures of colonial 
- 

Europe. 

Of the punished spectacle in early nineceenth-century Europe. Michel Foucault 

considers corporeal torture in public the symbol of a subject debased to -body." Fallen in 

social and polit~cal standing: "Le corps s'y trouve en posirion d'instrument ou 

dïntermëdiare: si on intervient sur lui en l'enfermant. ou en le faisant travailler. c'est 

pour priver l'individu d'une liberté considérée a la Fois comme un droit et un bien. Le 

corps. selon cette pénalité. est pris dans un systeme de contrainte et de  privation. 

d'obligations et d'interdits" (1975: 18).' Like Patterson. Foucault sees the cechniques of 

corporeal punishment fostering psychosociaf alienation. The inflected subject is sociall y 

marked as deviant. tn turn. s/he interiorises this label and is ostractsed through rituals 

of public debasement. as  was Eaartman. 

An account from a European who witnessed Baartman's display and public 

chascisement as the Hottentot Venus underscores Foucault's perspective about the 

body as a concrete intermediary whose harsh rnanagemenc, containment and spatial 

restriction incite. through public display. individual altenation as well as  spectatorial 

terror. Addressed to a government officlal in the h/lorn ing Chron ide of 12ch October 1810, 

the epistle read: 

A PROTEST 

Sir. As a friend to liberty, in every situation OF Me. I cannot help calling your 
attention ro a subject. which 1 am sure need nor oniy be nociced by you to insure 
your immediate observation and comment. You stand so deservedly high in the 

! The Engl~sh translation reads. The  body now serves as  an Instrument or inrerrnediary: if one inrervenes 
upon it to irnprison it. or to rnake it work, it is in order to deprive the individual of a libeny that is regarded 
borh as a right and as properry. The body. according to this penaky. is caught up in a system of constraints 
and privarions, obligations and prohibitions.' Qtd from Michel Foucault. Discipline and Puntsh: The Birrh of 
rhe Prison. trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Pantheon Books. 1077) 11. 
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public opinion as a staunch friend of humanity and a sincere promoter of the 
abolition of the slave trade that you will perhaps anticipate the cause 1 am now 
pleading. and to which 1 wish to cal1 public attention. I ailude CO chat wretched 
object advertised and publicly shewn for money-the 'Hottentot Venus'. This. Sir. 
is a wretched creature-an inhabitant of the interior of Africa. who has been 
brought here as a subject for the curiosity of this country. for 2s. a-head. This 
poor female is made to walk. to dance, to shew hetself, not for her own 
advantage. but for the profit of her master. who. when she appeared tired. held 
up a stick to her. like the wild beast keepers. to intimidate her into obedience. 1 
think. Sir, 1 have read sornewhere (but you will know this better chan me). that 
the air of the British Constitution is too pure to permit slavery in the very heart 
of the metropolis. for 1 am sure you will easily discriminate between those 
beings who are sufficientIy degraded to shew themselves for their own 
immediate profit, and where they act from their own free will: and this poor 
slave. who is obliged to shew herself. to dance. to be the object of the lowest 
ribaldry. by which her keeper is the only gainer. I am no advocate of these 
sights. on the coritrary. I think it base in the extreme. that any human beings (sic) 
should be thus exposed. It is contrary to every principle of morality and good 
order. but this exhibition connects the same offence to public decency. with that 
most horrid of al1 situations, Slavery. 

Your obedient servant. 
AN ENGLISHMAN? 

This ENGLISHMAN recogn ised. 1) Baartman's physical intimidat~on to perform as the 

Hottentot Venus; 2) her mortification in being forced "CO shew herself' obscenely and to 

assume unbecoming behaviour which posicioned her as "che object of the lowesc 

ribaldry' (Le.. to dance in a state of undress); and 3) her bodily exploitation and the 

oppression of her individual will. given that her display was not for her "own immediate 

profit," the o m  emphatically italicised by the original tvrlcer 

Clearly. the Englishman was undecided about Baartman as a person. Observing 

her rhrough the mask of the Hotcenrot Venus. he called her a -wretched object." -a 

wretched creature. . . of the interior of Africa.' but Iater referred to her as a "poor 

female." a -poor slave" and vaguely as a n y  human being." Puzzled by her status as 

object-creature-human. he was nonetheless sufficiencly moved by the horror of her 

forced display to write the lengthy protest. Since 1815. Baartman's visual terrorisrn as the 

Qtd. in full from Paul Edwards and James Walvin. Black Personclrrres 111 the Era of the SIove Trade(Baron 
Rouge Louisiana State UP. 1983) 172. 
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Hottentoc Venus has been blurred by generations of refashioned aesthetics. Yet for the 

spectators privy to her history. traces of her linger in certain images. and the 

terrorisarion of her person reads as aesthetic dissonance. 
- 

Though I commence with Baartman's experience in France from 1810 to 1815 as 

the Hottentot Venus. and include images of the rnillennium of the Black Venus. my 

analytical finish line is with Mario Testino's photograph of Naomi Campbell as L a  Venus 

cru voile, featured in the November 1995 Paris Match (Fig.2); hence the names 

demarcated in the title-"From Baartman to Campbell.' Campbell's image is a crucial 

successor of Baartman. because it underlines the immortality of certain stereotypes in 

western culture. the automaticity of their reproduction, the social desire for their 

existence and re-diffusion. and the ability for representacion to transform concretely. 

but less so connotatively. 

Baartman, the Person 

Who. then. was this woman popularised and persecuted as che Hottentot Venus? 

Born 1790. Saartjie Baartman was a young Khoikhoi woman from the Cape of 

South Africa (Fig.3). She supposedly entered an agreement in 1810 with two men- 

Henr~ck Caezar and Alexander Dunlop who were Dutch fzrmers corne to South Africa 

to sertle. Baartman would travel with them to Europe. do ciomcstic chores for them. and 

be displayed for 5 years (Webster 200026; Edwards and lbl:alvin 1983: 176-177). The 

attraction would be her steatopygia or large buttocks; and she was to receive a 

percentage of the profits from her masers. When the contract ended. she wouId return 

home to the Cape. But what happened to her was entirely another matter. 

Arrived in England in June 1810. barely clothed. she was immediately displayed 

as the Hottentot Venus. This lasted unti! 1811. her exhibition at times occurring in a cage 

Uahoda 1999: 79; Maseko 1998). A few years lacer. she was exhibited in Ireland. and in 



France during 1814 (Denean Sharpley-Whiting 1999- 18). Then in Paris. Caezar sold her to 

the animal keeper Réaux (Denean Sharpley-Whiting 1999: 18). In December 1815. a four- 

foot six-inch Baartman fell il1 with an inflammatory disease allegedly related to 
- 

syphilis.' and died larer chat same month-December 29-under Réaux's roof. Shortly 

thereafrer. anatomisr Georges Cuvier procured her body. dissected her. and made a 

pIaster cast of her corpse (Could 1985: 292,294). The replica and her rernains were later 

re-exhibited ac Musée de l'Homme in Paris well into che 1970s. Cuvier removed her anus. 

buttocks. spine. and skull, pathologisrng her as a specirnen genetically closer to simians. 

and chus the inferior antithesis of the White male and female European (Jahoda 1999: 

79-82; Backhouse 1999: 46-47). Her genitalia were also cut out and jarred. and has since 

been reported missing by Musée de l'Homme (Maseko 1998). 

Cuvier's findings of Baartman were impermeably documented in his zoological 

text Histoire Naturelle des Mamm rferes of 1824. His pseudo-scientific reports of non- 

Europeans have leFt a lastrng cross-cultural legacy of insticutronal racism and its 

syscemic normalisation. His writings were even used in Canada during the first half of 

the twentiech century to assist with formulating legislation for constitur~onal rrghts and 

freedoms of certain indigenous groups (Backhouse 1%9: 209. n i 2 3  That Baartman 

perhaps died of a syphilitic illness. which is curiously absent in Cuvier's report. 

implicates Réaux as both keeper and pimp (Koch E95). Bur her subsisting 

appropriation in image as a synecdoche of the corporeal identicy of Black women, and 

as a meraphor of subhumanness. somatic oddicy and disease. signifies the occurrence of 

racisr-sexist ideologies of the Enlightenmenr neutralised inro normative race-gender 

~deologies in the western contemporary. Thus the forgetting of Baartman's ordeals is 

due to today's social climate. which incites amnesra of colonia1 dominance and racism 

by glorifying racla1 eclecticism as rnultrculturalism. Who ~hen  benefits from the cultural 

73ring Back the Hottentot Venus.' LVeekly Mai/ and G~iardian (15 lune 1993). 
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conservation of such images? The people of colour to whom the representations allude? 

The White mainstream? Or the communicy at large who "learns- about the differencly 

raced and gendered by exposure of these images under the rubric of ernbracing 
- 

di fference? 

Regarding multiculturalism. there is a currenc presumptron of race and ethnic 

relations being better off in the west, because of globalisation and immigracion-a 

consensus that. for the most part, overlooks the perseverance of hegemonic control and 

power. and in this overlooking circulariy perpetuates them. In North America. culture is 

considered a diversif yrng phenornenon with the accelerated mcrease of immigrants 

whose presence has a political impact (Wood and Remnanc 1980: 56-58; Agocs 1992: 

244-247; Strarn 1999; West 1993; Young 1990). Arnerican and Canadian society. in 

particular. are said to be greatly affected by ethnic and racial polymorphism as a result 

of immigration and miscegenation. Ye t  the reappearance of colonial stereotypes like the 

BlacIi Venus shows anocher face of the romanticised imaginings of the American 

melting pot and the Canadian mosaic-the reality of' xenophobia and its normalisation 

in imagery. 

The longeviry of the Hottentot Venus in western media signals that xenophobia 

IS now more refined than ever. filtered through modes of vrsual culture as 

predominantly acceptable and "overlooli-able" effects. Therefore. this analysis calls for 

a critical reading and re~hinking of race and gender imagery. focussed on the female 

body; for as B. Ruby Rich affirms: "Ir is through the arcs that a nation's cultural heritage 

can be passed on to a new generacion.. . . l t  is through the arts that influence can be 

exercised" (1994: 225). Chief to my postulation is that racial representacions which are 

unapparently discriminatory suscain colonial ideologies of the Black female body 

through passive violence and sublimination. 



In order for derogatory racial typing in representation to endure. more signs 

have to be ambiguously encoded in their externality and pass in media as unharmful. 

Of racialised codes. Robin M. Chandler explains how imagery creates controversial 
- 

divides in spectatorship: 

The productron of visual images in media functions from within white 
imagination to exploit. sensationalise. placate. discorc. and carnivalise 
representations of Africanness. (1996: 15). . . . 

Visual terrorism is the production and use of visual images to express 
contempt for. to disempower and to terrorise members of a particular culture 
group. by another group. What may appear all innocuous playtirne in white 
representations of blackness and Africanness. is so often interpreted by people 
of colour as an artack on identity. (1996:17) 

Chandler makes an excellent point of visual terrorism. But 1 would redact that people of 

colour are not interpreting these representations as discriminacory. but recogn ising 

[hem as so. 

Inrerprernrion connotes a subjective perception of cornent whereas recogn irion 

of che Hottentot Venus through the aura of the Black Venus goes beyond 

opinionatedness: It signals that a particular image has been profoundly socialised within 

a cuiture to have specific meaning/s co a colIective. Recopirion indicaces that 

representation, with its probiematic definttions. are deeply etched into the psychical 

fabric of the social and communal. and thar they conunue to influence how certain 

groups are collectively perceived. This socialisation of the image is in icself an auto- 

perpecuating institution. Says Norman Bryson: 

. . . the crucial difference between the term 'perception* and the term 
'recognition' is that the tacter is social. It cakes (at Ieast) two to recognize a sign. 
And when people look at representarional painting and recognize what chey see, 
their recognition does not unfold in the solitary recesses of the sensorium but 
through their activation of codes of recognition that are learnt by interaction 
with others. in acquisition of human culture. (1988: 63) 



Similarly, Rudolf Arnheim explains that: 

The most useful and cornmon interaction between perception and  memory 
takes place in the recognition of chings seen. Visual knowledge acquired in the 
past helps not onIy in detecting the nature of an objecr or action appearing in 
the visual field; it aIso assigns the present objecc a place in the system of things 
constituting our total view of the world. (1969: 90) 

Recogn irion is the collective comprehending of a sign severed from most of its abscract 

meaning and matted into the everyday and immediately unders~ood conventions of 

ordinary culture. This is how the ENGLISHMAN was able to recognise Baartman's 

situation as exploitive and persecucory. and to liken it to slavery. 

Imaging. textualising. codification. knowledge acquisirion. retention of learnt 

patterns. subliminal naturalisation of meaning. and repetition indicate the matrix of 

sysEems encrenching the Black Venus as  a stereotype in the occidental imaginary of 

today. These are the outlets of material culture from which the silhouette of Baartman's 

accentuated buttoci.;~ has epochally proliferated. As a consequence. this profile has 

become both the signature of her tragic persona as the historrcai Hottentot Venus and 

iconic to the new configurations of the Black Venus. 

Profiling Representation 

The  ticle "Profiles of the Black Venus" is a double entendre of concreEe and  abstract 

value. It refers to the stereotyped silhouette of the Black female body a s  the Hoctentot 

Venus of 1810, but also the studies of the versions that followed. Profiling certain 

representations spotlights the aesthetic complications of the Black Venus. and the 

political dilernmas in reading the image as a liberated prototype in popular culture. Does 

the Biack Venus decrease or renormalise racist thinking in modernity? 



The changed aesthecics OF the Black Venus signifies where ruptures have 

occurred and where sameness has turned into similarity (Schwartz 1996). For instance. 

the term Horrenror Venus is a nominal antecedent of La Venus au voile. Both share a 

substantive sameness and tke proper noun. the goddess Venus. But their national and 

racial names denote-not a sarneness or identicahty-but a similarity as well as a 

dissimilarity. Both images. with their visual/textual referents. similarly portray the 

Black female body as a corporeal object of Africanness or Blackness. However. 

Horrenror is an  adjective of the archetype that has since disappeared from the 

stereot ype's context in modernity. Moreover. Campbell's enactment of the bare, 

fashionable Venus au voile shows a tapered physique to Baartman's corpulent Venus. 

Thus a divergence occurs in contextual elements thac stem from changes in media and 

in remaking. These themselves are implicated in historical systems of democratisation 

and exploitation as  markers of time (Fernandez 1998). 

Echnographic sketches. high-cech miniatures. and the ultra-scopic realism of 

photo-periodicals are additional transformations of media and aesthetics indicating a 

breakage in the representacional sameness of an image. each breakage weaved into a 

set of historically-specific systems and political circumstances that (dis)privilege certarn 

subjects at particular moments in history. These fractures corrupt and pluralise 

definitions. rendering meaning polysemous by de-/re-concextualisacion. Through such 

fractures is born an ambiguity in consurning and discerning the stereotype. These 

aeschetic ruptures allow a socially construed archetype (Le.. Baartman) to be dissociated 

from irs neoteric reformulations (i.e.. Campbell) and read as a an image without any linh 

to Baartman's history of corporeal terrorism. 

The process of affiliating or separating one's self from history as a reading- 

discerning subject produces conflicts around the Black Venus. which open orxo another 

complicated platform of queries related to the subjective distancing or identifying of the 
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historical atrocicies of coIonised peoples. The mode of (dis)idenciFicarion occurs-and 

instigates controversy-when a person. thing. or situation is rekognised as a pure 

fiction to some. and a reality adulterated by fiction co ochers. Civen the policical tensions 
- 

race creates in representations such as the Black Venus. it becornes imperacive to ask: 

A t  what point can history be forgotten when reading imagery? Need colonial trauma 

and the massacre of certain populations always be remembered by the conremporary 

mainstream and the hegemonic consciousness when concepcualising representation? 

Can these tragedies be used as political guidelines for today's acting agents who make 

material culture? When can an artist produce without having to take heed of che 

political histories of oppression? And can such works spark a dialogue withouc evoking 

the devastacing evencs of che past? What will be forsaken if forgotten? What risks being 

repeated or re-enacced through the rupture of colonial history? 

Numerous theorists have actended to the problerns of racial-gender 

representations (Mohanty. Russo and Torres 1991; Collins 1991; Mitter 2000; Poole 1997; 

hooks 1990; Tobing Rony 1996). But jusc as many counter-discourses of gender, silently 

dominated by Whiteness. are drocvning out the disseminative impact of race awareness. 

Certain are caughc up in the juvenile stage of wondering cvhen "race" existed. whilst 

others are busy producing highly sophisticated discourses which deny racism as a 

genre of historrcal thought that motivated tyrannical acts with large-scale 

repercussions. such as genocide, land expropriation and colonisation. 

Cruclal to these debares of representation is the artist herself. For inscance. 

African-American Margarec Burroughs composed Blrrck Venus in 1957. centuries after 

Alessandro Botticelli's Birth of Venus c.1484-1486 (Figs.4-5). This image was likewise 

approprrated by engraver W. Grainger as Voyage oJthe Sable Venus c.1801 during the 

Trans-Atlancic slave trade and che abolition movement. and then made inco an 

advertisemenc for whiskey in 1868. which erased che presence of the Black Venus 



(Figs.6-7). Yet in decyphering the image. do the political dynamics of race and gender as  

related to the maker surface as a force in representation that frees the image from 

stereotyping? What alters in knowing a Black female artist or a Whice male colonist-an 

African-American woman or a European man-redid Botticelli3 image. especially if al1 

final versions strongly resemble? Carla Williams consrders the identity of the maker a 

predicamenc in representation that may cancel out political intervention. She says 

images created by certain Black female artiscs "are inextricably examples of being 

looked at and interpreted by an  outsider. not of picturing one's self" (2000: 5). This 

statement suggests that 3lack female artists have so internalised White ways of seeing 

that they can no longer fathom new ways of envisaging self. 

What of the quandary of media diffusion? If diffusion is an opporcunity to 

educate, but an occasion in which che artist's intencions musc be abbreviated or the 

image's contexc strrpped of historical particulars. hotv will spectacors learn of the 

attempc to subvert? And wouldn't saying that Whites represent Whites. gays represent 

gays. women wornen et cecera essentialise the dynarnics of representation? This aspect 

is a paradox in my reasonrng. given chat. inasmuch as self-representation is problernat~c. 

I see a greater problem with how Whice artists porrray the Black femaie body. Taken 

from a c~rebsite. Blcrck Venus (1957) is contextually pared dotvn. leaving no trace of 

Burrou~hs' mocives for remaking Bort~celli's Venus. One can only read the new 

depiction. to try to find signs of difference or (ferninist) resistance in the artist's new 

aeschetics 

Enslavement, Class, Finances 

Though 1 have primarily dealt with race and g ;ender, cla .ss significantly affects the 

conundrum of the Black Venus. The temporality of a representation reflects the kinds of 

freedoms allowed subjecrs at specific periods. Baartman's and Campbell's varying 
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ability to exercise agency directly relates to the sociopolitical institutions of their times 

within White western hegernonies, which impose restraints or liberties on volition that 

complicate Black female ontoiogy. Lisa Jones sees these liberties still dictated by 

western hegemony. ~ i s c u s & ~  the voluptuous body of mode1 Beverly Peele profiled in 

a high-fashion magazine, Jones comments: "lsn't Peele lucky to be a young black 

woman posing for a fashion spread in America circa 1991-while Negro bodies and self- 

expression are in vogue. marketable. and represenc some vague notion of visual 

equality. in lieu of political and economic power: With a resplendent derriere like hers. in 

anoicher era, Peele could have been the legendary Hottentoc Venus herself" (1995: 75). 

Baartman and Campbell can both be considered young Black women of their 

time, in/famous in the public eye. But whereas Campbell is an affluent supermodei. 

highly paid to be photographed naked as Ln Venus au voile (1995). Baartman in the 

early 1800s had no such privilege as the Hottentot Venus. Moreover. due to the outrage 

of her public display. Baartman went ro trial in November 1810 (Edwards and Walvin 

i985:173-177). Yet even her testimony sounded over-rehearsed. her words the words of 

Réaux. her mouth his medium. A segment of the transcripts from the court proceedings 

reveal: 

. . . yesterday. the Master of the Crown Office had himself personally actended. 
and examined her by two Dutch Interpreters. one on behalf of her keeper, and 
one for himself. and the result of that examination was reduced into writing and 
tuas in substances as Fo1lows.-That she was born in the interior of Africa. that 
her father was a buIlock driver from the interior of the Cape. and was killed on 
one of his journeys by the Jagays. He[r] mother died when she was two years 
oid. and she was a nursery-maid in the house of Mr. Caesar. That she had 
married a drumrner at the Cape and had one child. which was dead. that she 
came to England by her own consent for the purpose of exhibiting her person; 
that she agreed to corne for six years. and was co have half the profits of the 
exhibition-that she did not wish to go home as she liked this country. and was 
very kindly treated by her Keeper, who gave her money, and took her out riding 
in a coach on Sunday, which she liked very much-that she had a black boy and 
girl to waic upon her. and did not wish to change her situation. Being asked if she 



did not wish to see her four sisters and brocher at home, she did not give any 
answer but remained inflexibly silent." 

What were Baartman's thoughts at this moment? To stay in Europe and suffer the 

exploitative treatment of tKe animal keeper who may also have been prosriruring her? 

Or to return "home." see her family and struggle for economic emancipation as a 

contracted "servant" in the Dutch-colonised Cape? Cornpliant in her testament, she rnay 

have feared for the economic uncertainty of a future alone in Europe. 

Because certain histories weigh differently with particular groups and affect 

how image-recipients from different subcultures absorb portrayals. historical 

irresolutions turn into problems in the present. Baartman's body is one such 

nationaI/political irresolution.' with pst-apartheid South Africa requesting in the year 

2000 the return of her remains ro ner homeland for a proper burial. Musëe de l'Homme 

is against this wish. however. still viewing Baartman as invested property. Said assistant 

curator Philippe Mennecier: "Her skeleton is very well cared for here because we never 

know what science will be able to tell us in the future. If she is buried. this chance will be 

lost. . . for us she remains a very important treasure- (Webster 2G00: 26. Appendix A). 

"A treasure" is Baartman described in the millennium. a skeIeton "very well 

taken care for" and on hold as a specimen for the possible further discoveries of 

western scrence. The curator's perspective is pocentially explosive for how he envisions 

Baartman in new Limes. Moreover. these ongoing tug-of-wars over colonised bodies as 

museum property indicace that. in the contemporary. the western demand for curiosity 

and exoricism has not desisted. My theoretical development questions whether the 

Black fernale body. nude or naked, can be articulated in a humanising. person-oriented 

" Qtd. from a reprinc of che A~1or-n rng Post (26 November 1810) in Edwards and Walvin (1983: i76-177). 
' See T h e  Hottentot Venus.' blarrin Lu~her King. Jr. National Hisroric Sire. 
l i ~ c p  i','\\ ?v:v i1psgov/'rnalu/docurnenrç/fiIrii-2OCO h m .  John Yeld. -P!ea to return remains of Hottencoc 
Venus ro S.A.' Independent Newspapers 1998. rpt. h . i r p ~ / / \ v \ \ , \ ~  s a - p ~ f i c r  DB/For 
DB9901/ARCHHoctentotVenus ARC1?0199.htrn: and Alex Dodd. -Humanismg hiscory.' 
htcp / /  www mg.co.za/mg/art/tv/9810~98101~-baarrman.hcml. 



context that satisfies a wide range of image-recipients; whether this body can be 

transcribed into anything ocher than the colonial definiclons of the bestial. libidinal, 

exotic and sensual ocher: and how to relstore the signs of this icon to dignity from a 200 

year-old abyss of colonial denigrarion. Could it be rhat the visual signs of the Black 

Venus are over-exhausted. the basic constants super-saturated by negative meaning? 

The term negative conjures a duality yes; however. according to Charles Mills. race rs a 

political system started frorn dichotornous chinking: 

For hundreds of years, race was a policical syscem in its own right: it was 
through race that whites came to understand their identicy. their position in the 
world, their manifest destiny. their civilizing missions. their burden. cheir 
entitlements and privileges. their duties and responsibilities. The term white 
supremacy is usually associaced with localized regimes. particularly with the 
Arnerican Old South and Apartheid South Africa.. . [Iln a broader sense the 
history of the world has long been a history of white supremacy. in chat 
Europeans basically controlled the globe and were the privileged race.. . (1998: 
7 3  

For klilis. il'i-iice supremâcy comprises rsgimes of coionrsation and coricemporaneous 

hegernontc systems that place the White subject at the inlvisible centre of things (1998: 

Th~s 1s Tracey Denean Sharpley-1Vhiting.s cricique of Sander GiIman's Dfference 

and Pcithology. ln Black Venus: Sexualized Savages: Prima1 Fears. and Primitive 

Narratives in French. she cornments chat Gilman used Baarcman as a foocstool to 

develop a discussion on how White prosticutes were similarly ractalised co Black 

Cilman's piece is frequently referred to as an example par excellence of a study 
of the representations of black femaIe sexuality in France. However. one never 
finds any details about ~ h e  one major black female figure featured in this 
chapter, Sarah Bartmann. the Hottentot Venus. The literal photographic 
presence of the black female body and her genitalia are there expressly for a 
better understanding of (white) patriarchy's ccnstruction/fear of female 
sexuality (to be read as white female sexuality). (1999: 3) 



Even in contemporary theoretical frameworks dealing with gender. race and class. 

White wornen are still conveyed as the worthier subject. Also evident in DiJJerence and  

Pathologyis Cilman's teveling of difference between Jewish and Black identities. This 
- 

reverts to Mills' insight of the two identities regularly pitted against each other. only for 

Jewishness to surface as the more discurs~vely valued (1998: '77). Analogies such as the 

ones below punctuate Gilman's introduction. 

But the very concept of color is a quality of Otherness. not of realicy. For not only 
are blacks black in this amorphous world of projection. so coo are Jews. (1985: 30) 

The Jew became the "white Negro". . . (1985: 30) 

The image of the Jew as  the black was not merely the product of the racist 
biology of the late nineteenth century.. . For the association of the Jew with 
blackness is a s  old as Christian tradition. (1985: 30). 

In these passages. GiIrnan theoreticall y exploits Blackness. discolouring it and 

minimisrng Black oppression to strengthen his argumenc of Jewishness as deviant. 

Though interventionist for what it provides on race represencation in western history. 

Cilman's t e x  1s disturbing in how it theorectcally dirns Blackness and. in Baartman's 

case. Btack ~vomanhood. 

Founded on re-readings of historical texts. Gustav lahoda's perspective on 

Baartman's volition is also unsettling. Leaving behind no written sources of her own 

(Denean Sharpley-Whiting 1999: 17). and corning from an oral uadition. Baartman is 

nonetheless construed by Jahoda as  a Free agent of the nineteench century. fully 

complicit of her denigrating experience of display and whose existence was divorced 

from the racial/gender institutional prejudices of Euro-colonial society. In Images of 

Savages in CVestem Cu ltu re. Jahoda wrote: "The 'Venus' was a Sanid (Bushman) woman 

who was taken to Europe and was exhibited in London in a cage (in fairness it must be 

added that she agreed to this)" (1999: 79). Given that Black slavery was a full-blown 



institution maintamed for centuries in Europe's colonies and rhat it took a long tirne to 

~bl i tera te .~  ~ahoda's  parenthetical assertion of Baartman's consent is especially 

perturbing. In the early 1800s. wi~h  European society pregnant with White supremacist 
- 

practices. Baartman's agency-or the degrees of it she could exercise-is presented as 

an enigma by today's more punctilious scholars who realise that persons marked 

deviant in colonial England and France. like Baartman. had limited opportunicies to act 

ou[ individuai will (Maseko 1998). 

The suppression of Black women's troubling histories is of concern to other 

scholars, like Robyn Weigman. In American Anatomies: Theorizing Race and Gender. 

she remarks that mainstream feminism's failure to deal with the complex sides of 

identiry has created the bifurcated category of "blacks and women" (1995: 7). She says: 

"Lost in the systematic reduction is the black woman. whose historical and theoretical 

presence has quite righcly been pursued in recent years as a way of rethinking the 

inherently compounded nature of social identity" (1995: 7). Weigman employs "black 

and woman" as a refrain in Americtrn Annromies. to rethink conjunctures of history that 

have been obscured. She places Baartman at the axes of slavery. abolition. the rise of 

science. and corporealisation, to discuss hotv she was anacomised in scientific discourse 

(1995: 57-59). 

Repetition in Aesthetic Discourse 

Aesthetics are what construcrs the body ourwardly in relation to beaurrful and uglyas 

social conventions (Chaplin 1985: 14). But as chey embeilish objects. aesthetics are also 

implicaced in systems of power and taxoncny (Clifford 1999: 60). Elizabeth Grosz asserts 

" See. for instance. W EB Du Bots. The Srcppressron of the AJricali Slave-Trade to the United Srares of 
Americn 1633-18ïO[Docroral thesis] (1896. London Dover Publications Inc, 1970). William A Green. British 
Slave Emanctparton The Sugar Colonies and the Grear Experimenr ,830-1865(1976. Oxford. Clarendon P. 
1982). Concerning the slave situation in Canada and the resisrance against ics eradication. see Robert Prevosr. 
Monrreal. La Folle Entreprise ([h,lontreal] Editions inrernarionales Alain Sranske. 1991) 231-232. and Robin LV 
Winks. The BIacks rn Canada A History. 20aed IMonrreal. McG111-Queen's UP. 1997) 23 
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that: "Bodies are al ways irreducibly sexually specific, necessarily interlocked with racial, 

cultural. and class particularicies" (1994: 19). These particularicies that narrate an artistic 

intention in visual or  textual composition I cal1 nesthetic discourse for signs compressed 
- 

in composition and  given serniotic currency become a discourse that communicaices the 

i d e a h  of an artist [hrough a particular style and theme. 

The evocation of Baartman in the contemporary Black Venus indicates that 

dissonance chronically mfects the aesthetics articularing the nude/naked Black 

allegory. This dissonance finds Iogic when the vioIences suffered by Baartman to bring 

this persona to life are excavated and read against coday's sexually glamorous image of 

the Black Venus. Synchronic changes through repeated reworked aesthetics have 

blurred the memory of Baartman. There is. though. a sensorial component to aesthetics: 

They seduce or horrify the senses of the image-recipient (Baudrillard 1979). This 

supports John Locke's deduction about the  ties between lasting impressions. pleasure. 

and pain. In Esscry Concern ing Human Understcrnding(1689). Locke wrote: "Attention 

and repetition help much to [he fixing and ideas in the memory but those which 

naturally at first make the deepest and most lasting impression. are those which are 

accompanied wich pleasure or pain" (94) This dualism of pain and pleasure emerges 

when different image-recipients read the aesthetics of che Black Venus. Some enjoy the 

image of the nurturing carnivalesque body of the goddess whilst ochers. remembering 

Baartman's and other slave women's misfortunes. consider it a devastamg reminder of 

colonial racism and neocolonial indifference. For instance. discussing his collaborative 

work of Saartjie Baartman and Josephine Baker in the exhibition Venus Hottentot 2000. 

artist Lyle Ashton Harris stated chat: "Engagmg the image of the Hottentot Venus has 

deepened my understanding of the body as a sight of trauma and excess" (Harris qtd. in 

Read 1996: 150). 



Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel himself saw aesthetics a s  the study of the  

stimulation of the senses which, during his time. became increasingly confounded with 

fine arts and  beauty. In his Inrroducrory Lectures on Aesthetics. initially published in 

German and writcen for courses h e  taught from 1820 to 1821 (Inwood qtd. in Hegel 1993: 

XW), Hegel stated: 

The name 'Aesthetic in its naturai sense is not quite appropriate to  this 
subject. 'Aesthetic' rneans more precisely the science of sensacion or feeling. 
Thus unders~ood, it arose as a new science. or rather as something that was to 
become a branch of philosophy for the first time. in the school of Wolff. ac the 
epoch when works of art  were being considered in Germany in the light of the 
feelings which chey were supposed to evoke-Feelings of pleasure. admiration. 
fear, pity. etc. (1993: 3)  

Hegel prepared these lectures shortly after the period in which Baartman was publicly 

flaunted a s  La Belle hottentote. What. in Europe. could have caused a greater sensation 

of pleasure. admiracion. fear and  piry chan che corporeal exhibiting of a solitary. scantily 

clad South-African Venus whose physiognomy and gestures were taken a s  crude and 

subhuman? 

Also. the historical ethnographies illustraring and documenring the body of La 

Belle hortentote represent a powerful medium. Word and image blend, visually and 

cexcually esplaining to the viewer the  object absorbed. The result of this visuo-textual 

joining is a new economy a n d  efficiency in identifying otherness. Taken together or by 

themselves. textual and  visual signifiers of the Black Venus articulate the Black female 

body into a ma~erial narrative which implicates the sensory. the irnaginal. and the  

cognitive of cultural convention. Immanuel Kant rnakes this conneccion clear in his 1790 

Critique ofludgemen t 

This perplexrty abouc principle (whether it  is subjective or objective) presents 
itself matnly in those judgements that we cal1 aesthetica!. which concern the 
beautiful and  the sublime of nature or of art. And. nevertheless. the critical 
investigation of a principle of judgrnent in these is the most important part of a 
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critique of this faculty. For although they do not by themselves contribuce CO the 
knowledge of things, yet they belong to the cognitive faculty alone and point to 
a n  immediace reference of this faculty to the feeling of pleasure or pain 
according to some principle a priori. withouc confusing this with what may be 
the deterrnining ground of the faculty of desire. which has ILS principles a priori 
in concepts of reason. (5)  - 

Whereas Hegel cacegorises desire. pleasure and pain under one faculty. Kant here 

separates [hem. singling out: desire as an aspect responsible for reason. More 

interestingly. though. is his viewpoinc of principles and judgements being "objective." 

or~ginating from an cr priori pattern of presupposicion. a before-the-present patcern thac 

perverts apprehension (Kanc 1790: 28-29). Yec groups of people-usually those in 

power-corne together co make subjective decisions on aesthecics and conventions thac 

collectives eventually abide by. Therefore the objective beforeness in the aeschetic 

judgemenc Kant ascribes still stems mostly from cultural biases. as with definitions 

concerning race. 

Re-examining the texts of several prominent chinker from the  lace 1700s and 

early 1800s. in Race and rhe Enlighienmenï: A Recrder. Emmanuel Chukwudi Eze says: 

"Enlightenmenr philosophy cvas insrrumencal in codifying and inscicucionalizing boch the 

sciencific and popular European perceptions of the human race. The wrrtlngs on race by 

Hume. Kant. and Hegel played a scrong roie in arciculacing Europe's sense not only of its 

culcural but: also rcrcinl superiority" 11.97: 5). Eze underlines the problematic ideologies of 

White supremacy reproduced in European philosophrcaI discourses and presented as a 

neucral forum in concemporary readings. 

Jean Baudrillard daims i c  is no longer actual~ties thac are considered significanc. 

but the simu!ation of the accual. Phantasy is not of reality. but vice versa: real life is 

concoured and subordinaced to match the whims of the hegemonic imaginary (1983: 4). 

The power of the simulated over the accual is demonstrated with che re-imag(in)ing of 

the Black Venus. It is the colonial male phantasy that scill mouids che aesthecics of the 
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Black fernale body in the replica. It is through repetition that Baartman as the Hottentot 

Venus has aesthetically transformed from the deified 0bject of ridicule and sexual 

debasement to an ambiguous object of exocic sensuali ty. 

As a mechanism of tulturai coventionalisation. repetition is embedded in 

systems of representation. codification and epistemology. in which signs are 

homogenised to be understood on a basic level by a collective. The frequency of 

repetition is a mnemonic continuum that determines how images are patterned as a 

forgettable singular occurrence. a ritual of the everyday. or a tradition of nations and 

cultures. In the West. the reproduction of the Black Venus in media has become rituai 

Yet as a long-standing figure reconstructed in the practice of art and aesthetics. the 

Black Venus is addi tionall y a racial-se'tual rnediatory tradicion. The iceracive frequency 

of diffusion of rhe Black Venus in variegated media has. as well. produced a greater 

imase retention. Even Locke was privy to this phenornenon. In section six "Of 

Retention," also printed in the 1689 Essays Concern ing Human Understanding h e  s ta~ed:  

Constantly repeated ideas can scarce be Iost. But concerning the ideas 
themselves i t  is easy to remark. that those that are oftenest refreshed (amongst 
which are chose that are conveyed into the mind by more ways than one) by a 
frequent return of the objects or actions that produce them. fix themselves best 
in the memory. and remain clearest and longest there: and therefore those 
which are of the original qualities of bodies. viz.. soiidity. exension, figure. 
motion. and rest; and chose that constantly afftsct our bodies.. . (96). 

A s  the interagents of recention. the senses make meanmg from the outside world of 

materiality as well as the inner worId of discernmenc and cognition. However, they 

m u s  also be consistencly indoctrinated in particular ways. in order for a community to 

decypher uni forml y the rudiments of a concept. through material signi f iers. Length y 

exposure co these signifiers facilitates and homogenises ways of decyphering. As a 



consequence of repetition. an image passes from archetypai to conventional to 

subliminally stereotypical-which is the current situation with the Black Venus. 

Hall acknowledges that certain historicaI occurrences influence institutions. 

ideologies, identities. privileges and epistemoiogies in the present. Hall mecaphorically 

refers to their interstices as joints that either rernain flxed together as necessary 

correspondents of culture or break apart into new formatrons. 

An articuIation . . . is a linkage which is not necessary. determined. absolute and 
essential for al1 cime. You have to ask. under what circumstances can a 
conneccion be forged or made? So the so-called 'unity' of a discourse is really the 
articulation of differenc, distinct. elements which c m  be re-articulated in 
different ways because they have no necessary 'belonging-ness.' The 'unity' 
which matters is a linkage between that articulated discourse and the social 
forces wich which it  can. under certain historical conditions. but need not 
necessarily. be connected. (Hall q ~ d .  in Grossberg 1996: 141) 

The theory of articulation enables the study of a specrfic unit. object. or subject in its 

specific cime, space or culture, but also the çtudy of its transformations as it is repeated 

out of its initial context as a nenr phenomenon. Hall sees the middleground of this 

cheory as a space from which the policical s[ru,agles between the base and the 

superstructure. ideology and reality. consciousness and agency can be observed. It is 

this tension of fixity and newness. of che cultural-before and the cultural-after. chat Hall 

strives to retain in his theorisation from the  middiegrcund. and which I have adopted 

~v i t h  the Black Venus. 1 apply this theory so as  co porrrcuiarise ambiguous points of 

contentions. In particularising the multiple dimensions of the Black Venus. numerous 

perspectives corne into dialogue concerning the conjuncrures in aesthetic 

reconf igurations. 

Hall's theory questions accountability rhrough the rnany tevels of action and 

production. Were the stereotyping of Baartman taken as an historical phenomenon of 

totality. then the subsequent contemporary images that evoke her historical presence 



can be seen as new conjunctures of image-cransforma:ion. Each stage of the image's 

re/produccion bears persons acring. producing and governing in groups who are 

responsible for re-issuing the Black Venus into contemporary culture They are also 

accountable for the aestheùc re-defining of person as physicoi and niernphysicai 

consrrucr in new eras. which 1s where Francz Fanon's psychoanalyric concept encers 

Fanon's epidermalisation. or epidermal schema. originaced from his tormented 

experiences as a n  educaced Martrn quais  who fought with the French troops against 

German nazism in World War 11 and tvho studied psychiatry in Lyon. France durtng the 

postwar (Gordon, Denean Sharpley-Whiting and White 1096 2-3) Marginalised as a 

visrbie minority in a predominantly White society, he  realised his skin was an important 

social signifier whrch led to his being collectively perceived as "nigger." ape and 

intellectual inferior (Fanon 1952.25-27. Zolberg 1970 121) Thus skin colour is relevant to 

hotv persons are racialised. perceived 2nd creaced by members of a specific society This 

visual grasping of racial drfference happens through social conditioning with the 

vehicles of language. texts and images as manufactured by LVhire hesemony The 

conditioning is also instilled by the political and ins~i~urional practices r~tualised around 

corporeal differentiation This is the situation of the Black Venus The allegory broughc 

CO Iife in material culture mirrors colonial definitions. behavroural expectations. and 

presupposicions of BIach wornen in real Iife Buc nor on!y [he White mainsueam, Black 

individuals have internalised these convencrons of racial ocherness (Fanon 1952, Zahar 

1969 vii. K I )  Ir is through these compounded dynarnics Fanon discerns. rhat subjects are 

inscrrbed corporeall y and affecred ps~~chosociaIly Epidermaiisation enables che BIack 

female body co be discussed in psychical and sociopolieical contexts. i t  zeros in on 

psychosocial processes of incernalisacion induced by the White ruling class that affect 

the human condition of [he Black subject (Fanon 1952 8-10) 



This internalisation moulds Black idencicy. permitting an individual to see her 

self as a Black subject equally encitled to constitutional privileges. but to see her other 

self rhrough t h e  gaze of che Whtce colonial collective as a negation. a subperson from a 

'primitive' elsewhere.  ano on and W.E.B. Du Bois shared similar outlooks in how the Black 

subjecc views self in White-ideologised cultures. This moment of recognising the 

conflictç of the two selves wichin the same identity is what Du Bois cdlled "double- 

consciousness." In his 1903 The Souk of Blcrck Folk whrch documents the antebeilum 

African-American experience. he explamed: 

It is a peculiar sensation. this double-consciousness. chis sense of always looking 
a[ one's self through the eyes of others. of measuring one's should by the tape of 
a world thac looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his two- 
ness.-an American. a Negro; two souls. cwo thoughcs. two unreconciled 
strivings: two warring ideals in one dark body.. . (2). 

Double-consciousness entaiis che concentious processes of interiorisation. Forced 

assimtlation and subject revolc. Fanon says char. on a grand scale. Black skin in the West 

signifies non-human and rnferior in m y a d  facers of life-socioeconomically, 

biologicall y. moral1 y. religiously and intellectuall y. Kowhere is this internalisation of 

subordinacy with ics conjoining double-consciousness more apparent than in che Black 

subject's desire co demonsrrace her/his cultivatedness to White Society- "C'est encore un 

fait,- observeci Fanon: "des Norrs veulent ci?monrrer aux  Blzncs cou~e que coure la 

richesse de leur pensee. I'egale puissance de leur esprir' (1052: 91.' 

The ailegory of the Black Venus was instrumental to this process of 

colleccive/indiuiduaI interiorisation: ir  imparted debasmg patriarchal and colonial 

ideologies of Black women in social signification. Whac follows 1s a microcosmic survey 

' The English rranslation of this passage reads T h s e  1s anorher fac: Black men wanr CO prove CO white men. 
nc al1 cosrs the rrchness of their [hought. and equal ~ .a iue  of rheir inrellecY(Trans blarkmann 1967: 10) 
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of the steatopygous body of African women in historrcal western media that draws 

accencion co the different meanings of the female body racialised as Black. 

Descent Through Continuity: The Steatopygous Body 

Images of the Black Venus have proliferated since che cross-cultural exhibition of 

Baartman as L a  Belle hottentote in early nineteench-century Europe. After her demise in 

December 1815. ocher Black women in conditions of servitude were debasingly 

displayed, forced to carry on the leSacy of che Hotcentor Venus (Fig.8-9). Sander Gilman 

and Tracey Denean Sharpley-Whicing have boch scressed the vast influence of this 

persona on western culcure of rnodernicy. The Hottentot Venus was the butt of carcoon 

satire. sciencific studies. vaudeville theacre. literary works. and amusement at bals or 

masquerades held by notorious ariscocra~s (Cilman "Black" 1985; Denean Sharpley- 

Whiting 1999 ; Rogers 196'7: 241-2421. Yet che Black woman with large buttocks has had 

an extensive presence in the mediurns of the pre-modern wesc rhat: cvas noc encirely 

negacive. 

ln addition CO decoracing Roman vases from the fourch century B.C. (Snowden Jr. 

1976: 178-170). curvaceous Black women rnanifest on tomb reliefs as guiders of che dead 

in the afterlife. as in Figure iO.Concerning this particular relief. Frank Snowdenjr. notes 

chat: "Three rather steacopygic Negro women are among the participants depicced in a 

ceremony ~vhich has been associaced iviih t h e  festivals of Isis and Serapis" (1970: 70). 

Elaborating. Jean Laclanr relaces the scene to an Isiac ceremony which displays Black 

dancers in cvorship and celebracion: 

. . . from the trme of the Old Kingdom. Negroes and Pygmies broughc into Egypt 
from black Afrrca were prized for their ski11 as dancers. Their dances. more 
encertainment at first. seem to have taken on a magicai and funerary 
significance. Dances by blacks could [herefore be performed as part. of Is~ac 
feasts like that of the November Isia. in which che death and resurreccion of 
Osirrs were acced out. (1976: 2821 
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Sceacopygous dancers were chus associared with Isiac veneration. which combined the 

sexuat with the spiritual. incesr wich matrimony. life wich dearh. and heaven wich earchY 

-complexes that councer V?ctorian ethnographer J. Gardner Wilkinson's phallo- 

/Eurocencric perspective on Egypcian symbology. Apart from his flawed insiscence of 

Egypcians being singularly ~aucasians.' Wilkinson projeccsd clichés of gender biases 

onco che roles of the deities. In the first of his two-volume t ex .  The Ancienr Egyptians 

(1834). he claimed of the symboIism that: -the vivifying or generative principle" was "the 

abstract idea of 'father'" and che mocher, "the producrng principle of nature" (352) 

Conversely. in Goddesses. LVhores. \Vives. and Slaves: LVornen in Classica2 Antiqu ity. 

Sarah Pomeroy highlights che intricacies Isis represenced: 

The goddess readily encompasseci inconsistencies and rnuruall y contradictory 
qualities . .  .. She was endowed wich magical capabilities. could heal the sick. and 
promised blessed resurreciion to her devotees after deach. 

Even more remarkable than her assimilation of the  potvers of 
female deities 1s Isis' acquisition of pocvers associated in the classrcal cvorld u'ich 
male divinicies. She has the  accribuces cradirionally assigned co the Indo- 
European sky god: dominion over Iightning. chunder. and winds.. . . Arecalogies 
surtlrvin,6 from antiquicy give long liscs of the attributes of che goddess; her 
epithers are innumerable. her poctrers limicless. (1075: 218) 

This ciescripcion does noc. hotvever. reflecï everyday realities; for che social ills of class 

scratificarion. African slavery. senophobiz and gynephobia âlso plasued societies of 

antiquiry (Leclanr 1976: 369-270; Keuls l%>i 

Isis' spouse was her brocher. Osiris 
" in Chapcer 5 which carries rhe subcirle "Origin of r he Egyptians.- Lt'ilkinson wrirea T h e  cr!gin of  the 
Egyptians is enveloped in rhe same obscuriry as ;ha: of mos; people bu: ~ h e y  were undoubredly from .-\sia. as 
is proved by the form of ~ h e  skull. which is chat of a Caucasian race. by ~he i r  fexures. hair. and other 
evidences. and rhe whoie valley of the Nile throughour Erhiopia. al1 Abyssinla. and the coasr ro the souih. were 
peopled blf Asiaric imrnigrartons Nor are the Kafirs a Yegro race Piiny is rherefore right cn saying that the 
people on the bmks of the Me.  sourh of Syene. tvsre Arabs (or a Semiric race) -who also founded Heiiopolis- 
Qtd from J Gardner \Viikinson. The Ancienr E c j y p r i ~ : ~ ~  Therr L!i2 cind Cirscorns Vol l (1834. London Senace. 
1994) 302 
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But concerning sceatopygia. Erich Seumann warns chat the exaggerated 

buttocks is noc unique co "a particular African or Hottentot type- (1963: 97). He observes 

that the stomach. breasts. corso and chighs of the Venus/Mother Goddess image are 

"often gigantic" indicating aY'female vessel- as "boch prehuman and superhuman" (1963: 

95-96). and thac: 

The unshapely figures of che Great Morher are representacions of the 
pregnant goddess of fertilicy. who was looked upon throughouc the world as  the 
goddess of pregnancy and childbearing. and who. as a cul[ object no[ only of 
women but also of men, represencs the archecypal symbol of fertilicy and of the 
shelcering. procecting. and nourishing elementary character. (1963 96) 

The above indicates that the Black female body had a greater signifying range in Old- 

WorId cultures-from the purchased slave co che affirming deity Moreover. Pomeroy 

srates chat. wich Roman dominacion in the Hellenistic era. Isis' symbolism was 

fragrnented and replaced by a plethora of male and female gods led by Zeus. a raping. 

androcencric tyrant (Maxwell 1997 148-149). zble [O give birth from his head. cvhich 

annulled a crucial funccion of certam femzle divinities - Zeus and Apollo are 

examples of male deicies who funccion as  ruiers. intelieccuals. judges. \varriors. fachers. 

and sexual partners in boch homose.uual 2nd heterosexual affairs" (Porneroy 1913 8). 

Particularly striking of the p~r t ra )~a l s  from classical anciqulty is the detailing of 

the  body's form and colour Ir: is these srgns of heavy anatorny. embodied by dark skin 

and curly hair. that articulace Black fernale alterrty rnco recognition. But this 

meticulousness should corne as no surprise. seeing as how Black ph ysicality was 

studied thoroughly and replicaced in Graeco-Roman arc. Snowden jr remarhs that. 

The Greeks and  Romans knew a great deal about the physical Features of che 
peoples whom they called ~thiopians.:' Their cvrlters described the Erhiopian 

'" Snowdenlr. asseris thar Black and Erhiopian were csed inrerchangeably. and somerlmes even collapsed blV 
the rerm Erhiopian-black (1970: 3 In rhis cirarion. this same analog!: applies 
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type is considerable decaii (1970.1) . . . . Through describing Echiopians as black or 
dark. che anciencs recognized that these peoples differed in pigmentation and 
took considerable pains to record the observed differences. (1970:?) 

According CO Snowden jr.. the Creeks and Romans invented categories of Blackness: red. 
- 

copper-colored. exceedingly Black. deep Black. pure Ethiopians. and discolour for the 

racially mixed (1970: 5-41. He notes that additional features observed in Blacks and 

contrasted with White physiognomy cvere their flac noses. wooIly h a ~ r  and ihick lips 

(1970: 6). Therefore. the bio-racial differences of Black bodies were already popular in 

the aesthetics scudied in Craeco-Roman art. and had begun to cernent ac this time in the 

imaginary of the occident. 

As a sacred symbol. the Black steatopygous female had multifarious purposes 

in previous historic periods. Such a racialised body type in the vernacular held less of a 

stigrna, given its omnrpresence in numinous iconography. Steatopygia is presumed a 

physical trait wdely idealised in palaeolithic imagery (Shlain 1998: 31). As Edward Lucre- 

Smith commencs. "lt has been said chat the steatopygous characcer of these 

representations of tvomen was in addicion more directiy related to the idea of physical 

survival. because che members of the tribe tvho carried the most fat would be the last CO 

die at times of famine" (1991:12). There is even the Ver? u s  of Willendorj a four-and-a-half 

inch steatopygrc figurine. thought CO be anaromicalIy modeiled after a Grimaldi woman 

and bearing a similar endomorphic shape of cercain concemporary South-.\frican 

women (Sharp 1995: 15) (Fig.li)." The figurine has also been considered '-an object of 

femaie sexuaiity and fecundity" (HiII and LVallace 1992: 7). Explaining the excessive 

anacom~cal proportions of female deicies rn Old World civilisations. Marija Cimbutas 

says. 

" Saundra Sharp explicares [ha[ the Grirnaldis are: -.\nocher Black prehrnoric group.. [who] made ir to Europe 
some 30.000 to 40.000 y e x s  ago. and are considered its firsr mcdern population . Therr icons have been 
discotpered rn Italy and Ausrria. Qtd. frorn Saundra Sharp. Blnck Lt'ornenfor Begrnners Illus:rmd by Beverly 
Hawkins Hall (New York- Writers and Readers Publishing Inc.. l993 IS 
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The Coddess of Palaeolithic and Neolithic is parthenogenetic: creating life out of 
herself. She is [a] primeval. self-ferciliz~ng "Virgin goddess* who has survived in 
numerous culture forms (sic) to the present day. The Christian Virgin Mary is a 
demoted version of chis original deicy.. . . From the arcifacrs it seems clear chat 
woman's abilicy to give birth and nourish children from her body cvas deemed 
sacred. and revered as che ultimate metaphor for the divine Creacor. (1991: 223) 

A salienr poinr from the aforemencioned is thac Gimbutas parallels the excessive body 

wirh rhe divine creator. a pre-Chrisnan symbol of life and parrhenogenesis. in which the 

Christian Virgin Mary follows as a "demoted version." 

LVhereas the enduring mediatory repention denote that the deified 

stearopygous woman as a BIack allegory has curned into a lascing icori of alterity in 

western represenracion. ic is the descent throush continuicy. the gradua1 descenc inco 

coarseness chat has become che prevailing circumstance. and chus my concern. of the 

Black Venus in the modernity starting from che Enlightenment. A human marker of this 

landslide is Baartman. Though beaucified in millennial media 2nd by netv aesthscics. che 

reiceratlon of different women as che Black Venus and the aesthetics highlighting the 

body-nakedness. dark epiderma. and portlirxss in profile-sri11 evohe Baarrman's tragic 

history and the vioIenc corporeal desecracion of her person in Iife and deaïh. 

Contrastive Bodies 

Baarrman has been internalised through subssquenc copies of the Black Venus. LVhen 

she Iived as a spectacle of display. the defining of her physiognomy and anacomy as 

libidinal and brutish implicicly promoced LVhire femininicy as rhe pinnacle of beaury. 

Ëdourad hlanec's Oiyntpicr of 1863 visually uccsrs rhis gender and racial analogy which 

addirionally involved the problemacics of class and prostiturion (Fig.12). 

Situated as part of the backdrop in Manet's painting. the Black servant named 

Laure assumed to be Caribbean (Pollock 1992: 21) is read as  ambiguously deviant 

presence that semalises the body of her CVhrte mistress. the central character. Yet even 
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wichin the class hierarch y of working-class/slave-servant of Manet's Oldmtpin race rs 

still an important factor. This point is weakly argued by Criselda Pollock %ho says: "The 

painting's negation of orientalism emerges f rom its assercive modernity. a here and 

now-ness of the worhing wÔman hired to model as a courtesan atrended by another 

working-class woman. dispiaced from her African home chrough coIonial slavery and 

now in wage slavery" (1992: 21). Assessing che composition Myriam Chancy cricicises 

Pollock. commenting: 

It is clear co me. kowever, that such a reading shouid not lead us co conclude 
chat che Figures in the paincing are rendered equal by [heir "working-class' 
stacus. The Black female figure remains ac che service of both the male gaze and 
of the female figure she is actending: objeccively and sexually she is possessed 
by boch. (lQ97: 42) 

The woman posing as Olympia is Vicrorine hleurnet. a model who allegorically 

fluctuates ber~veen nude and the naked by her portrayai as proscicuce-goddess (Lipron 

1992 5-7; Krell 1006: 49-53) Ye[ ~here is a visual declaracion of rank in che nray the 

Whice body lounges leisurely. and is waiced on by the Black servant. Of the corporeal 

concrast thac rnterracially (jux~a~poses female subjKt5 in implied hierarchies. AIbert 

Boime remarks chat: 

. . . the black and white racial divisions had already been conventionalized in 
terms of the painter's palecce 

Thus black and white. dari-; and Iighr. were signifiers in a double 
sense-a dual signification sttll recained in the phrase "people of color" . . The 
domestic role of the black maid shows ac once chat she is custodian of 
Olympia's datly roucrne. thus freeing ~ h e  counesan for her entrepreneurial 
activiries. If nothing else. rhe maid indicates [he scatus of her mistress. which is 
always a notch above her own. (1090 3-4). 

This hierarchical cornparison ensues in the concemporary via the filmic and 

photographic. 



There is. for inscance. the lace John Derek's version of Tarzan. which featured his 

spouse. Bo Derek. as Jane. in the September 1981 Playboy. stills from the movie cvere 

reproduced which compressed Black and White female bodies into an ideologically 

contrasrive paradigm. In on: photograph. a semi-clothed Black woman is seen 

scrubbing the back of her captive. Jane (Figi3j. Standing from behind. she curns serviIe 

to her lizhcer counterpart. bathing the Whire body. Yec her presence also blends into the 

backdrop of tribal exoticism. her body acting as a corporeal device of contrasc chat 

highlighrs the blonde beauty and ultra-svelceness of Jane/Bo Derek. The Black female 

body. though pendulacing between visible. in/visible and hypervisible. never becornes 

primary subjecr in the scopophilia glorifying Whire beauty. The racialised lesbosocial 

event of baching eroricises che ovefaIl concext: and che naked bodies performing chis 

event become hierarchised objects chat gracify the (hetero~sexual curiosity of the 

male/John Derek's gaze. 

This staging uncannily resembles an earlier orientalist depiction. The Barh 

c.1880-1885 by Jean-Léon Gerome (Fig.14). Though separaced by a hundred years and 

made in differenr media. the [mages possess the same racially accentuated theme: 

Fernale Whiceness is the corporeal ideal. enhanced by the servile dark-sliinned body of 

exoricism. Of harem life in the 1800s. Alev Lycle Croucier noces chat Black slave women 

tended to cheir White mistresses and thar "The bathing ritual ~ook  several hours" 

(l989:81) Gërome's portrayal iteraces this order of class and race wichin a same-sex 

category B y being the bacher. the Black cvornan serves her White counterpart. painred 

as an allegory; and not only che shackles. buc the sliin colour further visually 

discinguishes the  enslaved from che free subject. fernininicy from brutishness. 

A similar sec-up appears in Vibe of June 2001. a magazine founded by Quincy 

Jones and whose [argec readership is Young. Black, unisex and hip hop. As a 

photographie appropriation from Russ Meyer's film Fcrsrer. Pussycnf! Kil l !  K ill!oF 1962. 
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the photo-spread "Park and Ride" shows two fernale models-one White. one Black-in 

continua1 corporeal juxtaposition. If noc merged tvrch the backdrop. then rhe Black 

woman is situated behind, or peripheraI [o. her White counrerpart who becomes cencric 

to che visual narrative (Fig 15)-much Iike in John Derek's Tarzan spread and Manet's 

Olyrnpra The Black mode1 in "Park and R~de'  is seen but not seen She is rn/visibly 

hypervrsible Noc surprisingly. as the dark crude background that reflects White beauty. 

she is t h e  one sporting a 'Metallic green Lycra bikini by Sauvage- (2001 134) Yet the 

blurb explaining the images adm~t s  the contexc is staged as a male phanrasy "What a 

male fancasy cwo fasc women in fast cars . Beauciful ladtes and sleek automobiles 

definitely have whrp appeal" (2001 134) in conjuncrion ro th15 confession. the capcion 

"Park and Ride" is a sema1 euphemism for intercourse which con/cextually and 

visually parallels the cvomen to the  "sleeh auromobiles." they becorne interchangeable 

spaces for male penecracion. The t e x .  rhe medit of photography. and the modeIs who 

perform lesbosociab~lity by their close proximir). and flirtacious touching. underline the 

image's bottom Iine of deviant sexuality. but a!ce 11s ambiguities 

Considering the venue of these images. r k  question of reperrtion. ambiguity and 

(neo)colonial maxims in aesthecics. as ~vich Marszret Burroughs Black Venus. arises 

once more Lt'hat is ideologically chalknged. dermsrructed. transformed or fixed tn 

such images? Wirh 'Parli and Ride." alchough czLering to a predominant Black 

readership. how do these photographs of women performing inter-raced iesbiânisin 

impact on the Black psyche? Moreover. as pieces of a male phancasy thar 

photographically narrate the desire for interraci~l and brsexual sex. do rhese images 

mirror-and posirion in their refiection-t he voyeur as sexually avanc-garde or sexuall y 

deviant7 1s he conjured as a pervert. sexually drcivn in by rhe lesbo-interracial 

dimension of "Park and Ride"? Or a iiberal who believes in embracing difference on 

multrple levets? Is embracing differenre connoceci by the absence of racial adjectives in 
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the t e x ?  As observed. the  models are simply referred to a s  "women" frorn start to finish. 

without the textual racialisation of "Black' and "W'hite." Is the male voyeur then meant 

co see al1 "women" sexually as  the same. namely objects for penecrarron and phallic 

gratification? So again. wha? has transformed or remained unchanged in this repeat of 

Meyer's film? 

Thoughfixityand trcznsfomarion seem âdversarial and oxymoronic in rhe 

same phrase. they d o  indeed cohabit quite cornforrably. As a symbolic apercure of 

transparence and opaqueness. mimicry-"rhe act or art of copying or imitattng closely' 

(Coi1 ins Dicrionary)-enables this cohabitation and "emerges." says Homi Bhabha. "as 

one of the mosc elusive and effective scracesres OF colonial power and knowledge" (1094. 

85). Bhabha explains that mimicry actualisecf in the material world breaks u p  the units 

of historical ancecedents and creates duplicaces rhat. although tocalities themselves. are 

nonetheless imitaclonal componencs of previous modeis. This process Bhabha calls 

meror-iyn~y ofpresence (89). a presence which fosisrs a loaded ambivalence by being 

near. but not idencicai to ~ h e  emulated model: "The amb! valence of mimicry-almost 

but nor quite-suggests that: the fetishized coloniz! culcure 1s pocentially and 

scrategically an  insurgent counter-appeal . . . Cndcr cover of camouflage. mimtcry. Iike 

che fecish. is a pan-object that rcrdiccrlQ re::alues :!te normative knotviedges oJrhe 

priority of race. ti~riring. and h isrory- (Bhabha l Y i  91) (emphasis mine). 

The mention of knowledges reverts to rhosc rsgulators. mediators and 

upholders of hegemonic authority who. in rhe largcr scheme. grearly determine how 

aeschetics are re/defined for collective cognirion and consumprion in the w e s .  These 

aspects which carry on ~ h e  image of the Black Venus are explored in the following 

chapcers. 



bel1 hooks also sees Blach wornen's display during the slave-trade era rnforrning 

currenc practices of raciaVgender representations She purports that pornographically 

animalising the body is onef  rame for articulamg the aesthetics of BIack womanhood; 

another is physiologically hybr~dising these aesthetics in image. in order that the 

"ethnic" look also seduces the White image-recipienc through self-identrficacron. 

Regardrng Naomi Campbell's polemic popuIarity in a predominantly White racrst 

fashion world. hooks comments: 

. . . the new black fernale icon who is also gaining greater notoriety. as  she 
assumes boch the persona of sexually hot "savage" and white-identified black 
girl. is the Caribbean-born model Naomi Campbell. lmported beauty. she. Iike 
Iman, is almost conscancly visually portraÿed nearly nude againsc a sesualized 
background. Abandoning her "nacura!" hair for blonde cvigs or ever-lengchening 
weaves. she has great crossover appeal. Labeled by fashion critics as  the black 
Briget Bardot. she embodies an a e s t h e ~ ~ c  that suggests black women. wh ile 
appealingIy "differenc." must resembie white women to be considered really 
beauciful. (1992'73) 

Understandably. hooks finds I L  a problem c ~ h e n  high-profile figures from marginaliseci 

groups. such as Campbell. aspire to look White. The "blonde wigs" indicace myriad 

possibrlities: 1) thac the model is uncomfortabie w ~ [ h  her own "'natural hair." as hooks 

implies; 2) thar her wigged appearance wrong!y disseminates. to White and Blacti 

viewers. the notion of IVhi te aesthetics as  the epicrjmt of beauty. 3 thac in cionning t h e  

blonde wigs. Campbell is denouncing her Blackness. ulcimacely becraying-and being 

irresponsibk to-the members of che Black comrnunicy. 

Concrarrwrse. hooks overlooks that, as  a fashion rnodel. this is precisely 

Campbell's livelihood: She is commrssioned to enlivên different looks by changing 

surface aesthetics (i.e. cosmetics. hair. cloches et cerera). Nor does hooks problemise her 

own comment. which implies that Blackness possesses specific biological traits. On the 



contrary. it has become a miscegenated cacegory bearing a diversity of Black Iooks and 

Black idencicies. Campbell herself is a composite of chis diversicy of Blackness. On one 

website. i c  is noted that she is not born in the CaribCean as hooks claimed. but in 

Screatham. South London (Ge Appendix B). Moreoiw. her ethniciry is documenmi as 

"JamaicanKhinese" under an  "English' nacionahty- She is therefore not an  "imported 

beauty." but an indigenous European within che Bkck diaspora. But seemingly. hooks 

faults Black persons for appropriaring. be it strare~ically or otherwise. and for no[ 

sufficiently self-essentialising by retaining their "naïural" traits. With Blackness 

diversifying through cominued interracial rnixing. and  with Black subjeccs havins more 

choices and freedorns in rhe contemporary. their selected aesrhecics-and use of these 

aesrhetics to make a personal or subversive staternenr about idenciry-increasingly 

complicare the polirics of representarion." 

- - -- 

'= Regardtng Campbell's ethnictty. see also Serena French. 'Oh 7 2  my poor Orni'.- ~Aacronal Posr ( 2 2  Jan. ZCOO) 
B3 
" See comments frorn 81ack s:uden:s in Stuarr Ewen. A11 i~r~::,.i;i:~g Irnqes The Polirics ojSryle 1 7 7  
Conrernporary Crilrrrre. rev ed. ([3ew 'r'orkl. Basic Books. lana; \\: 
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PART 1 - BLACK VENUS IN THE MAKING 



Chapter 2 - The Violence of the Text: 
Wording the Other, Bestialising Beauty 

. . . the department of knowledge called anthropology came into existence 
during the nineteenth century as an enterprise in which white men fanned out 
across the world to Took at and study" people of color. 

-James S. Moy (1993: 7) 

. . . the mastery of language does more than damage or undeniable violence to 
those who do no[ have whichever language is being privileged in whatever 
discourse. 

-Bruce Ferguson (1995: 109) 

Excerpts from the French ethnographies of François Le Vaillant (1753-1824). Georges 

Leclerc Comte de Buffon (17074788). and Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) exhibic a pattern of 

image and t e x  reinforcing one another. In this chapter. 1 explore how these rexts 

rendered the bodies of African women inco the ultra-condensed other of bestiali~y. I 

introduce this problematic with an image of mode1 Alek Wek. co forge relations 

between her current portrayal as feral and Saartjie Baartman's as the brutish Hottentot 

Venus OF the eariy 1800s. I discuss the defining of Baartman as a specimen and the 

transition of the Hottentot-Venus role frorn textual enigma to concrece arche~ype by its 

social reinforcemenc in nineteenth-century Europe. 

Herb Ritts' photograph of Alek Wek graced the 1999 March/April cover of 

PhoroPlus (Figs.16 & 17). It was reprinted a year later on the jacket cover of Patrick 

Roegrers' Herb R irts: Fondarion Cartier pou r 1 'art corzremporclin. The book (with cover) 

is also electronically diffused on a Chapters.Indigo website which offers purchasing 

information to browsers and consumers (Fig.18). Sensatronalist. the aesthetics imprinting 

Wek into visibility do violence to her body and to her image as a person. Even worse. 

this sensacionalism can be discounted. because of the context of fashion which 

generally advertises the body as well- and/or barely dressed spectacle. The 

photograph. a visual text in itself. shows Wek's slim physique caught in stride and serni- 

profiled. OF the proFile in Ritts' photography. Roegiers scates that: "The sculptural 



plasticity of the  human body obeys a mannerist will of stylisation which finds its 

perfect form in the profile. . . " (2000: unpaginated). Stylistic manipulation has given Wek 

a head with lizard-like scales; and the talons extending from her toenails appear as 

3atural" anatomical digits o f  her feet. The cranial plates and her nakedness work 

together to transform Wek into a sexual reptile of aesthet~c intrigue. Accentuated by 

che framing whiteness. her skin optically doubIes as an e'cotic epiderma and a bronzed 

substance that fossilises her into a saurian specimen.' As polysemous signif-iers. Wek's 

hyper-enhanced Black skin and unclothed body represent echnic as well as racial 

deviancy. She is connoteci and denoted as an exotic entity between human and animal, 

her dark skin associated with a tropical foreignness in the concemporary West of Wh~te 

normativiry. Such condensed aesthetics visually pronounce Wek as "beast." 

I open with this millennial image because it continues the age-old myth of Black 

female aiterity as animalistic. which had gained popularity in the Enlightenment. This 

altericy as morbidly sexual and animal was a text imposed onco and performed by the 

colonised during slavery. The circulation of ihe imperialisr text anteceded the huge 

influx of Black women to the [Vew World as slaves. In rhis light. socral roles were begun 

by the described and textualised body. Thus the author's ability to reduce a person into 

a lexical body was one of rhe decid~ng facmrs regarding who served and who 

conrrolled. LVere Saartjie Baartman caken as an example. how did her role as the 

Hotcentor Venus-the coarse. bestial inverse of White beauty-turn lucid in the western 

imaginary? Through travelogue accounts? Or by performing the text of the Hottentot 

Venus in social or public milieus? 

' Of the many subjecrs photographed in this coltecrion. rhere are a few Blach models (Naomi Campbell 
included) But of al1 the S U ~ J ~ C ~ S  (White and Black). only cwo are animalised. Wek as discussed here and 
another African mode1 named Djimon who wears an ocropus on his head See Rogiers' inrroductory rext in 
Herb R i m  Fondarion Carcrer pour l'arc concemporatn. the section dealing with Mapplethorpe and Black 
phobia. as well as rhe phocograph of Djimon entitled Djimon rvrth Octopus. Hollyivood c.1989. Djimon also 
appears in a prior photo-cext thac Features Ritts' work. See Herb Rirrs. Herb Rirts(Los Angeles. Fahey/Klein 
Gallery and Twtn Palms Publishers. 1989). 



Race Un/Articulated 

Numerous EnIightenrnent writings of the lace 1700s and early 1800s reveal a male- 

European preoccupation with the bodies. sexual practices and sexual attractiveness of 
- 

African women. These artefacts provide an insight into the machination of how 

otherness was conceptuaiised, negated and reified by the discursive practices of 

colonial hegemony. In reading these ethnographies and natural histories, it is evident 

that texts. especially when reprinted and diffused for centuries. have power over 

defining subjects and identities. Roland Barthes attests that: "The Text is experienced 

oniy in an activity ojproduction.. . [Tlhe Text cannot stop (for example. on the library 

shelfX its constitutive movernent is that of cutting across [traversée] (in particular, it can 

cut across the work. several works)" (1984: 170). Texts can fix prejudices in che collective 

consciousness for generations. influencing profoundly mass perceptions of. and 

interactions with. chose defined as the negated. 

In the case of the Black Venus. propaganda rnixed with BIack women's 

oppression in the slave era as chattel caused words on paper to be talien as aurhority 

and imposed on the real world of acting bodies. In Orientdism. Edward Said says of the 

travelogue scyie: 

. . . many writers of travel books or guidebooks compose [hem in order to Say 
thac a country is like this. or better. that it iscolorful. expensive. tnteresting. and 
so forch. The idea in either case is that people. piaces, and experiences can 
always be described by a book, so much so that the book (or texcl acquires a 
greater auchority. and use. even than the actualiry it describes. (1978: 93) 

The hisçorical echnography that pre/de/scribed Black female alterity conflated 

anatomy with moral character. the bodies of African women signified an extension of 

their temperament and intellect. The proliferacion of such writings. which do worded 

violence co the Black female body. signaled the ncrisscrnce of a branch of epistemology 



in rnodernising Europe. derived frorn the racist and sexist assumptions of androcentric 

perversity. 

However. certain scholars studying the Enlightenment wonder if "racism" 
- 

exisced at this period. They Say ro apply this term to a time where it did not exist is 

problematic. i f  not presentist. In White on Binck: Inmges oJAfricn in Western Popular 

Cu1rure.jan Kederveen Pieterse States that. durrng che turn of the nineceenrh century: 

"Abolitionisrn as a councer-force engendered the pro-slavery propaganda of planters' 

lobbies.. . . Ir  was 'a[ the very point in time when large numbers of men and women 

were beginning to question the moral legitimacy of slavery' that the idea of race came 

into its own. Race emerged as the buffer becween abolition and equality- (1992: 58-59). In 

lmperial Eyes: Travel Wriring and Transculru raiion. Mary Pratt infers that ic  was not 

racism, but Northern Europe's pursuit of global knowledge. or "planetary consciousness" 

as she coins it. that sparked colonial expansion and colonisation (Pratt 1992: 9). Other 

scholars believe likewise, such as Londa Schiebinger who remarks that. in the 

eighteenth century. "Most anatomists agreed that human bodies were best 

differentiated by age. sex. and nation (the term race was not yet in vogue)" (1990: 389). 

Yet Linda Merlans. studying certain Images of South Africans in European 

ethnographies, ciaims that: "The British primary representations wri tten be ttveen the 

1660s and che 1780s suggest chac race was one of the main concerns of author and 

reader" (1995: 20). 

There is also some dispute as to when the word came into usage. Raj Anand 

daims "the word 'race' first appeared in the English language around 1.500 A.D..- but that 

"it was noc until the eighceenth century chat the term was used to indicate major 

divisions of humankind by scressing cercain common physical traits such as skin colour 

and head shape" (1985: 82). Magnus Hirschfeld says the etymology of "race" in modern 

Europe may have corne from the Moors whose language contained the  term rcis for 

origil~ or source (1938: 51). He iterates. however. chat de Buffon was the one who 



3ntroduced the term in sciencific literature'(Hirschfeld 1938: 52). In The Race Concept of 

1975. Michnel Bancon and Jonathan Harwood state that the first evidence of 'race' in 

print "was in a poern by William Dunbar of 1508" (1975: 13). But of the French etymology. 
- 

they argue chat: 

The firsr published use of the word 'race' ro classify peoples by skin 
colour. hair and appearance is that by che French traveler and physician 
François Bernier. writing anonymously in 1684. but his essay does not seem to 
have led ochers to make use of this concept. chiefly perhaps because most of 
the creaties in anthropoIogy down to the end of the eighteench century were 
writcen in Latin. (1975: 13) 

Whereas parts of their statemenc are debatable. Banton and Harwood do consider race 

a concept with historical rooLs in the overlapping worlds of the social and biological. and 

that the concept evotved according to time and cultural perspectives regarding 

difference. 

When evidence from geology. zoology. anacomy and other fidds of scientific 
enquiry was assembled to support a claim that racial classification would help 
explain many hurnan differences. the race concepc acquired a new authortcy 
and encered upon a furrher stase in its career. (Banton and Harwood 1975: 13) 

In Th ings of Dcrrk ness: Econom ies of Race and Get~der in Early ~Uodern England. 

Kim Hall agrees that. over the course of the cencuries. the dichotomrsacion of identities 

gradually became "infused with concerns over skin color. economics. and gender 

politics" (1993: 2). This denotes that racism. nor yec a word per se. existed pre-verbally in 

other types of cultural practices. bloreover, Constance Backhouse astutel y defends that: 

The derogatory label 'presencist' is rneant to suggest that the wricer/speaker has 
infecred her historical analysis by overlaying the historical record with 
assumptions. knowledge. and ideology drawn from present-day life (1999: 10). . . . 

Some historians have suggested that the word 'racisrn' was nor coined 
until the 1930s. Does this make it inappropriate to attach the term to events that 
took place prior to its articulation? The word 'ferninisrn' was coined a lot later 
than the emergence of the ideals and behaviour that bear its analytical imprint. 



Why is there so little objection to historical research that seeks to locate and 
explicate feminist forebears from centuries afar. and so much resistance to 
attributing 'racism' to generations from the past? (1999: 12) 

Scholars who incessantly use the corrective "there is no such thing as races.- or "only 

one race exists-humankind" are: 1) suffocating counter-discourses that may raise 

greater race atvareness; 2) naively overlooking che fact that races do indeed exist if they 

are used by collectives as social construcrs of alterity and gtven symbolic and politico- 

hierarchical currency; and 3) furthering the normalisation of White rationalisations for 

racial oppressions in the past. if race as an explanatory theory is io be denied. 

Once in text-form. observations of bodies scorned and othered become 

constitutive of hegemonic epistemologicai systems. And marking down alterity, then 

deploying rneanings through various media to conventionalise definitions for 

communal use. is integral to how discriminatory traditions of corporeal Iiceracy-of 

being literate in reading certain physical traits on the body as inferior and derogatory- 

are sustained. The cursive meanings of the Black female body qua bestial organic 

matter were pummeled into the Enlightenment imaginary through the cipher of the 

Black Venus to the point that. now, the definitions reverberated in everyday culture. 

This reverberation incorporated modes of [autology through which the limits of the 

signifier echoes in different media. flowing from thought to word to illustration CO 

enactment. These modes created a machine for the colonial phancasy thsr turned its 

conrents into an oppressive reality. 

Tautologies: Concept, Word, Illustration 

It is imperative co take heed of Georges Cuvier's organisation of Histoire tiarurelle des 

ntam m vires (1824). Widely heard and acclaimed at the royal courts. a respected 

lecturer of his ttme, and the head of the royaI menagerie (Bancon and Harwood 1975: 26- 

27; Maseko 1998). Cuvier was loohed upon as an authoriry who helped to Found modern 



science. In his Hisroire narurelle. the blurb on the title page fosters the anticipation of 

experiencing a visual odyssey of exotic animais through the words of a seasoned 

naturalist: "Avec des figures originales." it reads. "coloriées. dessinées d'apres des 
- 

animaux vivans."' Yet immediately positioned at rhe beginning is not a sumptuous 

colour illustration of a living animal. but lithographs of Saartjie Baartman naked; one 

shows her body frontally, another in profile. Named in the Eext. she is anonymised in 

illustration. simply referred to as Femme de Roce ~oschismanne.' Nor only does she 

commence Cuvier's zoologicaI report; she is rhe only human represenred and 

contextualised therein as animal proper. 

The chart "Ordre Methodique." appearing in the preface. is the fruit of Cuvier's 

collaborative effort with Geoffroy Sam-Hilaire. professor of science. The chart i 

the contenr. But Baartman alone comprises the subcategory "Espéce humaine." 

Moreover. she is descriptively sandwiched bettveen the general title 'Espéces dc 

ndexes 

3 
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mammifères" and "Espèces quadrumanes" (quadrumanous species). Baartman's 

(con)textual animalrsation is OoubcIess consciousiy intended, as confirmed by Cuvier's 

explication of the illuscrated poses in the forcvard (,4-~?erfissement): 

Nos dessins représentent chaque animal dans une auirude simple. et toujours de 
profil. parce que c'est dans ce mouvement qu'on peur le mieux saisir l'ensemble 
des formes. et la physionomie: et nous aurons soin de donner une figures de 
face toutes les fois qu'il sera nécessaire de voir ainsi les animaux pour les mieux 
juger. (1824)" 

A s  concerns une Jigrre de face, the frontal viecv. Baartman is the onIy "specimen" so 

displayed. the only "animaI" privileged with a profile and front portrayal. These textual 

particulars initiare a cognitive dynamic through which Baartman is presupposed. 

articulated and cornprehended as subhuman. in fact. Cuvier's cextual formatting of her 

"English translation. -Wirh original figures in colour. drawn from Iive animais." 
' "English cranstarion. \Voman of the Boschisrnanne Race. 



as prirnitively naked and animalistic finds its morphological traces in Ritts' mannerisc 

photography of Wek and Roegiers' raticnalisation of the profile as the perfect form for 

observing the human body. 

Also. Baarrrnan's genita~ia is extensively rnagnified under the lens of Cuvier's 

text. While the mania about South African women's [ablier in pseudo-scientific writings 

has been pointed out by myriad scholars (Gould 1985: Gilrnan 1983; Denean Sharpley- 

Whiting 1999). it is the disclosure of the apron being a long-standing western obsession I 

wish to highlight here. Cuvier writes: " I l  n'est rien de plus cëlebre en histoire naiurelle 

que le tablier des Hortentotes. et en mërne temps il  n'est rien qui ait été I'objec de plus 

nombreuses concestations. Long-temps. les uns en ont entterement nie I'ex~stence. 

d'autres ont prétendu que c'etait une production de l'art et du caprices" (1824: 1) 

(emphases mine).' Cuvier's words mirror the lasting enigma of the South African 

female genitalia. bur also how he wants readers to seize Baartman in illustration-as a 

prurient intrigue and one of the many exotic an imaux vivcrns of the menagerie. caged 

and supervised by European colonises. Through his (con)textualisation of her as a 

mcrmm ijere (a mammal). and her texcual adjacency within a descriptive chain of 

animals proper. Baartman 1s converted and diminished ro genitalic soma and a bestial 

body by a visual and linguistic interplay 

As a result. Cuvier's editorial organisation establtshes a socro-archetypal 

negative from which other representationç of Blach women develop. The BIack female 

body is referenced by a zoologicaI nomenclature thar. with ongoing use. solidifies into 

mnemonic-linguistic conventions and aesthetics tvhich eventually and au~omaticalIy 

came to arriculace the Black female body in visual and literary culture. This animalistic 

vocabulary was already employed decades before Cuvier's 1824 publication. It is in this 

'' "English translation: 'Our drawings represent each animal in an ordinary pose. and always in profile 
because ir 1s in this gesture rhat we can better see the entire form and the physiognomy. We have raken great 
care co provide a frontal view whenever necessary. to better see and judgs the animals.' 



capacity that the Englishman writing in protest of Baartman's display in 1810 could 

unflinchingly cal1 her a "wretched objecr. advertised and publicly shewn for money" and 

a "wrecched creature . . . of the interior of Africa" (see Chapter 1. p.12). Cuvier's 

documenting of Baartman às form helped to normalise the textual and extratextual 

defining of the Black women as subhuman. His idea of her as simian-like. his zoological 

presentation which alphabetises her as animal. and her descriptive representation as 

soma-based rarher chan spiritual or in~elligent emblematise rhe creating of the 

knowledge of a human being who becomes identifiable CO the imaginary and the 

consciousness of coloniaiists as feral. Similar themes are seen in François Le VailIant's 

travelogue which predates Cuvier's Histoire naturelle des mamm veres. 

The second volume of Voyage de Monsieur Le Vaillant dans l'inrerieur de 

1 'Afrique par le Cap de Bonne-Espérance. published 1791, is a travelogue of François Le 

Vaillant's advencures in Africa. The subheadings Dans [es Années 1780.81.82.83, 84 & 85 

avec figures implicitiy guarantees a first-hand account of Le Vaillant's lengrhy stay in 

Cap de Bonne-Esperance. as well as illustrated descriptions of exotic lands and peoples. 

Revised in modern French wich an abbreviated trtle. the 1885 reprint highlighcs the 

rravelogue's dimension of exotic escapism: The vignettes. the number of illusmtions 

and the name of the artist. D. Semeghini. are this ~ime carefully noted on the 

f ronrispiece (see Figs.19-20). 

Le Va~llant begins by recounting his days In the Ducch colony of Guyana. where 

he was born and raised as a boy. From chiidhood. he  was incrigued by his parents' 

cabinet d'histoire t~aturelle. a collection of still life which was nor only representative of 

their cravels from faraway. but a source of discussion and learning. Le Vaillant admits: ". 

. .Je jouissais a mon aise de leur cabinet tres interessant: j'aurai. dans la suite. occasion 

' "EngIish translation 'There is nothing more notorious in nacura1 history than the apron of the female 
Hottencot. At  the same  time. nothing else has been the o b ~ c r  of so much debace. For a long rime. some have 
entirely denied ics existence. others have clairned thar i t  was  a fabricarton of art a n d  of whim." 



d'en parler- (1883: 2): lnspred by his parents cabinet. he soon begun his own. The 

language employed to detail his whetting for the collection of dead animals and insects 

is sensual: T o u t  disait a mon amour-propre que je devais aussi me faire un cabinet 

d'histoire naturelle: je me laissai caresser par cette idee sedu isante et. sans perdre de 

temps, je déclarai traîtreusement la guerre aux animaux les plus faibles. et me mis a la 

poursuite.. . d e  toutes les especes d'insectes (1883: 2-31 (emphasis mine).' Later. in 1780 

when sojourning in France, his father's homeland. Le Vaillant is struck wich che desire to 

colIecr: even more exotic undiscovered objects. He conjures journeying [O Africa to 

discover these objects. to add them to his cabinet. 

. . .je songeais continuellement aux parties du globe qui. n'ayant point encore été 
fouillées. pouvaient. en  donnant de nouvelles connaissances. rectifier les 
anciennes; je regardais comme souverainement heureux le mortel qui aurait le 
courage de les aller chercher à leur source: l'intérieur d e  1'Af rique. pour cela seul. 
me paraissait un Perou. C'etait la terre encore vierge. (1883: 8)' 

L e  Vaillant leaves France in July 1780 co realise his dream. to get ro the "pure- origin of 

exotic nature, "l'intérieur de l'Afrique." Moreover, he imagines Africa as a vast virgin 

territory whose discovering will unearth new knowledges (de nouvelles connaissances) 

and dispel with o1d misconceptions (rectifier les anciennes). 

Through convenient contacts. he sails to Cap de Bonne Espérance on the 

nineceenth of December 1781 (1883: 1 3 .  rn search of necv adventures. determined to be 

t h e  "discoverer' of new curiosities and the irnparter of the new knowledges he 

preconceives through phantasy. H e  even confesses: "Jetais impatient de connaître ce 

"** The English translation '.\t my leisure. 1 delighred in rheir rather 1nteres:ing cabinet which I subsequently 
had the opporrunicy ro calk about.- 

**The English cransiarion: "All was celling my pride rhat I coo should have my very own cabinet of narural 
hisrory. I let myself be tempted by the idea. Nor wasting any rime. I wickedly declared war on the weakesr 
animals and set off in pursuit of the differenr kinds of insects." 

"The English mnslarion -1 kept drearning of those parts of the globe nor yer scoured and how they couId 
provide new types of knowledge char would reform old ones E~rremel)~ happy wouid be rhe rnorral who had 
the courage to seek [hem ou[ ar their source. The interior of hfrica. thar alone. seemed CO me a big catch. Ir 
\vas still virgin rerricory.- 



pays nouveau. ou je me voyais transporte comme en songe- (1885 211." Upon his arriva1 

at the Cap. he immediately compares, through condescension and ethnocentrism, the 

physical appearance of Africans and Europeans: "En général. fes hommes me parurent 
- 

bien faits. et les femmes charmantes. J'étais surpris de voir celies-ci se parer, avec Ia 

recherche la plus minutieuse de l'élégance de nos dames françaises; mais elles n'ont ni 

leur ton ni leurs graces" (i883: 221." The word ton has a weighred significance in its 

French delivery, meaning 1) eloquence of expression. 2 )  mannerisms. and 3) shm co10ur.'~ 

These behavioural and physiological aspects are collapsed in Le Vaillant's phrase; but he 

describes the wornen's eciquette in hierarchical. national terms. which blatantly spells 

out: "nos dames françaises" are superior to African women. 

The densicy of this description instigaced a new literacy and a new type of 

cursive racism chat became laudable. credible even. in che syntax of natural history and 

travelogue ethnography. Thrs new liceracy was a marnage between the colonial 

inscriber's visual observation. his cognition of the ocher and his textual reporting. Caught 

in the middle was rhe body of the colonised. catalogued anew and acquiring an 

alphabet of stigmatisation. Thus was produced a new efficiency in reading "character" 

hierarchically through epiderrna. pigmenr. and body surfaces (Fanon 1961.161-163). 

Etienne Balibar suggests thaç the reason discursrve racism in science has become 

increasingly siippery 1s because the documenting of "evidence" mimics not the ph ys~cal 

"evidence." but rather the racist thought of rhe observer: ". . . les theories du racisme 

savant miment la discursivité scientifique en se fortdant sur des 'évidences" visibles 

(d'ou l'importance essentielle des stigmates de la race. et en particulier des stigmates 

corporels). . . - (1997: 29-30)." African women thus moved from national subjecn to 

" **The English translation '1 was anxious to see rhis new countr',. where 1 imagined myself rransported. as in 

a dream " 
'O "The English translarion -Cenerally. the men appeared handsome. and the women charming 1 was 
surprised to see the wornen dressed ro the hilrs. wich the most meaculous affectatron of elegance seen in our 
French women but rhey had neirher their manners nor rheir grace" 
': See the second meanmg of 'ton' in Le Pettr Robert 1 Dictror:i~clre de ia langue française. ed 1990 '' "English translation -. the theories cf scholarly racisrn irnira:t scientific discursiviry by merging wirh 
visible "evidence" (wherefrom came rhe basic importance of racml sagmas. especially corporeal stigrnas " 



ethnicised objects under the nib of Le Vaillant's pen. His study classes them as nugacory. 

their dress and mannerisms falling incrernents below -nos dames françarses"-a clause 

lauding French cul cure and its women as finely bred. 

This fusion of descnbing a stigmatised identity represents what I cal1 the 

erhnoracialisarion of certain peoples in which ~ h e  amalgamacing of ethn~city as non- 

European and race as non-White are taken as epidermal signs-signs on the body that 

represenc the uncrdinary (Provost 2000). In the potitics of colonial imperialism. 

erhnoracialisarion is crucial to corporeal literacy because it is through the fluctuating 

simultanei~y of being op~ically denationalised. disenfranchised. ethnicised. racialised 

and corporealised thac the othered body becomes a hyper-signifier of inferiority and 

carnaliry. Furthermore. the catalyst facilitaring the subhumanisation of the AFrican 

woman is the manner in which che iIlustrations appear as grammar. made to reflecc and 

authenticate Le VaiIlant's discourse about the naked body. The discourse seams 

together not only che words wich the visual images. but the author's prejudices. 

concepts and conventions of nakedness as generally understood by other Europeans. 

His travelogue descrrption chus becomes definition. entering a European system of 

relcognising che pigmented body. the body unclothed. and moreover the uncioched as 

uncloched and obscene. 

Recoding Skin, Recoding Nakedness 

The social coding of nakedness as indecent spread with the transcontinental 

Christianisarion of cultures. Christian colonialism was an affiliate of che greater Euro- 

imperialist missions that sought to conquer and dominate the globe. With 

Christianisation came the recoding of epiderma. Skin signified nakedness as well as 

racial colour. In the essay "The Empire's Old Clothes. Fashioning the Colonial Subject." 

jean Comaroff notes. " Mission activities suggest that. at least in this Christian culture. 

clothedness was next to godliness: it was easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a 



needle than for the il1-clad to enter the Kingdom of Heaven' (1996: 21). However. Kenneth 

Maxwell asserts that the conventional association of nakedness with obscenity began 

very early in wescern history with the indoctrination of the story of Genesis: "The 

puritanical view that public-nudity is sinful. and in most places criminal. stems from the 

time Eve fell for the snake's spiel abour how it would make her and Adam like gods if 

they ate the forbidden fruit" (1997: 6). Le Vaillant's travelogue. with its portrayals of 

naked Africans in the outdoors. shares the theme of nakedness as morally corrupt. 

Yet che cravelogue's style of presencation and mechod of recoding the Black 

body in discourse overlap with similar aesthecic discourses of nineteenth-century 

pornography that placed an emphasis on word and image to seduce the reader. 

Defining pornography remains a problem. Bernard Arcand surmises chac: "The 

pornographic label.. . will ofcen fall at the imprecise and concestable point in the process 

chat reduces sexualicy to rcs purely physical dimension. as a game of body parts' (1991: 

32). The ocular narrowing of a subjecc [O body parts is how Le Vaillant portrays 

Hotcentoc women in certain passages of ethnography. 

Lynn Hunt remarks chat pornography tooh shape in the sixceenth century with 

the onslaught of "print culture" (1996: 30). More interestingl y. pornograph y had 

epistemoiogical value and was used policically [O critique the conservative thought and 

institutions of rhe imperial superstructures governing nacion staces. Says Hunt: "lt hard1y 

seerns coincidental that the rise in pornographic pubkations in the 1740s also marked 

the beginning of the high period of the Enlightenment as well as a period of general 

crises in European society and politics" (1996: 33). As it scripted race. class, gender. 

ethnicity and nationality onto characters in narratives. pornography became a cool for 

learning. noc only about textual citillacion and gratification. but also about viewtng the 

behaviour-whether deviant or virtuous-of orhers Patricia Hill Collins. on the ocher 

hand. considers pornography. pros~itution and rape rirualised genres of sexual violence 

used against Black women during and since the Trans-Atlantic siave [rade to maincain 



their oppression as chatte1 and sexual animais (1991: 166-167). Says Collins: "WhiIe the 

sexual and racial dimensions 3f being treated Iike an animal are important. the 

economic foundation underlying this treatrnent is crucial. Animals can be economically 

exploited. worked. sold. killed, and consurned" (1991: 171). 

Removed From its concext and pIaced in a new geo-culturaI context, the 

unclotheci body of African wornen experienced definitional shifts to carnality. it slid 

laterally from an ordinary physique, a norm wrthin a certain collective and culture, to 

one vertically classified as obscene and strange in the signification of ics adopted. 

siavocratic context. Problematising the ethnographic scopophilia in late nineteenth- 

century photography that focussed on the bodies of ZuIu women. William Ewing 

explains that: 

The nudity of the Zulus was postulated as proof of primirive morality- 
the natural condition of savage races closer to nature and their animal ancestry. 
But it was one thrng for the innocent 'natives' to 'dress' this way, another to put 
images of their bodies on display before the civilized world. Their nakedness 
was equated wirh uglrness and looseness of morals. (1994:14) 

The ethnographic description as it resonates in the author-outsider's observation of the 

African wornan, his projected notions of her  body and the Eurocencric illustration of a 

sexualised Black-female anatomy work in harmony to aesthecically de/grade the 

African female subject to the level of bestial. 

In a section of the 1791 edition regardrng the stsual anatomy of South African 

women (whom Europeans called "Hottentot" or "Boschjesman"). Le Vaillant Iaboriousl y 

muses over the genitalia. demyscifying che extendeci kbia or tablier(as it was calIed in 

French) by stating that. 

Le tablier naturel n'est en effet.. . qu'une prolongation, non pas des 
nymphes. mais des grandes leves (sic) de parties de la femme. Elles peuvent 
arriver jusqu'a neuf pouces plus ou moins. suivant l'âge de le personne. ou les 
soins assidus qu'elle donne a cette dëcoration singuliere (sic). J'ai vu une jeune 



fille de  quinze ans qui avoit deja ses levres de 4 pouces de longueur. Jusques-la 
ce sont les frottemens h les tiraillemens qui commencent a distendre: des poids 
suspendus achevent le reste. J'ai dit que c'est un goût particulier. un caprice 
assez rare de la mode. un raffinement de coquetterie. (179i 251)" 

Adjacent ro ~ h i s  secson on che tablier is an illustratjon of a naked female 

Hoctentot, wearing only a cape opened to frontalIy expose her extended labia to rhe 

viewer/voyeur. As Hunc ascertains. the tautologicai defining of the African female body 

a s  intersticially hemmed into worci and image was not at al1 objectively detached from 

the sociopolitical machines regula~ing imperialism. Rather. the production of such 

meanings. of Black women as animais who mated with simians. had vested incerests 

[ha[ crossed pachs with the anglophilie colonial imaginary of the Enlightenment. For 

instance. Edward Long wroce in his 1774 History ofJctmaiccz that: 

The oran-outangs are said ro make a kind of hucs (sic). composed of boughs 
interlaced which serve to guard [hem from the too great heat of the Sun. 

It is also averred. chat rhey sometimes endeavour to surprise and carry 
off Negroe women in their woody retreats. in order to enjoy them. (~01.3: 560) 

Here "enjoy" is Long's discrece verb for che more offensive cerms of Fornication. 

lllustracions to this effect were also in circulation during the late 1700s. buccressrng the 

myth of Black women having beastl y sexual procliipicies (Fig.21). The written discourse. 

supported b y the iIluscrations. fabricates an effect which gives legi rimacy to these 

colonist-authored fictions. This again underiines Balibar's previously cited 

discernment-about material "evidence" bending to rationalise racist theories. 

In his Histoire A'ntureIle of 1818, George Leclerc de Buffon cook up che theme of 

human caxonomy chrough corporeal description. but with some modifications. He used 

dichotomies CO justify his classificarory system. A Chriscian version of metaphysics 

" "English translacton: T h e  apron is in fact.. . a procracrion of the big Iips. racher than the nympha (labia 
minora). They can reach up co 9 rnches. depending on che age of ~ h e  person. or the care she gives to this 
singular decoracion. I have seen a young girl of founeen who already had lips 4 inches in length. As far as it 1s 
hnown. ~t is the rubbing and tugging thac causes che distension. Suspended weighrs accornplish the resi I 
emphasise thac ic  is a particular liking. a caprice that is rare in sryle. an affectation of coquetry." 



appeared to be de  Buffon's methodology. H e  disavowed humans as beings of the  Flesh. 

ln addition to being Eurocentric. de Buffon's natural history was polarised by a Christian 

idealisation of anti-corporeality. This is particularly apparent in his introduction. The 

prefacing illustration recalIs Adam and Eve. the faIl of man (denoted by the naked 

bodies). and an  androcencric order (denoted by the gender position of the images-male 

top/female bottom) (Fig.22). Even the modernised version of this image. enticled 

L'Homme et ln Femme. which appeared in the  1853 edition. aesthetically conjures the 

Christian theme of the expulsion from Eden. The male mode1 sports a fig leaf and 

facially resembles biblical depictions of Jesus Christ. The dark-haired female sics 

passively by his side as a sign of carnal tempcation, seduction and female subordination 

(Fig.23). 

In this same introduction. de Buffon insists that nature is divided into two 

substances-"l'une est I'inetendue. immacérietle. immortelle [*"one is without bounds. 

immateriai, and immortal] et l'autre est étendue. matérielle et mortelle [""and the o~her  

1s spatial. material and morrall- (1818: 1). The soul (l'âme). representing the first catesory. 

cakes the shape of thought; the body (le corps). representing the second category. rakes 

rhe Form of matter (1818: 4). How is the interior of bodies organrsed. is what de Buffon 

ponders in his discussion. Because the soul has will. and can will the body into 

obedience, it is considered the superior of the two substances: "L'âme veut et 

commande: le corps obéit tout autant qu'il le peut" (1818: 4-3." 

In establishing these principal dichotom~es. of human/animal. flesh/soul. 

thought/matter and spiritual dominance/corporeal obedience. de Buffon interrogates 

the alterity of humans and animais, their surface composrtion and the inner workings of 

their bodies. This is done methodically, in an authorial voice that naturalises the 

asymmetricaI binaries of racism and sexism. He scates: 'En comparant l'homme avec 

l'animal. on trouvera dans l'un et dans l'autre un corps. une matiere organiçëe. des sens. 



de la chair er du  sang. du mouvement et une infinite de chose semblables" (1818: 61." But 

since there is the risk of too many similarities. and the phobia of being too like the other, 

de Buffon claims that the only way to judge the differences between man and beast is 

by the ourcome of their actlons (les résultats des operations naturelles). as reflected in 

the development of their environmencs and civilisations (1818: 6). Conversely. de Buffon 

later implies that the hierarchicat differen~iaring of peoples (to be read also as nations) 

can be measured by anatomy. skin colour. form. size and disposition (1818: 202). It is with 

this contextualisation chat he begins his typology of people in the universe. 

A Monsieur Kolbe's description of the Hottentots is used a t  length by de Buffon. 

Notes from Kolbe concerning hair texture. hair length. and skin colour of South Africans 

are meshed into his discussion on ethnic difference (1818: 257). as are certain negacive 

deFinitions: "les Hottentots, au  contraire, sont de  la plus affreuse malpropreté; ils sont 

errans.. . (1818: 257).16 de Buffon larer discloses his prejudices about African women in 

an ethno/pornographic descriprion of the apron. 

Ces Hotrentots sont. au  reste. des espèces de sauvages fort extraordinaires: les 
femmes surtout. qui sont beaucoup plus petites que les hommes. ont une espece 
d'excroissance ou de  peau dure et large qui leur croit au-dessus de l'os pubis. er 
qui descend jusqu'au mrlieu des cuisses en  forme de tablier. Thevenot dit la 
même chose des femmes égyptiennees. mais qu'elles ne laissent pas croître 
cette peau.. . Quoi qu'il en soit. toutes les femmes naturelles du Cap sont sujetres 
à cette monstrueuse difformité. qu'e1les decouvrenr a ceux qui ont assez de 
curiosire ou d'intrépidite pour demander a la vorr ou a la toucher. (de Buffon 
1518. 2 3 8 ) "  

'' **English translation: 'The soul wants and  cornmands. the body obeys as much a s  it c m -  
' **English translation: 'ln cornparmg man  to animal. we will find in one and in the ocher a body, an organised 
matcer, of senses. flesh and blood. 
'' **English translation. "the Hottentots. on the conrrary. a re  [he mosr hideously dirty. rhey are wanderers.- 
'' "English translation. " Moreover. these Hotrentots a re  quite exrraordinary savages. The wornen especially. 
who are much smaller than the men. have a type of excrescence or hard wide skin which grows above the 
pubic bone and Falls to mid-rhigh in the forrn of an apron. Thevenot said the same  of Egyptian women. But 
rhey do no[ let the skin grow.. . Whatever the case may be. al1 the wornen native ro the Cape are  subject to 
this monsrrous deformtty which rhey expose ro those who are curious or bold enough to ask [hem to see or 
touch ir." 



de Buffon's perverse engrossrnent with the Hottentot apron 1s very like L e  Vaillant's and 

~uvier's." the last two privileging their readers with an illustration. which makes for 

facile comprehension. 

Apparent in de Buffon's passage is the ethnoracialised copula puncruating his 

sentences and anchoring Che African body into a derogacory polysemy. The ethnoracial 

application of the copuIa manifests as  the is, or the sonr, that becomes a space of 

conflation. metaphor. and Fiction (Bhabha 1994: 71). The copula represents a textual 

crevice where the bodies of African women are recoded in European language and 

thought. Ic represents. in Stuart Hall's rheory. a joint of new formations thac permits 

varying. even troubling. articulations of Black femaie corporeality. Edward Said posits 

chat the present cense of the copula carries more epistemological potency; for the 

description can be reread at whichever period as "the timeless e~ernal" of the 

contemporary (1979: 72). A second glimpse at de Buffon's aforemencioned passage 

reveals that the Hottentots are very extraordinary savages. buc rhat the women are 

sufferers of rhe monstrous deformity known as the apron. 

The description seeks ro present "truths." yet they also intensify Che temptation 

or desire to experience the fernale Hottentot's body rhrough perversion. This discursive 

ticillacion preceded Baartman who. to her great misfortune. came co signify the colonial 

text. 

Archetyping the Hottentot Venus 

The copula is a powerful syntactical device which dissolves unics through 

reconstruction. This is to Say thac the descriptive is is verbally combined wich the 

prescriptive is. chus positroning the nounal S U ~ J ~ C C  in a duai situation of being 

(descriptive). but in a preemptory state of oughf ro be (prescriptive/normative). The 

!' In Hlsloire narurelie des mammferes. Cuvier cites de Buffon and Le Vaillant for their mechodology and 
descriptions on South AFricans. 
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copula denotes. therefore. a present tense and the future present of ancicipacion. The 

textual iteration of the copula in ethnographies such as L e  Vaillant's. Cuvier's and de 

Buffon's cognitively conditions the reader and sers up an expectation of how Black 

women are. should be. and &il1 b e  In this manner. the colonial reader anticipates the 

other in advance through the medium of the cext. This is how the Hottentot Venus was 

initially construed as a colonial archetype. The syntax of the copula signals an 

archetyping related to tense as a concrete convencion of time. noc as an abstracc~or~. 

CVith the brutal archetyping of Saartjie Baartman. the copula allows the elision of the is. 

in presenc and past tense. Baartman is the Hottentot Venus. But she can just as  easily be 

recogntsed a s  "Baartman. La Vénus hottentote" or simply "La Vénus hotcentore." her 

individual identity partly ef'faced through the mask of the  debasing persona- Before her 

arriva1 to Europe in 1810. newspapers had already begun to d o  severe damage to her 

reputacion by describrng her as a "perfect specimen from the interior OF AFrica' (Maseko 

1998). There was a collective anticipation of who she was. the way she would appear, 

and how she would behave. However. t h e  pinnacle of voyeuristic pleasure w- OS CO see 

her live. 

The texrual is of the Hottentot Venus. forced onto Baartman. animated an 

imperialist phantasy. and gave material shape to a colonial perversion. This violent 

archecyping. which entailed the becorning of the t e x  on the body in performance, is a 

component of colonial discursive tautology. Coerced into performing. Baartman 

symbolised the repeticion of the coloniser's t e x  as a kinetic extension. Yet for Baartman, 

this also meant internalising the text. By performing the Hotrenrot Venus. she was 

transformed into a n  ostracised spectacle. a situation doubIy difficult for a BIack 

minority Iiving in slave-sanctioned régimes in the nrneteenth century. 

According to Dean MacCannell. a sign begins to possess iconic magnitude when 

it transgresses from a n  abstract image into one that resonates in the material world 

(1992: 237). He asserts thac: "lcons exist in particular relationships to particular groups 



(such a s  a cult. a group of fanatics. spectators at a spectacle)- (MacCannell 1992: 237). 

Overlaps occur between the person performing the archetypal role. the sign reiterared 

through perforrnativity and the public who desires the icon. Theorising the body in 

discursive practices. Judith Butler affirrns [ha t: nPerformativity is neither free play nor 

theatrical self-represenration; nor can it be simpfy equated with performance. Moreover. 

constraint is not necessarily thac which secs a limit to performattvity; consrraint is 

rather. that which impels and sustains performativity" (1995: 95). Yet the "constraint" 

Butler presents becomes ontoIogicaIly complicated for Black subjects in the early 1800s 

whose agency and physical person were restricted by slavery 

Just as  Baar~man's sequencing and situatedness must be pondered in Cuvier's 

text. so  coo must the organisarional and staged elements that consticuced the concext of 

her live display. Baartman became a form seen and surrounded by museo-zoological 

particulars. Her guardian was an animal keeper who abused her like a per. Furchermore. 

t he  price of her display was in direct cornpetition tvrth che cost of entry to other nn imal 

exhibits. These are the particulars structuring concext and repeating the colonial t e x  as  

social accuali ty. Together. they archetype Baartman as animal specimen. Of this 

repetition. Says Butler: 

. . . performativity cannoc be understood outside of a process of iterability. a 
regularized and constrained repetition of norms. And this repetit~on is noc 
performed by a subject; this repetitron is whac enables a subject and constitutes 
the temporal condition for the subject. This iterability implies that "performance" 
is not a singular "act" or event. but a ritualized production. a ritual reiteraced 
under and through constraint under and chrough the force of prohibition and 
taboo. with the threat of oscracism and even death controlling and compeiling 
the shape of the production.. . (1993: 93) 

That Baartman was made to display herself in hardly any clothes and in a cage opened 

onco a new dimension in performing. manufacturing and socially re/cognising taboo 

iciencity. Her epidermal and ethnoracial sexualisacion te-sexed and re-gendered the 

body she  represented in denser. cornplex ways. 



Labelled subhurnan. venereal. genitalic and hyper-libidinal. La Vénus hottenrote 

was a consrruct neither human nor feminine. The represented body as ir bifurcaces 

frorn Baartman the person is biologicaIly re-sexed as somewhat female, but gendered 
- 

ambiguously as male; for while hypersexuality has been deemed a female pathology. at 

the same cime, it is associared with a male virilicy and masculinity. Redefined in the 

slave era, the dark-skinned scearopygic body oscillates through the aperture of 

hermaphroditism: The identity of the Hotcentoc Venus becomes both masculine and 

female yec. by negacion. neither feminine nor male. This aspect I shall revisit in che 

following chapcer; but now I will to turn to how the racialised archetype works through 

social reinforcement. 

The Hottentot Venus as Colonial Therapy 

In Car1 Jung's psychology. archecypes manifest as instinctual impulses or forms of 

consciousness (1964: 58). They belong to a particular ethos or people who develop 

collective psychical paccerns around their inrerpretacion. Given chat the archetype's 

symboiism is culturally specific. race is imperative to mediating meaning in the western 

unconscious (Chaplin 1985: 34; Hall and Nordby 1973.43). 

A gendered ethnoracial hierarchy was reinforced by Baartman's display and 

Cuvier's textual discourse of pachoIogy. These dynamics furthered the archetyping. or 

t he collective psychical imprinting of Baartman as the notorious Hoctentor Venus who. 

in the colonial imaginary and consciousness. represented obscenity. carnality. racial 

deformicy and somaric retardation. Of the archecype's impact on the  collective psyche. 

Jung says: 

One can perceive the specific energy of archecypes when we experience the 
peculiar fascination chat accompanies them. They seem to hold a special spell. 
Such a peculiar qualit y is also characteristic of the persona1 complexes: just as 
personal complexes have cheir individual history. so do social complexes of an 



archetypal character . . . [Alrchetypes create myths. religions. and philosophies 
that infIuence and characterize whole nations and epochs of history. (1964: 68) 

The mors-cleJs relative to Baartman. as Jung defines the western response to archetypes. 

are -specific energy." 'pecul;ar fascination.' .special spellm and 'peculiar quality." 

However. that collective responses are mostly socially conditioned problemacrses Jung's 

conception of how archetypes corne into exiscence. 

Whereas Jung considers archetypes originating from a transcendent source. 

Karla Halloway views [hem as produccç of the social: -Archetypes chat render rnythic 

structures into systems of meaning are generally archetypes of behaviour and 

cognition- (1992: 87). And while Jung deems an archetype a -collective image" 

experienced by society as "mental therapy" (1964: 68-69}. Petrine Archer-Straw asserts 

that: -Europe's 'conquering' of Africa and the 'new world' . . . created 'primitive' types 

and funcrioned as a kind of collective therapy to maintain European esreem and belief 

in its various nationalisms" (2000: 13). 

For Baartman. however. being [urned inro an archetypal specracle within a 

racial/(hetero)sexuaI/patriarchal/sociaI context signaled her depersonalisation. 

objecrification and s ymbolic redef ining as su bperson in colonial Society. Ref lecting on 

the nocion of subperson. Charles Mills explains. 

The peculiar status of a subperson is that it 1s an encity which. because of 
phenorype. seems (from. of course. the perspeccive of the categorizer) hurnan in 

some respects but not in others. It is a human (or. if this word already seems 
normatively loaded. a humanoid) who, though adult. is not fully a person. And 
the tensions and incernal concradicrions in this concept capture the censions and 
incernal contradictions of the black experience in a white-supremacist society. 
(1998: 6-7) 

The mediator of the projected phantasies of White male colonists. Baartman in her role 

as subperson and archetypal synecdoche mirrored the similar psychological and 



corporeai oppressions ocher Black women faced in New World colonies dominated by 

Europeans. 

As chattel. slave women were objects of sexual abuse. forced to comply in 

various acts of their own dëgradation Perpecually in a stare of nakedness. Baarrman as 

a seductive/horrific body on display was gazed at. prodded, examined. pawed. 

whipped. ridden like a horse, compared to other animals. and in the end mutilated and 

re-displayed in pieces. These were the colonial regimes' preferred meanings of 

Baartman. Stuart Hall says "preferred meanings" are coloured by the social relations 

within a "dominant cultural order" 

The domains of 'preferred meanings' have the whole social order embedded in 
chem as  a set of meanings. practices and beliefs: the everyday knowledge of 
social structures. of 'how things work For al1 practical purposes in this culture'. 
the rank of order of power and interest and the structure of legitimation. limits 
and sanctions. (1999: 513) 

The role she was intimidated into acting out and her repeared treatment by the public 

as corporeal and social outcast tndicated hocv Baartman. rhe Hortentoc Venus. socially 

remforced colonial phaniasies and reaiities as they expio~red Black women. They also 

demonstrate how well-entrenched the prejudices of Black women as sexual beasts 

were becoming through text. illustration and performance. As Fanon had discerned. 

these prejudices were normalised in interpsychic and social relations (1967: 109). Racism 

thus influenced cvays of seeing and objectifying cerrain groups. Says Richard Schmitt: 

"Relationships to orher human beings are the essence of being human. But these 

relationships can be of very different kinds.. . . Racism. it turns out. is a parcicularly 

complex and powerful set of structures for irnposing objectifying relationships" (1996: 

41 1. The depersonaiisation and sexual objectifica tion of rndividuals. reconscructed 

through the basic ethnoracial scopophilia. presuppose the spectaror. evoke conventional 

biases. and normalise acts of racism. 



As they were socially reinforced in early nineteenth-cencury Europe. preferred 

rneanings instigated the descenc of Baartman: The hegemonic teKr: converred her 

steatopygic body into a distortion of beastliness. This script and the pocency of its 

violence continue: Ir has brsnched out from science CO affect the arts and iconography. 

And it is mirrored in Ritts' 1999 phocograph of Alex Wek. 



Chapter 3 - (Hetero)Grafting Colour ont0 the Fernale 
Body: Rereading Venus Iconography in Black and White 

- 
This chapter explores how the coloniaI hegemony charted social meaning onto the 

body OF the Black Venus via allegory. Using my reworked notlon of hererograJt. I 

critique the hisrorical iconography of the Black and White Venus of the colonial gaze by 

foregrounding elements of the allegory overlooked in the popular pedagogy of 

disciplines related to the visual arts. 1 begin with a n  historical synthesis of the (White) 

1 ighr Venus as the nude f'rom the Renaissance. then move to a closer iconographical 

analysis of the Black Venus from the 1780s to the early 1800s as a herrnaphroditic 

construct of colonial propaganda of the slave era. 

In art-related disciplines. the curricular marginalisation of "colour" signifies that 

"White" persists as the norm. This problem is especially apparent when considering the 

Black Venus and its theoretical absence in canons. Caught becween religious worship 

and secular eroticisrn. the iconography of Venus was complicated in the late 1700s by 

the rnsuing practi~e of' sIavery and the Christian missionary movement. Wichin these 

historical events. the allegory assumed different proportions and darker hues, 

generating a new iconography with new signification. The Black racialising of the 

allegorical female body signified a multifaceced alterity classed lowly in the colonial 

irnasinary and rooted in defini~ions of heathenism. eroticism and pathdogy. The 

negative racialising was also indicative of the incernalisation of White supremacist 

ideologies by Black subjects. which triggered the procuring of double-consciousness 

(Fanon 1952:8-10). Double-consciousness encails forced assimilation and subject revolt- 

forced assimilation in rhat the Black subject must insert herself into, and exploit. those 

venues the White ruling-class makes socially and economically available to her while 

concurrently being exploitedi-subject revolt in that Black persons endeavour ro change 



their oppressive circumstances by disproving escablished stereotypes that sustain the 

realicy of Black menialness. 

Nowhere is chis internalisation of subordinancy with its conjoining double- 

consciousness more eviden? than in the Black subjecc3 desire [O demonstrate her 

cultivatedness to White sociecy: T'est encore un fait." observed Fanon: "des Noirs 

veulent demoncrer aux Blancs coûte que coûte la richesse de leur pensée. l'égale 

puissance de leur esprit- (1952: 91.' As shall be seen. che allegory of the BIack Venus was 

instrumental co this process of collective/individual interiorisacion by disseminaring 

patriarchal/colonial ide~logies of the Black woman as a vulgar anomaly in social 

signification. Questioned are the iconographical deviations of che Black and White 

Venus. How was conceptual difference epidermally colour-coded in religico-secdar 

signification on the allegorical body? How did chis re-arciculate gender and sex on the 

Black female body? And what were some of the arnbiguities of the Black Venus 

concerning the ideal representation and the lived reaiicies of numerous Black women 

during the Trans-Aclantic period? 

The racialised allegorical body and its epochal modifications are especially 

noteworth y for what they reveal about the projections of Che colonial consciousness 

and the sociopoliticai attitudes cotvard Blacti women during specific periods. Aesthetic 

changes provide insight into hocv BIacEE women were ideologically and poiitically 

(de)valued and how western arc was complicir in the actualrsing of this (de)valuation. As 

demonscrated wirh Saartje Baartman. the Black woman on display was a compound of 

an accual body. an individual body. a performing social body. but via allegory. a 

projecced manufactured body. In this regard. the Black woman forced to masquerade as 

a secular "deicy" symbolised a corporeal palimpsest for colonial ideas and phobias. This 

' The Engiish translarion of this passage reads. "There 1s another facr. Blach men want ro prove [O white men. 
a[ atl cosrs the richness of their rhought. and equal value of rheir inrellecr" (Trans. by Markmann 1967: 10). 



body articulated a fusion of truths, (delformed through iconographical replication. 

About the function of allegory. Erika Langmuir elucidates that: 

Personification is a zevice used in European languages to make abstract notions 
more vivid: it enables us to imagine that 'tirne flies'. Fate has a 'cruel hand' . . . 
and love 'is blind'. . . 

Painted or sculpced allegories form a category of art uniquely bound to 
language. Rooted in the propensity of language CO personify. visual ailegory also 
relies on other figures of speech: simile-as when we cal1 someone 'as steady as 
a rocks-and metaphor-as when we write of 'the ship of state'. (1997: 10) 

Given Langmuir's ciiscernment of the allegory as a bridge between syncactical and 

visual language. aesrhecic conventions employed by the European masters must be re- 

examined to see the dirferences in the iconographical treacment and articuiations of the 

deified allegorical body modelled after Black women. 

To better study che interplay of the physical/conceptual body. 1 use the term 

grait and hererogrcift as gerund. verb. and noun. GrcrJr connotes a physical alteration 

done to the body. But my reformulation of the  term heterogrfl-ïaken from medical 

terminology' -refers ro a violent alterarion rhrough which rhe donor culrure. White 

western civilisation. aggressively projects its desires and phob~as on a recipient subject. 

in this case the Black woman. cornered into mediating colonial perversions tirne and 

again. Heterogrnfr signifies a variecy of colonist ideologies played out chrough the 

allegorical aesthetics of the Black woman as live corporeal medium. The audictve 

register of the prefix hetero conjures an epidermal-related phenornenon happening in 

the confines of heterosexual patriarchy. And this was mainly how the historical 

situation of che Venus portraits have been documenced-as objec~s for the gracificacion 

of the male scopophilia. Hererografringalso evokes the clinical phenornenon of charting. 

mutilaring, patching. and re-stitching foreign rnatter/s onto the body. The term 

-Heterografcw as srated in the Thrrd M r v  Intemarronal Drcrtonciry of che Englrsh Language Unabrtdged and 
the Oxford Engl tsh L)tcrionary 1s vb A graft of tissue caken from a donor of one species to be grafted into a 
recipienr of anocher species A graft caken frorn an ind~vidual of a specles different frorn that of the recipient: 
a he~erot ransplant.' 



therefore underlines the unification of two different alterities-donor (coloniser) and 

reciprent (colonised) hybridising in power-concested ways that merge into something 

eise. something other. 

The power contestaiions are further complexified by appropriated fragments of 

culture from Che past. These are used again by parricipants in a different tirne and space 

who displace hiscorica! meaning by altering conventions. The definitions are 

metaphorically sewn onto the body and played ouc anew in the real of socral and 

political interaction. These fragments disrupt and re-condicion how difference is read on 

the body. Visual (dekyphering is chus imperative to iconography. given chat the eye 

plays a vital role in the psycho-sensorial chain of perceiving. discriminating and 

knowing. Dionne Brand daims: "The eye is a curious thing.. . . The eye has experience. 

knowledge and has cuc out territories. reasons why i t  sees this subject leaning in and 

that one leaning away . . . The eye has citizenship and possessions" (1994: 169). What do 

the different colour codes of shin Say to the eye in allegory? 

Background: Venus, the Ligh t (Pre)Christian Goddess 

Icon: An image of a saint or holy personage. particularly when the image is 
regarded by the devotee as  sacred in icself and capable of facilitaring contact 
becween him or her and the personage portrayeci. 

-The Ox-ord Dicrionnry ofA rr 

My chosen point of departure is with Florentine painter Aiessandro Botticelli's Birth oJ 

Venus c. 1484-1486. a visual narracive of a pre-Chrrstian deity (Fig.5). In Botticelli's 

depiccion. the gods Zephyr and Chloris blow an uncloched Venus coward the shore 

where her keeper awaics her arrival. Positioned contrapposto. Venus is an  angelic. 

wafer-chin nymph. modest about her sexuality as she covers her breasts and genitals. 

her councenance pensive. She appears psychoIogically removed from the happening of 

her own birth: and the 'look' of incrospection emphasises the topos of unsubstantialicy. 



To describe Venus as a Iight goddess is to expand the meaning of the terrn light. 

which con/fuses the literal with the figurative. Venus is literally lighr in pigmentation. 

literally iight in buiid. and figurative-literaily izght in her signification as a divinity. She 

is. figuratively-literally. moral virtue incarnate. Explaining the painteis symbolism. 

David Wilkins and Bernard Schultz Stace that: "The exquisite beauty of Botticelli's 

figures asserts cheir divine nature. They are otherworldly deities who do not belong to 

the realm of the real" (1990: 252). This otherworldliness is noc. as the authors indicate. 

linked to materialicy. but CO an imag(in)ed space of higher order and heavenliness. Thus. 

~ h e  celestial perspective portrayed in Birth of Venus is a metaphor for the higher 

dimensions of humankind in material existence. 

This religico-moral encoding as it grafts the body into a dis~orted. denaturalised, 

dematerialised state has been coined the nrrde in 'high art' and history painting. The 

nude's objective in t h e  Enlighcenment "was to provide moral instruction through the 

representation of uplifcing scenes of noble deeds . . .- (koworth 1992: 22). About its 

codification in paincings of classical myrhs. John Berger says. 

To be naked is to be without disguise. 
To be on display is to have the surface of one's own skin. the hairs of 

one's own body. turned into a disguise.. . The nude is condemned to never being 
naked. Nudity is a form of dress. (1972: 54) 

Nudicy being a disguise. the externality of the fernale muse becomes radicalIy altered. 

Body hair. signifytng virility. disappears from anaromical surfaces (Berger 1972: 53: 

Cuiley 1995: 241); nipples and areolae shrink to small dots or vanish entirely; of the White 

allegory, the sex organs become seamed or aesthetically infibulated (Provost 1996: 2). as 

with Agnolo Bronzino's A llegory oJ Tinie and Lust c.1545 (Fig.24 1. 



In this rnannerist painting. Bronzino portrays Venus in a passionately incestuous 

embrace with her son-lover. ~upid.' The characrers are long-limbed. the torsos 

elongated. conventions cypical of the mannerist style. Bur the fernale allegory is rwisted 

inco an awkward frontal thar gives the spectator's gaze greater access. Unlike 

che male allegories, the nudity embellishing Bronzino's Venus shows depilated sk~n  and 

a denacuralised genitalia (Provost 1996: 2). The occluded genicals a once signify the 

cension of an unsexed yet libidinally implosive female. This parado'c tn sexuality is 

inherenr to rhe mythology of Venus.' Tracking the cransforrnations of Venus in classical 

antiquity. Sarah Pomeroy States that: 

The Romans traced rheir rulers' descent from Venus' (Aphrodite's) son Aeneas. 
In philosophical discussions on the nature of love in Plato's Symposium. 
Aphrodite is said to have a dual nature. Aphrodite Urania. born of Uranus 
without a morher. represenrs inrelleccual, nonphysicai iove. Aphodice Pandemos. 
said to have been created by the union of Olympian Zeus and the sky goddess 
Dione, was che patroness of prostIcutes. and represented common or vulgar love. 
f l9TS: 7) 

Here. Venus signifies an embodied contra/diction, possessing two adversarial genesis 

narratives. Birthed from a male deity. rhe parri-gen ic Venus advoca~es rhe denial of the 

mother and al1 connected wich rhe ferninine as the mactered world. Birthed of a female 

deiry and by the resuIt of a mythic hecerosexual union. the marri-gen ic Venus turns into 

the icon of "prosticutes" and of "common or vulgar love." which is precisely the theme 

inferred in Manet's Victorian painting Olÿmpia (Fig.12). Thus che iconographical 

signification shifts drastically when intercourse. female sexual knowledge. maternalism 

and corporealisation are entered inco, or erased frorn the picture. so to speak. 

- 

' Cupid \vas also known as Eros (Langmuir 1997 20) 
" Many of the deicies underwent narne changes when they were approprtaced by new cultures in new times. 
Anne Baring and Jules Cashford noce that. "The Romans assimilared the images and the roles of the Greek 
goddesses and gods Co rheir own pancheon: Hera becomes Juno. Arhena. Mrnerva; Aphrodite. Venus; Artemis. 
Diana; Demeter. Ceres; Persephone. Prosepine. And of the gods. Zeus becomes Juptter. Herrnes. Mercury: Ares. 
hlars. Apollo was adopred by the Romans and keeps his Creeh narne.' Baring and Cashford. The Mych of rhe 
C~ddess Evolirrton of on Image i.Arkana. Penguin Books. 1995) 403 



The denial of the mother counters the worship of Mary in the Middle Ages. 

particularly that of the Black Madonna in predominantly oral cultures (Fig. 25 1. Leonard 

Shlain asserts that the earrh and night were signs present in the epidermal aesthetics of 

rhe Black hladonna. making her a prime icon of cosmic holism. Earth represented *the 

most primordial substance," and light "its anripode" (Shlain 1998 : 268). Shlain says the 

disavo~ving of the veneracion of a Black mother-goddess conmues [ I I I  this day: 

Many medieval churches. extending.. . from Russia across Europe to Spain. had 
as their most sacred objecr a statue of a black Mary. The currenc officiai papal 
explanacion posits that these representations were blackened by cencuries of 
candle srnoke. But close examinacion reveals that chis could no[ be [rue. since 
the statues' clothes are not similarly stained. (1998: 267). 

Shlain describes the Black Madonna as an icon of a period in which literacy was mainly 

oral. The culcural regression of this deity began with the spread of print aIphabe~ (1998: 

268). which perhaps igni~ed the fixing of Blackness as a negation associated with evil. 

Other scholars have unearthed ample evidence abouc the worshipping tradition 

of the Black Madonna. The mediaeval Black Madonna with child is a pre-Christian 

goddess. a pagan deity chat, ironically. has turned inro one of Christianity's most 

precious devotional relics in ics White rendering. One scholar speculated: "Tradi [ion says 

[ha[ St. Luke who personally knew the mother of Christ, carved with his own hand the 

majority cf chese Black Virgins. it is highly inreresting [O know. therefore. if the rnother 

of Chris nrzs not a Negro woman, how ic happens that she is black in France. 

Swrtzeriand. Italy and Spain?" (Qtd- in Rogers 1967: 2/71. 

The Blach Madonna is herself a derivative of the Black Egyptian deicy lsis who 

was worshipped cross-culturally for millennia, before the era of the Middle Ages 

(Fig.26). Not only is lsis a psychopomp of the necherworld. according to the myth, she 

breathes life back into her dead brother-husband Osiris. thereby resurrecring him as an 

irnmortal (Kinsley 1989: 168). These powers. when adopted and reworked into mediaeval 



Christianity. were [ranslated as attributes of a White male creator. And much like the 

symbolism behind the epidermal coding of the Black Madonna. which stood for borh 

night and earth, Isis also represents the mattered world. David Kinsiey explains: 'As the 

fertile land itself. Isis was t h è  ground upon which the pharaoh sat. and he was the 

genius of fecundicy. the presence of order and civilization chat made her habitable. 

beautiful. and even fruitful- (1989: 168). ISIS and the Egypcian pharaohs occupy cornplex 

gender roles. The male pharaoh is posirroned as civiliser and ruler whilst Isis 

emblematises nature. Yet lsiac mythology stresses a male-female reciprocicy. Although 

the pharaoh is ~ h e  male leader, the omnipotent goddess 1s the one who protects. 

nourishes. and politicaIly guides him throughout his regular life. and into the phase of 

immortality (Kinsley 1989: 168). 

Isis as the Black Madonna of the Middle Ases has whicened over time in the 

iconograph;~ OF an increasingly negrophobic Christianity (Fig.27). So well entrenched is 

the image of the White Madonna in the west. so effic~ently has it disavowed Blackness 

in emphasising maternai virtue as White that. to many. it is impossible to imagine a 

Black version. much Iess believe the Black version to be the prewous mode1 of the 

epidermally transformed LVhire copy. The RIack Madonna. a sacred Virgin Mother. 

nonetheless maniFes[s as the opposite of both the Black and White Venus. 

Meta ph ysicaI at tributes are grven co the White par ri-genic Venus. Intellect. 

rationality and spiritual love. praised in classical antiquity and thought possible only 

amongst males. are ironically embodied in a female nude (Porneroy 1975: 7). These 

aeschetics, grammared by values projected from rnasculinist ideologies and grafted 

ont0 a White female allegory. have an extensive rradition in western art. In the 

Renaissance. in addition to appearing in scientific texts. White female allegories 

represented traits socially conventionalised as masculine. Londa Schiebinger daims the 

male-produced spectrum of female-allegorical representations covered "reason (often 

portrayed as Minerva. armed with a word or taming a lion), theory. peace. liberty. the 



rational soul. architecture. perspicacity. truth. wisdom. invention. econorny. art. strength. 

logic. imagination. mechanics. statecrafc, governmenc. the acaderriy. history. medicine, 

and mecaphysics" (1988: 664). Maurice Agulhon observes a similar trend. Studying 

certain images of the fo1klo;ic deiry Marianne as she manifesred in historical 

art/cultural objects (i.e.. illustrations, painrings. medallions and centimes). he speculates 

that the ferninine of the Latin language may be responsible for the female-gendered 

allegorisacion. 

. . . when we ask ourseives why i c  should be the body of a woman (rather chan a 
man or an animal. or any ocher object) that should in our Western culture. be the 
visual symbol used in allegory of the highest values. we are embarking upon a 
line OF reflections that may lead far. First. why a woman? Is it because. in the 
Latin language. . . al1 virtues and qualities are usually feminine and the 
grammatical gender 'naturally' suggests the allegorical sex? or. probing deeper. 
couid it be chat over the past millennium a succession of cultures found upon 
male domination has assigned to women subsidiary roles as 'objects.' and thar: 
the allegory is. al1 in all. no more than an abstract dummy? (Agulhon 1981: 1) 

Like Agulhon. Schiebinger deduces rhat Lam. with rts feminine gender of scientific 

nouns. 1s the obvious explanation for the profusion of female allegories in the 

Renaissance (1988: 672). Conversely. she seps appropriation a s  a more plausible reason. 

Civen neoplatonists' appropriation of cerrarn Egyptian iconography. Schiebinger 

surmises [ha[: "Links between Renaissance hicroglyphics and Christian allegory were 

forged in the sixreenth century" (1988: 672). Bur the evidence of androcencric phobia of 

female sexualicy is projecced through su~uring the female body. denaturalising che 

labial line of nakedness to (relcypher it as  virginally nude. Considering this alteration 

syrnbolic. Julia Kristeva claims rhat the flesh-van~shing female as a site of inscription in 

pacriarchal Christian thought is a s in  qua rton for sustaining the heterosexual socio- 

religious moral order headed by man as  che natural universal orcier (1986: 179-183). The 

schemes ro humanise and  civilise orhers stem from this thought and. as Kristeva 

stresses. unveil patriarchy's vested incerest in preserving power. Pondering the altered 



dernaterialised materna1 body in allegory. Kristeva asks: "What is there. in the portrayal 

of the Materna1 in general and parcicularly in its Chriscian. Virginal. one. that. . . gracifies 

a male being" (1986: 163). But Dierdre Robson offers another view for the troping of the 

labially-infibulaced Female &de, explaining that. as in any social or religious contexr. 

Ieeways and limits existed to corporeal exposure and decency. 

Many Classical ideals were rediscovered during the Renaissance, wnen 
the general tenor of philosoph y becarne humanist. . . [Tlhe nude became an 
embodiment of perfect beauty and an emblern of abstract concept such as 
Beauty. Genius. Friendship. Truth or Sacred Love. More particularly. the 
rediscovery in Rome in the 15th century onwards of antique statüary such as  
the ApoIlo Belvedere or Medici Venus provided concemporary artists with 
models for their art. while the Church's new colerance of the study of anatomy 
made a working knowledge of the human body possible (1995: 5-6). 

Given the clerical "tolerance" of che unclothed body in imagery, the nude as an 

iconographic rnediator themacically espanded from the 1400s to include moral and 

venereal themes (Clements 1992: 472.479-481). 

In Sexuaiiry in LVesren~ Arr. Edcvard Lucie-Smith asserts that iconographic 

conventions transformed after Renaissance mannerisrn: "It was as if men had begun to 

trust their senses more. The result was a blurring of the strict division becwen body 

and spirit which Mannerism had ofcen been at pains ro establish.. . " (1991: 79). More 

crucially. though. the White racialising of the Euro-invented nude became an 

increasingly (in)visible sign. not only assocmed with the iabially tnfibulaied allegory. but 

on an abstracr level with those revered coLrenants of secularised Christian culture. That 

White female allegories begin to repeat ad nauseaum as the nude signals an important 

even t ;  For it is through diffusive frequency chat the frai1 asexual 'Nhite female is 

subliminally hammered into the western psyche as the quintessentiai icon of the 

righteous nude 

Like Robson and Pomeroy, Wilkins and Schultz Say Botticelli's iconography is 

steeped in Neoplatonisrn which idealised the doctrines of classical antiquicy: "ln 



Neopiatonic terms. Venus personif ied beauty and beaut y equaled tru th' (1990: 253). 

Truth thus acquires. through the illustraced allegory. physical codes which-composing 

a tangible idencity-merge and normalise a specific gender and race with Christian 

mores. During High ~enaiss&ce. the Enlightenmenc and the Victorian era. Christian 

virtues predominated in the secular West. were minced with humanicarian ideologies 

created by the colonial élite. and disseminated under the guise of moral and 

civilisationai progress. These were in(rer)ventions thar circuIated notions of the 

colonised in psychical. colour-diFferenciared. concrece forms. 

Even before High Renaissance, iconographie racialisation was iniiltrating the 

religico-secular art consumed by the western masses. Kim Hall observes thar, in early 

modern England. Christian views were based on colour dichotomies racialised in visual 

and texcual tropes which presenced Blackness as an oppositional identity of "sin." "evil' 

and "Af rican servi tude" (1995: 4). Hall aff irms chat. whilst numerous srholars studying 

this period refuse to acknowledge race as enduringly prevalent in European thought. 

"The insiscent assocration of 'black' as a negative signifier of different cultural and 

religious practices wirh physiognorny and skin color is precisely what pushes this 

language inco rhe realm of racial discoursc" (1993: 6).  Further reinforcing these racialised 

asymmetrical dualities was Enlightenmenc philosophy. an intersectional breeding 

ground ln which cosmic. pseudo-scientific. ethnographie. religrous and crvlc doctrines 

were together aniculated through visuai cuirure (Kerszberg 1997: 931.' Borcicelli's Birth 

of Vdnus. wich ics female allegory qua Truth. is proof of chis mulci-episternologica1 

incerseccing. and wicness to the influence of philosophy on arc and culcure: for the bodily 

etherealisation of Botticelli's White Venus did indeed spring from a particular 

philosophical though t. 

' See also "Of Miracles" in which David Hume explains :he Christian beliefs of miracles by hunian sensories in 
a social contex. An Enqlc1r-y Concert7 ing Human L;ndt?rsranding e d  Eric Sreinberg. 2"* ed. (Indianapolis. 
Cam bridge. 19951 72-77 



The (Neo)Platonic Nude 

Derived from platonism. neoplaconism-a philosophy of third century A.D.-heaviIy 

infiuenced the European literati ci11 the late Middle Ages. Having mixed wrth Christian 

dogma. it re-ernerged during the Renaissance (Hanks 1986: 1051: Nead 1992: 22-21). 

Placonism is. "The theory chat abstract encities or universais really exist outside space 

and time. in an autonomous world of timeless essences. One argument for the existence 

of universals is thac there are statements, known as [rue.. . " (Bullock and Stallybrass 

1977: 476). Neoplatonism regards the ontolog~cal "order of beings" in time (Ture~zky 1998: 

44-45). 

Scholars of antiquity argued rhac time was space; ochers saw time as a medium 

through which motion and space acquires cense-i.e.. before. afcer et cetera. Another 

theory supported thac cime is eternaI and. as such. could not be broken inro renses 

(Turetzky 1908: 46-49). Instead, what acquires tense or a socially-deri~vi rhrnnolnofr - - a rp 

those beings thac emanate in "the changing world of matter and motion" (Tureczky 1998: 

49). Which. then. comes first-clme or motion. space as macter. the physical before of 

tense, or the immacerial tense-less eternal? Plaronism accempted to sort out an order 

and the relarion between the intersecting worlds of the abstract and the material. the 

idea and its physical rnanifestarions. Of plaronism. Hegel stated: "The Platonic ldea is 

nothing other than the Universal. or more precisely the Concept of an Object of 

Thought; it is oniy in irs concept chat anyth-iing has acruality; in so Far as  i t  is other than 

its concepc. it ceases to be actuai and is a non-enticy" (Hegel qtd. in Gardiner 1969: 68). A 

concept. therefore. has a temporal actualicy if and only if it is active in thought as a 

correlative Object. Thus the Object must complement the concept and stay within its 

cime-specific realm of signification to be recognised as an actuality or an entity. 

Botticelli's rendi~ion of Venus represents a NeopIaconic spectral abstraction in 

which truth becomes the em/bodied as actualising concept-turned-Object in the 

material world. Truth is Venus. and as such acquires a racial epiderma in which the 



White allegory figures as anti-matter and superlor morahty in the order of being. This 

racial-gender grafting endured in the Vicrorian period; upsecting the Cartesian body- 

mind dichocomy (Descartes 1637: 100-121). given that the allegory's externality now 

defined the essence of its [rue character wichin a cosrnic hierarchy 

As mentioned. Botticelli's deicy is ivory white, her slenderness exaggeraced. 

defying gravity. That she is pictured Iight and weighcless. standing afloac a shell alludes 

to the ethereal fragility of the body. The visual feeling of bodily etherealisation is 

greater enhanced by che surrounding characters. likewise surreally suspended above 

land and sea. Of this image. John White says. "Venus remains a vision that transcends 

the study of proportion and perspective of anatorny and structure.. . " (1389: 141). Yet in 

recollecting the derical colerance of the nude. artists empIoyed disguise to erotic chemes 

diverging from those of Christianicy (Massengale 1995: Sheriff 1990). These deviations 

changed the size and shape of the (inbisibly White neoplatonic Venus. 

Decades after Birrh of Ven tzs, in Sleeping Venus c.1510 (Fig.28). Venecian artist 

Giorgione erocicised Venus by placing her prostace at the forefront of a nature 

backdrop. This allegory is fleshier and less self-conscious than Botticelli's. One 

description of Giorgione's canvas reads: "The pensive image draws a parallel between 

the harmony of the f'emale form and the sweetness of' nature" (Peccatori and Zuffi 1999: 

13). Not only the said "harmony." but "the fernale forrn" itself symbolises nature. Also. che 

gesrure of covering is made ambiguous. Unlike Birrh o j  Venus. in which the muse 

conceals her loins clearly ouc of propriety. rn Sleeping Venus, the hand veiling the 

genitals is both onanistic and modest. che former condoned by the model's state of 

sleep. 

In analysing representations of the rescue myrh of hndromeda and perseus. Adrienne Auslacder Munich 
stares char. -Aryan theories of racial supremacSr can be found rn Vicrortan cimes. Charles Kingsley and 
Frederick Leighton [a Vicrorian writer and artis: respectively]. connect Andromeda myth to ideas of racial 
supremacy. both accepting the opinion that Creek culture originated in a superior type of Aryan race. Perseus. 
an enlighrened male. brings civilizarion to Andromeda. a barbarian princess. Racial and sexual suprernacy 
coexist.- Qtd. from Adrienne Auslander Munich. .4ndrorneda's Charns Cender and Inrerprerarion in 
Vicrorran Liferarure and Art (New York. Coiumbia UP. 1989) 25-26 



Contrary ro the neoplatonic aesthetics of Birrh of Venus. in Venus of Urbino 

c.1538 (Fig. 29). Titian drew the allegory with like proportions. but cognisant of her 

actions. signaied by her gaze which serenely yet steadily confronts her beholder. The 

nuptial and class signs-the-pet dog said to represenr betrothal (Wilkins and Schultz 

1990: 286). and che maidservants whose presence creace a class hierarchy-remper the 

visual articulation of eroticism which caters primarily ro a (male) heterosexual gaze 

(Wilkins and Schultz 318-319; Berger 1972: 54-55). Sleeping Venus marked a transition in 

the signs illustrating bodily excess and female sexuality. This iconography. with its 

merhods of eroticising Whice female allegories in particular. and equating the fernale 

body in general to the baser carnal instincts of flesh. nature and prurience set a 

precedent of the reclining fernaIe nude for years co come (Wilkins and Schulcz 1990: 286: 

Robson 1995: 24; Barber and Peacock 1983: 3-4; Peccatori and Zuffi 1999: 72-73). 

Inasmuch as the nude of the White Venus came to signify high art in which the 

(male) artisr renders the female body to "formal perfection" (Clark 1936: 350). similar to 

Kristeva. Lynda Nead cons~ders the neoplatonic female nude an oppressive mediator in 

visual art. promoting the control of female sexualicy and reflecting male fear (1992: 6. 17- 

18). Yet counter co the nude, rhe nnked mecaphorises and obscene body thac flouts and 

artistic and sociaI conventions of decency. Says Nead: "The obscene body is the body 

without borders or concainment and obscenicy is represencacion that moves and 

arouses che viewer rather chan bringing about st~llness and wholeness" (1992: 2). 

Desexed by disguise. the female nude nonechekss operates from an ambivalent space 

where a lolled female body suggests sexual availability (Nead 1992: 14-16).' But the 'body 

withouc borders or containment" is of another signification Iinked to darkness and 

' From a conrernporary perspective. Erving Coffman claims thar spatial signs in relation to the posturing of 
the models and their bodies spell out subject location in social strara as well as sexual availability: -Beds and 
flmrs provide places in social situations where incumbent persons will be lower [han anyone sitting on a 
chair or standing. FIoors aIso are associated with rhe less clean. less pure. less exalred parts of a rwm-For 
example. the place to keep dogs. baskets or soiled cloches. streec footwear. and the like. . . . it appears rhat 
children and women are pictured on flwrs and beds more [han are men."Coffman qtd. in 'Introduction" of 
Gettder Adverrisemenrs. by Vivian Cornick (New York: Harper Torchboohs. 1987) 141. 



corporeal anarchy; it is of a different plechora of aesthecics that excessively carnalise 

and reductively delineate the female body chrough Blackness. 

Venus Blackened in the ~ornantic Era: 
An Erroneous/Erogenous Matter of Exaggeration 

Icon: an  image or pictorial representation; a brief image representing persistent 
activity in sensory channels following stimulation. 

-J.P. Chaplin (1985: 218) 

Colonisation signaled Europe's conract with other cultures and the iconographical 

cannibalising of the exotic. idealised in the Romantic era (Cummings 1968: 17). One 

repercussion of colonial dominance was that numerous Black and indigenous peoples8 

were abducted. purchased and irnporred to various parts of Europe as slave-servants. 

souvenirs. pets, gifts or curiosiries Iike Saartjie Baartman (Honour 1989: 7; Schiebinger 

1993: 4-5; W'rtght 1992: 122-123. Another repercussion tvas that Europeans flocked rot h e  

Ancilles to persue the missions of Chr!stianity (Rooke 1978/1979). Through these 

networks of immigratron. dark epiderma acquired layers of negation. Thus the person 

embodied by Black shin turned into a comm/oddity in the imperial economy of 

colonialism. The dark body was made [O reflecr dichotomies of race. gender. and class 

which were assimila~ed into colieccive ways of policing S U ~ J ~ C ~ S  in colonial social 

structures (Foucauic 1966: 85). Thus Christianisat~on as implicaced in the Transatlantic 

slave [rade and European expansion deepened these new eptdermal/allegoricaI 

tnscripcions of race and gender. and re-organised the colonial order of beings. Slavery 

was therefore the manner in which che BIack Venus became an even greacer 

polysemous ailegorical body. as well as the inverse of Botticelli's supernal nude. 

Locksley Edmondson affirms thac: 'Slavery. the firsr organized system of race 

dominance. was . . .a phenornenon integralIy related iO the evoiving internacional 

" Here. I am including miscegenated peoples. 



political order.. . [I]t was part and parcel of the European thrust For prestige and power 

on a global scale.. . " (1976: 15). 

As Annecka Marshall remarks. images of Black women modify "with different 

hisrorical contexts to maintain power hierarchies" (1996: 17). Sander Gilrnan sirnilariy 

claims that images of otherness function on btpolarity and "reflect the deep structure of 

rhe stereotype while rzsponding to the social and political tdeologies of the tirne (1985: 

27). Though contemporary heuristic models privilege gender over race, coloniaI 

perceptions of phenotypic di f ferences, documented in literature of the period. indica te 

no such monolithic chroi~ology. In fact. ~ h a t  they show an awareness of race and 

gender differenciation leads one to speculate why gender has been validated as a 

theoretical discipline modernity. and race subordinated. A s  an outer-surface signifier. 

race is a dynamic of idencity that is continually present in gender. A n  individuai could 

very welt be excernaily raced by perceptions of skin colour and physiognomy. but not 

immediacely gendered. Even uncertainties of pigmentarion and facial feacures belong co 

racialised categories of passabilicy. This could likewise be said for gender. that 

categories of passability exist. But the crucial difference is the signifying irnmediacy of 

skin. Slavery was a sociaI and economic tnstitution of western modernity based on. and 

coded by. skin colour which directly affected the position of Blacks as subordinaces in 

the Kew World (West 1997: 8). as well as the image of the Black female as vulgar 

allegory. 

The Female Allegory Vulgarised by Black Epiderrna 

As che Bocticellian Venus, the confounding of figurative and literal signs happens with 

the Black fernale allegory. which indicates that Black women. their physicai presence in 

reality and their conceptual presence in the slavocratic imaginary were vdgarised 

within systems chat (rnis)represented their identity as diseased corporeal excess. Excess 

chus denoted and con noted, through anatomical exaggeration. a dark body sexed with 



erogenous matter and in a constant state of libidinal tumescence. Diane Roberts 

explains that. relative to the -high" classical body. the "low' grotesque body articulates 

oppositional "extremes" (1994: 4). It is bulky. gigantesque or dwarfed. anchored in the 

abnormaliy carnal rather than the spirirual (Roberts 1994: 4). 

Vulgarisation marked the Black Venus as a distortion of corporeal truths. These 

erroneous definitions turned the allegory from White and virtuous, as Botticelli's 

nymph. co a muse of base essentialisms. Vulgarising the aliegory established 

sociopolitical conjunctures in which the reification of the concept of race created a new 

clczss of gender. Allegory. in this light. distortingly interfaces reality with phancasy. the 

written with che imag(in)ed. the past meanings with the present. and the realistically 

described with the ideologicall y prescribed. The coming into being of the allegorical 

Black Venus represented For the Black woman as recipient the (dellimiting of 

personhood-a projection "donated" by the Euro-colonial hegemony. 

As seen in the previous chaprer. by ~ h e  1790s. illustrated descriptions of South 

African women were being diffused in rravelogues aurhored mostly by White males for 

White readers and tourists. François Le Vaillant's travelogue of 1791. Voyage dans 

I'intérieur de I'AJrique. had a lengthy passage regarding the genitalia of Sou~h African 

women. called the Hottentot apron in English. the tcrblier in French (see page 68). George 

Leclerc de Buffon's Histoire natu relle (1818) and George Cuvier's Histoire natu relle des 

rncrmm lfëres (1824) followed suit (see pages 72.59). In cextually and iIlustraciveIy 

amplifying the tablier. [hese French ethnographies rnoored Black women into a 

discursive well of semiotic pejoration in tvhich they were specularly seized as living 

metaphors of insatiable genitais. 

Moreover. the voice of these ethnographies communicates a moral as well as an 

aestheric judgement. encoded as an objective observation of fact. Morally. these texts 

convey that the primary dimension to Black wornen are their over-developed vaginas 

which they readily. willingly. and obscenely expose to strangers. Recall that de Buffon 



had wricten about South African women and their sex organs: -elles découvrent a ceux 

qui ont assez de  curiosité ou d'intrépidité pour demander a la voir ou a la coucher." This 

is his own moral critique of BIack wornen's lewd behaviour-cheir readiness to 

indecently expose themselies to whomever for a sexual thrill. But in terms of 

aesthetics. for the Whire European male de Buffon assumes as normative viewer- 

reader. the BIack woman's genicalia are scripted as hideous and unappealing: "toutes les 

femmes nacurelles du  Cap sont sujettes a cette monstrueuse difformité." This inscribing 

a s  vulgar therefore occurs through a grammar of genitalic corpulence in which the 

cornpIexities of person empty out into body part whose unsightly appearance 

consriciutes immoral character. ln Semal Desire: A Philosophical Investigation. Roger 

Scrücon astucely explains chat: 

Obscenity attaches. noc to che rhings themselves. but CO a way of seeing or  
represencing them. If we Say that certain parts of the human body are obscene. 
we mean only that. For whatever reason, we are compelled to see [hem so: their 
nature or function causes us to dtvell on cheir fleshly reality. so as to eclipse the 
embodiment of che individual person.. . . Obsceniry involves a 'depersonalised 
perception of human sexuality. in tvhich the body and ics sexual function are 
uppermost in our thoughts and all-oblicerating. (1994: 138) 

The depersonalisation Scruton speaks of converts the Black woman into an obscene 

body Regarding cexcuality. EIla Shohat and Robert Scam assert chat: "Although 

languages as abstract entities do not exist in hierarchies of value. languages as lived 

operaIe wi chin hierarchies of power" (1oQ-I. 191). The vrsuo-discursive1 y produced Black 

Venus of the Romancic period. now gaining frequency in media. signaled a fissure From 

archetyping co negative stereotyping. 

The violent heterografting of Che Black allegory recurs in W. Grainger's The 

Voyage ofthe Sable Venus (Fig.6). First compleced in 1763. and then remade in 1801 

(Honour 1989: 34). this engraving is particularly important because it shows the 

collapsing of Chriscianity with vulgar erotlcism. Made after Botticelli. Grainger's 



depiction siruates the allegory as che central figure of the composition. Although afloat 

on a shell. Venus' muscular body. accentuated by her dark skin. alludes to both a 

manual working class and a stocky weightiness. Seemingly. she is pictured with her 

father Zeus. who is conven~onally -white-haired and bearded.. . crowned with oak 

leaves.. . ." (Hope Moncrieff 1992: 8-9). His muscular masculinicy echoes the darkened 

smaller body of his "0ffspring"-a comparison which distances her from the gendered 

category of frai1 femininity. Also. that she has fluttering putcis frarning her upper body 

further visually punciuates her corporeal density. Horace Russell affirms that: "This was 

a representation of a weI1-formed and voluptuous black woman actended by her 

ethereal servants (al1 white) floating above the blue sea" (1983: 55). 

Yet the epidermal emphasis on size and shape addicionally refers to tumescence 

and innate sexual potency. Russell goes on ro state [ha[ Grainger's engraving represents 

a stereocype of che Christian Black as Noble Savage. another conscruct from platonic 

thought (1983: 54). When abolition threacened slavocraric systems in ihe colonies. such 

stereotypes circulated in colonial media as part of propaganda strategies to appease the 

White colonists who feared for their privilege. power and wealth. and to assuage the 

Black slaves who. through insurrection. f o u ~ h t  for freedom (Russell 1985.531. The Black 

cvoman was therefore che ideal mediator for diffusing these tensions between the 

master and slave populations. Russel[ explains: 

The black woman was a 'womb' and as such was mother and the harbinger of 
the future. With this the biack man could not compete.. . [Tlhe femaIe slave was 
exploited both by the headmen and the white men. And in that she was the 
ground of reconciliation. 

This led naturally to the black woman and the coloured woman being 
created as sexual objects.. . . She was the master's objecr: of pleasures. seldom his 
companion. On the other hand. she was described in literature of the period as 
having magical powers which made her irres~stible to men. powers which she 
obtained from che obeah man. (1983: 53-54). 



This propogandist image of the Sable Venus appeared juxtaposed co "Sable 

Venus. An Ode" in Bryan Edwards' The History. Civil and Commercial. oJrhe British 

Colon ies in the Wesr Indies of 1793 (27-32). A close reading of the ode indicates that it 

does naught to mention the-political issues of slavery. ernancipation. and abolition 

which were loudly debaced at the rime." Insread. the poem is a series of sugar-coated 

verses regarding the beauty of the Sable Venus. As Hugh Honour notes. "Neither che 

poem nor the print so much as alludes to slavery: the cheme of both is the physical 

charm of the black woman whose form is likened to one of the most famous of al1 

antique stacues. the Medici Venus" (1989: 35). Richard Dyer comments chat che poem, 

accompanied by the image. *marks an early articulation of the sexual economy of 

desire in the fantasies of race" (1997: 153). 

The denial of brutality in the romanticised image of the Christian Sable Venus as 

it correlates to "fantasies of race" is precisely whar enabled the continuance of sexual 

violence against Black women in slave colonies during the earl y nineteenth century. 

The history of Saartjie Baartman. which concerns the rransposition of a myth onto a 

person. demonstrates this process of mucitaring and mythically recharting the Black 

female body to justify the barbarity of Euro-colonial incerests. Anacomist George Cuvier 

eviscerated her skeleron. her buttocks and genitals, his aucopsy "findings" curning 

colonial ficcions into "truchs" about the supposediy bestiaI libido and somacic primitive 

nature of Black wornen. The dynamic heterografting of Baartman's body as bestial 

erogenous matter is immured in the depicrion Ln Belle Hottentote (Fig.1). 

In the 1812 cartoon. Baartman as Ln Belle Horienrote is exposed on a pIatform, 

and scrutinised by White spectators whose comments clockwise read: 1) Qu'elle étrange 

beauté; 2) Ah! Que la nature est drôle; 2)À quel chose malheur est bon: and 4)  Godem 

quel rosbif. These exclamations intensify Baartman's sexual objectification. 

' See. for example. Thomas Paine (1737-1809) "African Slavery in Arnerica.' The Thomas Paine Reader. eds. 
Michael Fooc and Isaac Kramnick (1775: London: Penguin Books. 1987) 32-56 and William lvilberforce (1739- 
1833). "Pamphlets on West lndia Slavery.' The Wesrrninsier Review I I  (April 1824): 337-570. 



transformins her into an exotic freak of nacure and a slab of meat. The woman 

crouched as chough to better view Baartman's genitals. does not gaze upward, but 

across at the phallic sword of the male in kilt. This image no[ only positions Baartman as 
- 

a sexual curiosicy. but as a performing vulgar deity whose supra-corporealised 

presence emits a contagious bestial erotlcism. 

Baartman is used as a medium to articulate the fallacy, the allegory of L a  Belle 

houenioie. Her body as quasi-transposed muse thus troubler the concept of the Whi~e 

nude; for sexuaI contiguousness as it is aesthetically represented in the cartoon fixes 

her as obscenely naked. i3eing out of the disguise of nudity, her exposed body incites 

sexual provocation From her beholders, her ampleness able ro *move and arouse" 

viewers indecorously ~hrough the gaze (Nead 1992:2). Furthermore. as mirrored in 

colonial realicy. the cartoon construes her as an eroiic disease. her body transmogrified 

into a Iive pathological erogenous zone-pathological because of its hyper-aesthetic 

turgescence. In fact. the genicals are noted as follows in Havelock Ellis' renocvned 

Psychoiogy of Sex A Man ual For Studen ts. 

Erogenic Zones: This is the name now given [O reglons of the body w h ~ c h  in 
the process of tumescence are found ro be sexually hyper-escheclc. 

The conception of erogenic zones.. . was firsr definitely formulated in 
medicine in the sphere of pathology.. . (1935 30) 

Several scholars conf irm these colonial projections whicn reductivei y contrived 

the Black female body as salacious and genitalic. Jan Nederveen Pieterse says that. in 

the western imaginary, Blackness remains a substitutional signifier of "repressed libido" 

(1992: 179). Sander Gilman explains thac: "During the rise of modernism.. . the black. 

wherher male or female. came EO represent the geniralia through a series of analogies" 

(1985: 109-110). More specific to Black women. he elaboraces that: "When the nineteenth 

cencury saw the black female. it saw her in terms of her buttocks. and saw represented 

by the buttocks al1 the anomalies of her genicalia" (1985: 109-110). Marlene Nourbese 



Philip likewise sees the Black woman's body as a genitalic metaphor For male colonists' 

pillage to creace the Caribbean into the New Wortd (1997: 76): "Womb and wound; cunt 

and cuc-the paradigmatic axis around which the male European would move in the 

New World" (1992: 22-23) ~ n d  of Baartman. Tracey Denean Sharpley- Whiring 

comments thac: "Most nineteenth-century French spectators did not view her as  a 

person or even a human. but rather as a titillating currosity. a collage of buttocks and 

geni ta lia" (1909: 17). 

This analogy of tvomb/cunt correlates to che Sable Venus as an ailegory 

restrictively and ambiguously sexuaIised in iconography. But the occurrence of 

vulgarisation takes a different turn when BIack epiderma and physical turgescence 

merge to form a new sign. Sable Venus' excessive muscularity. which seems at the 

brink of breaking skin. stands for not oniy a servile body accustomed co hard labour, 

but a body stripped of its femininity due 10 the racialised corporeal signs associateci 

with Blackness and gender inscript~on. It is through this dark-skinned muscular excess 

that the Sabie Venus translates inco a hermaphroditic allegory of an ambiguous gender 

and sex. being both fernale and masculinised. but neither male nor feminine. The theme 

advocated by this androgynous allegory differed 10 the slave and the siavocrat. 

LVhire male slave-owners absorbing the image of the Sable Venus idenrified 

some semblance of a reality as pIayed out in the colonial context. This is ro Say that rhe 

iconographical state of Venus' unclothedness points to hegemonic fabrications of Black 

slave women as promiscuous and primitive tvhich circu!ated in. and influenced. 

slavocraric reality. The state of muscular turgescence of Sable Venus signifies the 

actuali~y of BIack women's bodies shaped. scarred. and hypertrophied by the physical 

demands and abuses of slavery. However. the Sabie Venus promoted propagandist 

ideologies that certain Blacks adopted. They believed that. as slaves. they wouId rise to 

the status of "human" by embracing Christianity. As a resulc. many slaves internalised 



these ideologies of Christian propaganda. ln 1774. slave and poet Phillis Wheatley wrote 

as verses: 

'Twas Mercy brought me from rny Pagan land. 
Taught me benighted sou1 to understand 
That there's a Cod. and there's a Savior too. (Qtd. in Sterling 1998: 43)  

Wheatley saw Christianisation as a good For Black slaves. referring to Africa her 

birthplace as "my Pagan land." 

That these ideologies were coded in the language of propaganda signals the 

strength of the dis/cursive and irs efficacy in marking. in impairing identities through 

skin. gender. sex. and corporeal inscripiions. Judith Butler States that: "The sex/gender 

distinction and the cacegory of sex itself appear to presuppose a generalization of "the 

body" that preexists the acquisition of its sexed significance" (1990: 129). Whereas 

definitions of gender (man/woman) and sex (male/female) were carved out in the 

languagr used in coding Enlighrenmenr i a e o i q ~ s  anci conventions, râciaiisea slavery 

incited a context in which variegaced meanings of Blôckness were re-charted onto the 

female body in reality and in allegory. creeting a contingent hermaphroditic 

configuration that could be further exploiced in the variegaced econornies of stavocracy 

(Le.. socioeconomic. artistic. Ii~erary). Such configurations are the crevices in discourse 

which permit new conditions of re-articulation. Stuart Hall asserts that: ". . . i t  1s in the 

discursive form that the circulation of the producr takes place. as well as  its distribucion 

to different audiences. Once accomplished. rhe discourse must then be translated- 

transformed. again-into social practices if the circuit rs [O be both cornpieced and 

effective.. . If the meaning is noc articulated in practice. it has no effect" (1999 508). The 

iconography of the Sable Venus reflects the hegemonic rneanings of the Blacl-i female 

subject a s  vulgar body in the practices of slave society. However. the heterografting of 

bestialiry in iconography signals Baartman's body into mediums of art. This resulted in 



the turgescent posterior of the Black Venus doubling as a tabooed erogenous zone. an 

iconic steatopygic deformation chat begun to be psychically conventionalised as 

erogenous. bestial and thus pathological. 
- 



PART II - MODERNISING BLACK VENUS 



Chapter 4 -The (1m)memorial Image of the Black Venus: 
The Stereotype 

In al1 these areas-gender. class. and race-criticism has correctly focussed upon 
the institutional forces in modern Western societies that shape and set hmits on 
the representation of what are considered essentially subordinate beings; thus 
representation itself has been characterized as keeping the subordinate 
subordinate. the inferior inferior. 

-Edward W. Said (1993: 80) 

That Baartman was posthumously known by her proper name and as the Hottentot 

Venus indicates che (im)memorialising OF her image chrough repeticion. an image that. 

from iu commencement denied her personhocd. The continuity of the image bespeaks 

of a transition from archetype to stereotype. Whereas a stereotype is the prototype of 

an "original" (Collins 1986). the aesthetics politicised in my analysis signify the current 

notion of stereotype in which the irnaging of a particular subject. whether visual or 

texcual. denotes a pejorative meaning. Reading as a survey. this chapter interrogates the 

transition of the Hottentot Venus, quest~oning hocv the sexuai. excessively corporeal 

image of the historical archetype transformed imo a popular cross-cultural stereoLype 

whose initial signification of indecency and atavism have been mnemonicall y obscured 

in the contemporary. 

After Baartman 

After Baartman's demise 29 December 1815. the Hottentot Venus continued to manifest 

in material culture throughout the ntneteenth and twentieth century. Tracey Denean 

Sharpley-Whiting has demonstrated how pandemic an icon La Venus hottentote had 

become in French literature of the Romantic era and how it endured in ihstrations. ln 

their literary works. authors such as Honore de Balzac. Emile Zola. Charles Baudeiaire 

and Guy de Maupassant indulged to some extent in stereotyping cheir Black female 

characters. which took afcer the sexualisation of La Venus hottentote(Denean 



Sharpley-Whiting 1999). Earlier works near the turn of the nineteenth century, such as 

Voltaire's. show a Black presence in French literature surfacing as  obsessional (Hoffrnan 

1973). This assiduity was  also infecting White anglophilic colonial hegemonies on a 
- 

transcontinental scale. Sorne Victorian literature exemplifies the cross-over ideology 

which upheld. in terms of gender and  race. that White/European femininicy was the 

more cultivated over BIacWAfrican womanhood. 

Chariotce Brontë's Villette of 1853 contains a section which supports this 

ideology. The story concerns protagonist Lucy Snowe whose life as  a single woman in 

t h e  Victorian era 1s turbulent and solitary. Moving from Bretton (Brussels) as a young 

aduk. she Finds employment as a schoolceacher in a girls' lycée. Teaching in a vicinal 

boys' school. Paul Emanuel, an eccentric professor of French literature turns into 

Snowe's love interest. But the budding romance between Paulina Mary Home (known as 

Polly) and  John Graham Bretton (known as  Crahamkdistant relations of Snowe-is the 

moralising subplot (Brontë 1853: 7.12). 

Polly is thrown into Snowe's first-person narrcrrive at a young age. when her 

mother dies and her  father leaves her in the care of h!s Bretton relatives (Bronce 1855: 3). 

Lacer, a s  young adults. Polly and Graham grocv cioser Yet a three-way tension is 

created by Ginerva Fanshawe. a pupil of Snowe's circk. She is presented a s  an obstacle 

between Polly and  Graham. Her contact with Graham in the form of a flirtatious 

acquzintance tests his rnorals, judgement and tasre in women. 

This moralising on race and gender occurs in one particular scene in which Lucy 

Snowe is a t  an ar t  gallery admiring a painting enticleci Cleoparra A s  Brontë describes the  

image through the protagonist. the female aIlegory is "put into a scale of magnitude 

suitable for the reception of a commodity of bulk.. . Çhe was. indeed. extremely tveIl 

fed; very rnuch butcher's meat-to say  noching of bread, vegetables. and liquids-must 

she have consumed to atrain that breadth and heighr. that wealth of muscle. that 



affluence of flesh" (Brontë 1855: 186). Snowe is first joined in the gallery by Emanuel. who 

muses over the painting of Cleopatra. When Snowe eventually asks the French 

professor his opinion of the reclining voluptuous allegory. he candidly replies: "'Cela ne 

vaut rien.' he responded. Une femme superbe-une taille d-imperatrice. des Formes de 

Junon. mais une personne dont je ne  voudrais ni pour Femme. ni pour fille, ni pour 

soeur" (Brontë 1853: 190). In being equated ta Juno. who was the Roman goddess of 

chiIdbirth. Cleopatra's body translates into a metaphor of dark fecund matter. a 

particular stereocype given Black women in the slave era under the more coarse term 

of "breeder." Moreover. Juno's allegorical traits. which were considered inherent to Black 

slave women. are temperamentalness. amour-propre. and seIf-gratification (Hope 

Moncrieff 1992: 9). 

Snowe later labels the allegory a "dusk and portly Venus of the Nile" (Brontë 

1853: 191). And when Graham arrives at the gallery and absorbs the image. he too is 

asked his opinion. 

As we  left the gallery. I asked him tvhar: he ~hought of Cleopatra . . . . 
'Pooh!' said he. 'My mocher is a betrer-looking woman. I heard some 

French fops. yonder. designating her as "le type du voluptueux;" if so, 1 can onIy 
Say. "le voluptueu'c" is little to my liking. Compare chat rnulatto wich Cinerua!- 
(Brontë 1853: 192) 

Graham's interjection ascertarns thac the image BronrS describes is indeed of a Black 

female allegory. or more precisely a "rnulatto." She is used as a medium of ethnoracial 

contrast. The utterances made by the White male characters. Graham and Paul. are not 

only Brontë's indirect critique and national sentiment about White women being of a 

' "English Translation. T h a t  [painting] isn't worth anyrhing A magnificent woman. wirh the stature of an 
empress and  Junoesque proportions. But not a person I would want :O have as  a wife. a daughter or a sisrer." 
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higher caliber than African wornen "OF the Nile: they also reflect a White woman's 

phobia of European men actually preferring African women.' 

The Egypcian female body of the majestic goddess Cleopatra Falls to a common. 
- 

abject body in Brontë's representation. This happens by not oniy associating the body 

with Africanness. but more significantly with "mulattoness' as a degenerare form of 

African hybridity. As a female body of White and Black mixture. the female mulatro. 

though still within the category of Black. runs the risk of appealing to both Black and 

White men. A t  [he time of Brontë's writing this noveI, concubinage of White planters 

with mulatto women was cornmonplace in the British West Indies (Green 1985). This 

gender-racial juxtaposition in literary works. especially rhose written by British 

women-which discretely addressed the "çinful' problern of interracial concubinage- 

was not uncommon in the post-abolition period (Denean Sharpley-Whicing 1999: 56-37), 

Through a narrational formula. these juxcaposicions promote the biological and 

anatomical supremacy of White women. possessing hierarchically loaded connotations 

about nations and the cultivated quality of their womenfolk. Brontë's cornparison 

therefore typifies thrs moralising colonist condensation motivated by anxiecy. fear. and 

rhe menace of miscegena [ion. lt srigrnat ises the Egyptian allegory as gluttonous. 

sornaticall y excessive. risqué and indecent. This stigma accords with the ~ h e n  emerging 

stereotypes of mulatto women being corporeally aravistic and libidinally savage-ruled 

by needs of the flesh. After all. as Paul pronounced, even this majestic Cleopatra 1s 

unworthy to share any social or blood ties with him-not as wrfe. nor daughter. nor 

sisrer. 

Yet particularly disturbing. and indicacive of Brontë's negative stereocyping. is 

the reductive visuo-cursive accentuation-the graphic deliberation of image through 

words-on the dark voIuptuous body of the allegory as "butcher's meat." "muscle" and 

See Denean Sharpley-CVhirrng's discussion of the vaudevilles tha! mcck the Hottentot Venus (19991 
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"flesh." This textual rendering resembles che inscription given Baartman as roast beef in 

the cartoon of 1812. in which the White male visually seizes Baartman's posterior (Fig.1). 

Like Baarcman. Cleopatra's body is presented as animal meat and as an exotic 

pornographic derision for ~ L r o ~ e a n  (male) viewers and readers. The body of a Black 

allegorical deity repeaced in Brontë's -novel" representation as bestiaily corpulent. 

Lynn MeskelI rernarks that western Europe has been intrigued by ancient Egypt 

for a long cime. Scholars from Graeco-Roman antiquity took an interest in Egyptian 

civilization. as did savants from the Renaissance. A renecved interest occurred during 

the nineteench century. as witnessed in French and British novels. like Brontë's. 

According to Meskell. Cleopatra was a favourite character in licerature. painting and 

theafre (1998: 66-67). lnasmuch as contemporary readings consider Cleopatra -haIf- 

masculine." "androgynous." and "prorniscuous" (Meskell 1998: 67). Meskell purports that 

in Victorian works, Cleopatra's body becomes the rnczrerinl of representation: 5 h e  is 

often painted as an Oriental despot. a femme Fatal. jaded wich absolute power and spenc 

from desire.. . . The body of Cleopatra encapsulated contemporary fantasies of Egypt 

and her fetishized image. . . was thus subsumed within the discourse of ritual. power. 

sexualicy and death" (1998: 66). 

Certainly. there exiscs an authorial intention behind this obsessiona1 surveillcrnce 

of the Black Temale body in Brontë's work. To ponder. sketch. measure. plot. and write 

the Black female body into textual presence. so it mirrors a certain ideology. a certain 

implicit critique, and a certain subjective moral value requires premedication and 

intention on the author's part when formulating character representation (Foucault 

1966: 85). The chapcer itself is encicled "The Cleopacra;" and throughout the plot. Brontë 

confounds the characters' physical traits and psychological dispositions with their 

national identities. Therefore. if Cleopatra is a glutcon and wanton. it is sympcomatic of 

her Africanness. an inferior nationalism to chose of the Franco-Bricish empire. Discussing 
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the  'domestic cultural enterprises" of the novel. Edward Said underlines that: "The 

capacity to represent, portray. characterize. and depict is not easily available to just any 

member of just any society; moreover, the 'what" and "how" in the representation of 

'Things." while allowing for ionsiderable individual freedom. are circumscribed and 

sociaily relegated' (1993: 80). 

The repetitive singularities of sex. flesh. and the carn~valesque body that: etch 

t h e  Black Venus into the imagination partake in the practice of socially regulated 

circumscriptions of Black women under Dutch. French and British imperialism. Brontë's 

imaging of Cleopatra is thus a synecdoche of imperialisc stereotypes of Black/African 

women. On a different note. Elizabeth Grosz considers the body as surface tissue on 

which specific identities of specific epochs through speciftc means are chiseled: "There 

is nothing naturaI or ahistorical about these modes of corporeaI inscription." she says. 

"Through them. bodies are made arnenable to the prevailing exigencies of power. They 

rnake the flesh into a parricular type of body-pagan. primitive. medieval. capitalist. . . " 

(1994: 142). Robbin Leger Henderson explains that. at ics core: "Stereotype is an attempt 

to depersonalize individuals and thereby deny [hem ihe rights and dignity which our 

society professes to accord everyone" (1989: 6).  Henderson goes on to state thac the focus 

on physical exaggeracion or distortion is sympcomotrc of derogatory stereotyping (1989: 

6). In the same vein. Robert Landy agrees that: " The concept of 'stereotype' is itself a 

pejoratrve one; it  connotes a reducing. diminishing. or beliccling of a person" (1993: 138). 

The incident of stereotyping Black wornen mushroomed from t h e  pseudo- 

scientific, to bled into other spheres of visual and literary art, as with Le Costume 

Historique of 1888 (see Appendix C and D). In the chapter entitled "Afrique" and subtitled 

"Familles Austro-Africaines-Hottentots. Cafres er Betchouanas: La roilerte corporelle." 

author Auguste Racinet (18251893 supplies details concerning Baartman's national 

origins, but immediatel y t hereafter describes her steatopygia as an anatomical 



deformity peculiar to fernale "Boschjesmans." Racinet borrows this description from 

François Le VaiIlant. mentioning one of Baartman's exhibitions in Paris as L a  Venus 

hottentote. A s  che Vénus callipyge. (callipyge meaning "steotopygic" in French). Racinet 

re-inscribes Baartman as a i  animal of little intelligence. coaxed with candy by the 

visicors to perform the simple acts of jumping or singrng (..On lui donne du bonbon pour 

l'engager a sauter. a chanter- (1888: unpaginated). In a book about fashion. costume and 

national dress. Racinec somehow found it necessary to include Baartman and to cite 

Cuvier's autopsy report on her bottom afcer labeliing her monstrous: "Le nom de la 

deese de la beauté et de ia grâce applique a la monstrueuse Sarah Tut une triste ironie-. - 

. (1888: unpaginated). Thus the lasting impression of Baartman Racinet disseminates is 

rhat of her as an animalistic cross-breed of sorrs.' whose only use in Europe was to be 

displayed as a large bute. and rhen mutilated as one for the good of European science. it 

is in this respect that Enlightenment Europe cannibalised Baartman in every possible 

way. 

Even more. Racinet "authenticaced" his description of Baartman by cross- 

referencing it to photographs of an 1878 anthropological study of other steatopygic 

women in Africa. which ascercained that that body type srill existed ("ce type subsiste 

toujours"). lmplied by chese phocographs is that African tvomen posed naked or semr- 

clothed. This rs how "la coiletre" for Afrrcans. which denores "dress- in French becomes 

oxymoronic. and even senseIess in Racinet's subtitie "La ioilette corporelle" [**The 

corporeal dress]. Paradoxically. i c  indicates that the outer surface of the body is indeed a 

dress of codes. Worth srressing. again. is [he leakage of anehropological. ethnographical 

and natural-history lore into diverse artistic mediums and aescheric discourses. a 

phenornenon chat severely disparaged Baar~man in Iife and death. but which also 

Baartrnan's people. the Hottentots. are described in Raciner's tesr as a biological cross between "yellow' and 
"Black' peoples (1888: unpaginated). 
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worked as a form of oppression during the Enlightenment in che realities of Black 

women. 

Critic and writer of Oscar Wilde's circle. Frank Harris (1855-1931) alludes to the 

Hottentoc apron in his autobiography My Li/e and Loves. published 1925. Though 

recounting events from his childhood. education, work experiences and journeys. the 

text is fiiled with explicit descriptions of Harris sexual encounters. One of these took 

place in America with a light-skinned Black woman named Sophy. nicknamed Topsy. 

Of their first interlude, Harris wrote: "To my astonishment her sex was well formed and 

very small: I had always heard rhat Negroes had far larger genitals chan whice people. 

but the lips of Sophy's sex were thick and firm" (1925: 181-1821. That he singularly 

mentions "the lips of Sophy's sex" indicates Harris was influenced and socialised by 

sexual rnyths regarding the Hottentot apron. Harris is. moreover. physically attracted to 

Sophy, but only insofar as she remains a lover. an object to sexually gratify him at his 

whim. This is affirmed in a passage where he says: "As a mistress Sophy was perfection 

perfected and the long lines and slighc curves of her lovely body came to have a special 

attraction for me as che very highest of the pleasure-giving type" (1925: 184). 

An excerpt of this same escapade is printed in Charlotte Hill and William 

CUallace's Eroticn- A H  lllusrrcrred Anthology oJSesual A rr and Lirerature. The first 

printing of this text was in 1992. followed by another in 1094. Hill and Wallace's 

contextualisation problemaricaIly voids Harris of hls racist and sexist prejudices, 

posicioning him instead as a Casanova with a penchant For al1 types of wornen. Though 

in Harris' autobiography. he is the one who rakes Sophy's vtrginity. in the anchology. it 1s 

the reverse: Sophy is described as the expert who initiates Harris co new acts of sex. Hill 

and Wallace write: "Later Frank experiences bliss under the tutelage of a natural. the 

black maidservant Sophy" (1992: 119). By adjectivally racialisng che maidservant as 

"Black" and labelling her "a naturai." Hill and Wallace become complicit in political 



textuai practices that anchor che Black wornan into pejoration. stereotyping her as an 

idiot savant. only knowing or being "a natural" at performing erotic acts. 

Several hundred pages later. Harris. on an excursion in Zambesi. discusses other 

bawdy occurrences with ~ G i c a n  women. The main preoccupation here is noc how the  

Zambezians live. but their sexual behaviour toward the Europeans. Harris admits to 

taking pornographic pictures of  the women for his own onanistic amusement: "! loved 

to cake their photographs in the most lascivious atritudes. enjoyed draping [hem in a 

pretty piece of stuff and thus bringing out their ever-presenc coquetry- (1925: 743). His 

extensive descriptions of African peoples as hyper-libidinous bodies texcually transmits 

the stereotype of Black women as  prurient to the reader; yet Iike Brontë. these passages 

unveil: 1) Harris* engrossrnent with African women as hyper-erogenous enticies and 2) 

his reductionist pre/re/cognrtion of Black women as primarily matcered beings. More 

imperativel y, this passages demonstrate that he himself has internalised the 

stereotypes of AFrican women feed to him by material culture. 

WhiIst Harris admits to preferring miscegenaced wornen ("the half-white girls 

appealed to me much more; but the pure Negro type left me compleceIy unmoved (1925: 

743). he seems to have forgotten about his escapade cvith Sophy and his "discovery" of 

her genitals; for in a chapter entitled "Dark Beauties." Harris authoritatively declares. ". . . 

i t  is not only the vigor of the Yegro. but also the size of his sex which causes him to be 

so esteemed by the French prostitutes. On the other hand. the Negro girl. Loo. is far 

larger chan the white and that certainly detracts from the man's pleasure- (1925: 744). 

Harris' avowal of preferring "half-white girls" mirrors Broncë's and other White 

heterosexual women's insecurities of Black women as rivalries. But his allusion to the 

corpulence of the Hottentot apron shows a transformation in its semantic and 

connocative usage. No longer cied to Baartman. the excessive genicai. through the copula 

("the Negro girl. too. is far larger chan the white") becomes an  epidermafised metaphor 
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for Black female sexuality as it manifests in the imaginary of the White male. This 

metaphor functions to satiate his perversions. 

Despite his anti-slavery sentiments. like other anci-slavery advocators of his 

rime. Harris imagined Blacks as a class suitable for labour and sexual servitude to 

Whites. which permitced White colonial le i~ure .~  Because of her female-mulartoness. 

Sophy becomes engraved in Harris' consciousness as ..the very highest OF the pleasure- 

giving type" (1925: 184). His description of her from his own experiences is passed on to 

his fellow readers as prescrip[ive advice. And so circulates che male colonist ideology of 

Black women. 

ParticuIarIy disturbing. however. is Black women's internalisation of rhese 

stereot ypes. Through Harris' reporting. the reader tearns of Soph y's insecurities about 

being abandoned by her Irish lover. 

"That's why you goin' [O leave me.'she added afrer a long pause. wich cears in 
her voice. "If it wasn't for chat damned nigser blood in me. I'd never leave you: I'd 
just go on with you a s  servant or anything. A h  Cod. how love you and how 
lonely this Topsy'il be." and the tears ran down her quivering face. "If 1 were only 
al1 white or a11 black.- she sobbed. "l'm so unhappy!" My heart bled for her. (1925: 
191) 

So much did Harris' heart bleed for Sophy rhat. after having sex with her rhat same 

night. he  curtly waved goodbye to her the next day (1925 191). his prompt departure his 

genuine show of empathy. 

Yet it is evident that Sophy has interiorised srereotypes of BIack women to the 

point of self-sacrifice and self-aversion. Granted, discortions occur in Harris' second- 

hand report. One can only wonder what actually came from Sophy's mouth. But the 

phrase "damned nigger blood" rings as a idiom of self-hatred used by Black subjects 

" As concerns the rnatnrenance of Whi:e leisure via Black dornes:rc labour and servitude in post-slavery 
Arnerica, see M.M. Manring's Slave rn .i Box. The Strange Career gf . i lcnrjem m a  (Charlortesville: UP of 
Virginra. 1998) 
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who recognise the difficulty of their oncological situation in White-ideologised cultures 

which are determined to sustain Black oppression. By the tone implicit in her words (as 

mediated througt-i Harris), Sophy has reached a point of desperation: She is willing to 

settle for being the mistress. servant. "or anything" to a White man. to avoid a life of 

solitude and descirution. In addirion. the dependence on White men from affluent 

classes was ideologica1ly engrained in both Black slave women and White male 

slavocrats for different reasons. 

This was the  case with myriad slave and ex-slave women in the antebellum era. 

Concubinage was a sin to the White high-brow Chrisuan society. but a means of 

survival for many Black women in similar circurnstances as Sophy. ln the slavocratic 

imaginary. her light-brown skin marks her stereotypically as a hyper-sexed mulatto 

(which is how Harris represents her): but it also brands her as visibly Black. thereby 

limitmg her access to numerous places and privileges reserved for Whites. Since the 

Enlighcenment. this epidermal marking has been reconfigured in subsequent periods by 

the colonial Establishment to re-articulate. in new aesthecic translations, the fixity of 

Black-femaleness as ultra-carnal, libidinal and nugarory Thesr were socially 

constructed pathologies- or rather "socio-gente." ro Lise Fanon's term (1952)-which 

stemmed from White desires and phobias abour the Black fernale body and which 

gravely impeded Black fernale ontology. This socio-genic marking concinued 

throughout the cwentieth century. causing a srruggIe for peace within Black subjects 

who saw their reflections in aesthetic representations as  che orher of inferiority and 

menialness. 

Madame Josephine, The Venus of Jazz 

Of Narive Apalachee and Black heritage (Haney 1995: 1). African American Josephine 

Baker (1906-1975) became the Black Venus of Jazz in Paris in the 1920s. Born and raised 
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in St. Louis Louisiana. Baker was witness to the racial tensions in her community during 

the interwar period (Haney 1995: 21.29). As a teenager. she found jobs serving in 

restaurants. Then in HarIem. she danced in chorus lines until her departure to France in 

1925. Seeking better opport;nities in Europe. Baker eventually secured a post as  a 

performer with the troupe Ln Revue Negro. In her biography of Baker. A'crked at the 

Feast, Lynn Hanoi commented: "What Josephrne sensed but did noc know.. . was that 

Paris was ready for Josephine Baker. Her entrance could not have been better timed.. . 

Soon she would be a leading figure of the age.. ." (1981: 501. Nonetheless. Baker's personal 

battles with racism. sexism and poverty continued in Paris. How did her role as  a 

leading Figure rn cabaret and jazz impact on her idenciry as a Black woman? 

In France. Baker performed with the La Revue h'egro (Baker and Chase 1993: 17). 

enlivening White-conceived stereotypes of Black people as savage a n d  sensual by her 

style of dance. It was Baker. however. who was singled out and coerced into performing 

half-naked as the Jazz Ciipart. or the Venus of jazz. Her  costumes comprised skimpy 

banana skirts. feathers and f urs-textures. prrncs. and ornaments that evoked in the 

White imaginary African's and barbarism (Rose 1989: 20-22). Thus Baker's minimalist yet 

flamboyant costumes were designed to maximally display her as exotic body and 

spectacle. When she  stepped into the skin of the Venus of jazz. Baker transmogrified 

into a sensual brown body of frâncically moving parts, performing what kvas known as  

savage African dances. As Phyllis Rose explains. 

Long before Baker htt Paris. the dancing black female body was  associa~ed in 
the French imagination with lewd invitation. From the earliest exploration of 
Africa. European travelers had been struck by African dances. and the dancing 
black came to hold a particular grip on the European imagination. To European 
observers. chese dances expressed such indecency. such unbridled sensuality 
that ~ h e y  could only imagine them resultrnd from primitive inferiority-or. in 
kinder versions. primitive innocence. (1980: 57-28] 



The style of dance Baker employed. which accentuated exaggerated movemen CS and 

displayed the body in lascivious positions. triggers the remembrance of Baartman who 

was given candy-or goaded by her animal keeper-to dance. so that Europeans could 

voyeuriscically watch the i6tirnate movements. or "undulations' as August Racine had 

called [hem (1888). of her buttocks (see Appendix C and D). The evoking of Baartman 

through epidermal aeschetics and performance signifies that che lewd corporealisation 

of Black women's bodies is key to how the Black Venus finds its life in diachronic and 

synchronic versions. 

Personifying the Black Venus so well, so convincingly on stage meant that Baker 

was reciprocaIly incernalising the indignities of the scereotype. Soon her stage persona 

began to dominate her real existence and her individual identity in everyday life. In the 

syntax of real life. she was living out the is in the copula which chained her to the 

carnal stereotype she enacted on stage. The Cleopa~ra and Black Venus of pornographic 

colonial fictions periodically obliterated Josephine Baker. the person. Through behaviour 

or remarks. viewers who had seen her semi-clothed and gyrating on stage projected 

onto her the image of the dancing primitive female savage. In chis regard, Baker's 

persona manifested as dubious-which, again. leads back to what kind of role mode1 

she represented. Was she glorified in France as a rare and live corporeal curiosity. like 

Baartman? Or was she legitimately respec~ed by White French society For her talents as 

a jazz performer? 

Because of the racial tensions she experienced in social interaction, Baker came 

to see her skin colour as a major obstacle in rnobilising socially (Baker 1935). Her double 

identicy in life. on stage and in White society were. to a great extenc. irreconcilable. 

resulting in self-aversion. It is noted thac she "hated being black. but she never forgave 

whites for the racial injustrces she had suffered at home" (Baker and Chase 1993: 

unpaged); and that she "yearned to be part of the white fashionable "monde." to which 



she was now exposed by virtue of her talent and notoriety' (Haney 1981: 104). This self- 

hatred was somecimes blatantly apparent in the most ordinary of contexts. For 

exampIe. in scrutinising a certain photograph of Baker and Pepico Abatino. her French 

fiance in the late 1926s (~ig.30). Petrine Archer-Straw discerns how Baker is che one who 

mimics her celebrity doll. and not vice versa: 

The camera unflatteringly captures her looking pasry-faced and grinning The 
harshness of the flash reveals the extent to which she has masked her 
blackness in order to appear a fitting 'countess.' Ironically. her fiancé holds not 
Josephine buc che doll of the same narne. now bare-breasred but nevertheless 
wearing the  same inane grin. (2000: 94-97) 

Though Baker struggled with her Black skin and her in/famous role as  the 

Venus of Jazz. in her later years. she channeled her self-aversion into a n  acttvisrn against 

racism. She fought against segregation during che era of the Second World War. She 

also adopted thirteen children of different racial and cultural backgrounds whom she 

named the Rdinbotv Tribe (Haney 1981: 269). Furrhermore. chere was a side to Baker 

which realised that. not her skin colour, but cultural institutions w ~ t h  racisr. ideoiogies, 

pacriarchal politics. and discrimina~ory privileges were the cause of racial violence, 

segregation and continued Black female oppression. 

Faced with the limited choices of her cime, a s  a Black fernale performer who 

played the role of the wild libidinal Black Venus. i t  must be acknowledged that Baker 

did ~ndeed exercise agency. albeir dilemrnically. She cvas exploited and dominated by 

the stereotype while, in return. sociaily and economically exploiting the circurnstances 

the stereocype afforded her. 

Other SightingsKitings of the Black Venus 

In America. Black people were stili exhibited in vaudevilles and museums as late as the 

1930s. Blacks indigenous to the United Staces were displayed as "authentic" African 



cannibals who. in modern cimes. had remained in a dormant state of savagery (Bogdan 

1988: 51.182-183). The Hottencoc Venus was one of chese -untransformed" types 

conserved in the American museum. 

The Hall of Man. a p?oject orchestrated by Malvina Hoffman and financially 

backed by the Museum of Chicago. cvas begun 1930. The goal: To preserve replicated 

samples of humans from different nations supposedly on the verge of extinction. The 

female Hottencoc was one of many non-European subject groups appearing on the 

museum's death list. After much curacorial debace. and reacting to the peoples selected. 

Hoffman commentedl "VJhen che subject of the 'Venus Hottentot' was first discussed. I 

confessed chat 1 came very near co abandoning the whole project of the HaIl of Man" 

(1936: 153). Revolced by the "female ugliness" of the Hottentot Venus. Hoffman was 

incensed by noc having her way. She had wanted to pick "the best possible 

represenrative of a race" (1936: 155). which. in Hoffman's rationalisation. would disqualify 

the female Hottentot. Furthermore. the reproduction of the body cast of the Hottentot 

butcocks proved to be a task in icself. Consultations wirh erudite anrhropologists about 

measurernents, size and shape were "endless." Hoffrnan alleges (176: 153. In speaking 

with a Cerman professor. she recounts: 

. . . 1 had arranged to satisfy al1 the experts on the subject of the correcr 
size of a Bushman tvornan's steatopyga developmenr (sic). (This. dear reader. 
really means "fat tail," or over-life-size "spankers.") 

I told him that my mode1 had been approved by the officiais of the Cape 
Town Museum, as an average medium example. but that as some experts 
insisted on more exaggeraced proportions. 1 had decided to have the buttocks on 
my bronze figure made in thick flexible rubber, which could be easily inflaced 
or deflated according to which anthropologist was expected to visit the 
museum! He really believed me. (1936: 155) 

As demonstrated with the above examples. [he steatopygic buttocks in profile 

was a cipher now acquiring greater iterative frequency in different media and differenc 



milieus-fashion ethnography, performance. and che museum. These worked together 

as a matrix, crystalising the Black Venus in material culture and catapulting the 

archetype forward into future temporalities as a stereotype. As a consequence, the 

excessively protruding butfocks became a doomed insignia and a corporeal signacure 

of the Hottentot Venus with al1 ics negarive connotations. The varients thus signaled a 

rupture from the aeschetics of Baartman as the Hotcentoc Venus, buc also an amnesia 

around her individual his~ory as her silhouette was (im)memoriatised through acts OF 

automatic or intentionaI reproduction in the concemporary. 

This signacure bcctocks is sighced/cited in Anats Nin's Delrn oJ Venus. a 

compilation of erotica produced for a male pacron in che 1940s. Wrirten in a rhythmic 

and sensuous scyle, Nin's erocic phraseology immediately evokes piccures to the 

imaginary. The stories are full of bizarre. problemacic characters chat represent 

o~herness co the White western male assumed as normacive reader. These figures range 

from che lesbian. Cubans, and "the dark-skinned Jesuit" ~ v i t h  "some lndian blood" who 

possessed "che face of a satyr" (1969: 25).  The entire book represencs adult fairytales of 

pornographic escapades. punctuated by doses of sadomasochism. 

The story "Machilde" (1969: 10-24) reads like a colorful hallucination of body parcs 

tossed together in a textual collage for the patron's erocoscopic pleasure. Narracing in 

third-person. Nin depicts Mathilde as a volupcuous Parisian har maker who 1s ouc for 

sexual advencures. She leaves Paris for Souch America. only to end up a prosticuce in an 

opium den in Lima. Peru. Mathilde whiles away her days by smoking opium and having 

group sex with three or four men ar a rime. Buc the clienr Martinez is her favourite. On 

one occasion, during an  interlude, Nin recounts Martinez' lucid dream: 

Erotic images would forrn again. Martinez saw che body of a woman. discended. 
headless. a woman with the breasts of a Balinese woman. the belly of an African 
woman. che high buttocks of a Negress; al1 this confounded icself inco an image 
of a mobile flesh. a flesh rhac seemed to be made of elastic. The taut breasts 
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wouid sweil towards his mouth. and his hand would e x e n d  toward them. but 
then other parts of the body would stretch. become prominent. hang over his 
body. The legs would part in an inhuman. impossible way. as  if they were 
severed from rhe woman. (1969: 152 

Here Nin represents dark-sk'inned women as pieces of -severedm meat. patched together 

in a psychical collage that gives clarity to an exaggerated tumescent body 

Furthermore. the imagistic violence and sensationalism of the "headless" body is 

eroticised by the lyrical hecerografting and plasricity of Nin's phrases. And Nin did 

indeed labour over her style of erotrc language. wanting it to "outdo" that of D.H. 

Lawrence (Barille 1992: 178). Dark-skinned wornen a s  they are syncactically articulated 

through the masochistic phantasy of the male voyeur lose their identity and siatus as  

humans. Through Nin's ink. they are converted to *'inhuman,' diminished to a form of 

"mobile flesh.. . that seemed to be made of elastic." 

This sensationaiist eroticising of the mutilated female body reverts to Cuvier's 

dissection of Baartman's genitaiia and burrocks. in which her most intimate parts were 

cut open. knifed, sliced off. measured and replicated in scientific/pornographic 

illustration. In the provocative docurnentary The L f e  and Times ofSara Batirrman 

drrected by Zola rvlaseko (1998). hiscorian François-Xalrier Fauvelle says that Cuvier and 

his colleagues were not at al1 concerned tvith the actual cause of Baartman's deatfi. 

lnstead. whar inrerested [hem was possessing a passille specimen. a cadaver chat did 

not fight off invasive. sexualised mutilation. About Cuvier's dissection and his colleagues 

who assisted with producmg a corporeal knowledge abour Baartman. FauveHe States: 

"Les causes passaient totalement inaperçues.. . Ils avaient enfin un corps qu'ils 

pouvaient disséquer. . . un corps qui ne resistair pas' (qrd. in Maseko 19981.' 

The rhemes of eroticised murilation. and the projected White-male phantasy of 

Black women a s  animal flesh occurred decades latter with one of Jean-Paul Coude's art 



production. A French photographer known for his problematic phocographs of ex- 

wife/model Grace Jones. Goude by the 1970s had grown accustomed CO taking pictures 

of Black women. But in his autobiography Jungle Fever (1981). he confesses he was 

obsessed with the body of one of his African companions. Toukie Driven by rhis desire 

to ferishise her. Goude produced a 12 inch replica of her Iikeness. the exaggerated 

silhouecce of her buttocks conjuring Baartman's historical profile (Fig.31). He even boascs 

of the technology of the cast which efficiencly duplicated che pores of Toukie's skin 

(1981: 41). Goude explained that his calcülated exaggeracion of Toukie was [O improve on 

her actual body and to create the effecrs he desired. Says Goude, who is quoted at  

length: 

. . . 1 coutdn'c help myself; I had to improve the masterpiece. The real Toukie was 
a scep in the right direction but she was not quice like my drawings. 1 had CO see 
my dream girl for myself and also show others my concept of beauty. So I 
scarted chopping the replica as 1 had done with the phocographs. elongating 
limbs and widenrng shoulders. On the original sratue. Toukie's cits Iooked 
unnatural. like silicone jobs-because they haci been cast while floating. So 1 
chopped [hem off and made them more natural ~v i rh  bis prune-lrke nipples. 

i had always admired blach wonen's backsides. Che ones who look Iike 
racehorses. Toukie's backside [vas voluptuous enough. but nowhere near a race 
horse's ass. so 1 gave her one. There she was. my dream corne crue. in living 
color. (1981:4I) 

This descriptron stresses the ancagonism becween Whrte phancasy and BIack actuality 

as fuelled by che ideologies and dynarnics of race. gender. ethnicity. and class. Coude's 

confession also reveals the lengths the arrist went [o. in order to have his obsession 

"corne rrue, in living color." 

Like Toukie. whom Coude animalises wirh a racehorse's ass, Baartman was 

similarly toyed with by Europeans. One visitor who rode on her back as  a young boy 

referred to Baartman as a "sceed of Africa" whom he had whipped on the Flanks 

' "English rranslacion: -The causes [of Baarrman's death] wenr toratly unnoticed. They finally had a dead 
body they could dissecr.. . a body chat ~ v o u l d  n a  resm- 
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(Edwards and Walvin 1983 181-182). These period-specific incidents of perceiving and 

interacting with the Black fernale body indicate that the contemporary srereorype and 

historical archetype of the Black Venus share similarities in the responses they provoke 

from White male specrators. Moreover. Goude's flippant understanding of Toukie's 

reaction to his exaggerated miniature underscores his refusal to see her a s  anything 

other chan animal. Of the outcome concerning the bestial replica. Coude concludes: "To 

my disappointment. Toukie hated whac 1 did. I think it was the main reason for our 

separation. She did not share rny views: my fantasies definitely had nothing to do with 

hers. 1 saw her as this primirive voIuptuous girl-horse. She preferred champagne. caviar. 

and the life you see in the pages of VopeV (1981: 41). 

The grotesque silhouette, with its racial carnalisacion, its ultra-enhancing of 

Black skin. can be seen in the 1995 Paris hlcrtch fashion spread of Naomi Campbell. In 

one image taken by Mario Testino, Campbell is naked. Save for neon-green pumps and a 

headdress (Fig 2). The headdress she models is a flotving gold-embroidered Versace 

cloth. with a generous train. She stands in profile. her buctocks tiked outward frorn ~ h e  

high-heels. The athleric contour of her buttoclis. accentuated by her posruring. 

resembles the illustration of Baartman's profile found tn Cuvier's cext. Campbell's hand 

gesture to che face signifies boch introspection and coquetry. The Blackness and 

nakedness of her svelte body appear as rsoric fabrics and rextures. ones chat 

concurrentIy play up the hues of the golci-ivory cloth. The headdress itself is an 

'orien talist' garb which further inscribes Campbell as other and exocic Within rhe 

dynamic of the composition. the embroidered tissue and CampbelI's skin aesthetically 

resonate as parallels of foreignness and the colourful. 

Voyeuristically magnified for the viewer are Campbell's dark body. her leanness. 

her supple skin. and the firm [one of her physique. Yet as a repeat of rhe Hottentot 

Venus' corporeal silhouette. it must mentioned that the image has indeed modified. The 



media is photography the coniexr fashion. and the model less voIuptuous. But given 

that context has history. to know the changing elements of context is to hnow the 

social. political and mediatory shifts of an image as it re-appears in western culture. And 
- 

although. Iike Baartman. Campbell is a concroversial figure. the lens' racialised sexual 

objectifïcacion erodes her construction as subject. Like Baker. she becomes trapped in 

the space of sem mess, ambiguously recognised as quasi -Campbell quasi-Venus. seml- 

subject semi-object. Also, the blurb explaining the scenario indicates chat Campbell's 

transmogrification as the sensual Black g~ddess is based on her being a specracle: "Dans 

l'euphorie des prises de vue. elle devient la Venus au voile" (qtd. in Paris Mcrrch 1995: 

unpaged). Thus personified. Campbell becomes a subperson of sorts. vacillacing 

between famous super-model. exoric deity and anonymous stereocype. This 

eFfacing/re-facing of identity is due to the pactern embedded in che signifying power of 

the codes. The dominant pattern preserves the thernaric of corporeal bestiality whiIe the 

signifying power incires and expands aesihetrc transformation. 

It is not only the reiteration of the Hoctentot Venus that has made the image 

(im)memorial; the White collective obsessron with the Black female body and its 

transmutations in media has also deeplv branded the silhouette of the Black Venus 

the western imaginary. Comprising of "theme" and "aesthecics.- the transmutations 

ensure that the fixity and the transformation of the stereocype will continue 

indefinitely. The detriment co this realisat!on, however. is chat the image of the Biack 

Venus wiil endeavour co have negacive ramiiications on the realities of Black women- 

also indef initei y. 

In the next chapter. I focus on several representations of Black goddesses in an 

exclusive Canadian contexc. This examination will highlight the probiem of the BIack 

Venus stereotype importeci in Canadian culture, and the neocolonial ideologies i t  

proliferates in the aesthetic discourses of art production. 



Chapter 5 -crossing cultures: 
Black Goddesses in the Mu lticultural Canadian Context 

Assumptions of white racial superiority inform the designation of forma1 
culture in this counfry and the assigning of public funds. Culture is organised 
around 'whiteness' through various 'para-statal' bodies. including the CBC. the NFB. 
the Canada Council. provincial and metropolitan arts councils. and through private 
media and cultural and educational institutions. 

-Dionne Brand (1994: 158-159) 

This chapcer examines the images from panels of the criptychs made by Canadian-based 

arcists. Hilda Woolnough and Katarina Thorsen. These are srudied within the prevailing 

social climate of rnulticulturalism. Though multicuIturalisrn is a strategy of redress. I shall 

maincain chat it permits colonial ima$es co be ambiguously re-construed as progressive and 

eclectic in the contemporary. I shall also treat the way in which these images are viewed as 

feminist and emancipatory through che colonial hiscory of Black women in the slave era. 

but also through the space of rnuIticultural ambiguity that maintains racialised hegemonic 

ways of knowing the other through a constantly chang~ng visual economy. 

A t  the conference "Comparative Lirerature and Culrural Transnationalisrns: Pasc and 

Future" held in Montreal, Quebec in April 1999. tieynoce speaker Gayatri Spivak spoke of 

multicul turalism in her paper "Crossing ~orders."' She disringuished berween 1 iberal 

niulticuituralism. the more commonplace notton of muiticulturalism. used as lip service. 

and radical rnulticulturalism. the ~nclusion of all-coloniser and coionised in social 

interactions. Spivak askect that the latter be exercised more consistently by chose in 

positions of power. A few years previously. bel1 hooks had made a sirnilar plea: "Cultural 

critics who are commitced to a radical cultural politics (especially those of us who teach 

students from exploiteci or oppressed groups) must offer theoretical paradigms in a manner 

that connects them to contextualized political strategies' (1990: 8). The practice of radica! 

rnulticulturalism signifies the struggle for justice through inclusion. but also a commitment 

' "Cornpararive Lirerature and Culrural Transnarionalisms. Past and Presenr.- [Conference Schedulel8-11 April 1999. 
Montreal. Quebec. Cayarri Spivak's paper "Crossing Borders- was given !O ApriI 1999. 
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to ongoing self-criticism. This scrutiny of multicuituralism involves the art production of 

corpcreal alterity or. in other words. of how racial otherness is represented through the 

body in art. Such artistic discourses. developed within the rubric of liberal multiculcuralisrn, 
- 

are unsettling in what they enable. 

The late Prime Minister of Canada Pierre Elliott Trudeau (1919-2000) devised the 

rnulcicultural policy in 1971 (Wood and Remnanr 1980: 200: Cannon 1995: 244). stipulating 

National unity. if it is to mean anything in the deeply personal sense. must be 
founded on confidence in one's own individual identity; out OF this can grow 
respect for that of others and a willingness to share ideas. actitudes. and 
assumptions. A vigorous policy of mu1ticul~uralism wiIl help create this initial 
confidence. Ic can form the basis of a sociecy which is founded on fair play for all. 
(1998: 144-145) 

The catch phrases in Trudeau's utopian. well-intentioned statemenc are "personal sense." 

" individual identity.- "respect For . . . orhers." "willingness co share" 2nd "fair play for all." 

Trudeau's ntulticulturczl too easily implies equal. in which (dis)privileges based on different 

aspeccs of identity are overlooked. It is in this vein char ivlariene Nourbese Philip says: 

"Because it pretends to be what it is nor-a mechanisrn to equalize al1 cultures within 

Canada-ir ought not to surprise us chat multiculturalism would be silent about issues of 

race and colour" (1994: 181). Thus the mulriculturalism conceived and practised on this soi1 

was creared in good faith; yec because certain groups are srill disenfranchised. i c  carries on 

the sociopoIitica1 and colonial effects that position Canadian art as a dornain in alliance wiih 

the larger institutions of Whice supremacy. Moreover. that Canadian is hyphenated by racial 

adjectives. such as Black Canadian or African Canadian signals an attempt by certain 

theorists and artists to change the cornmonplace assumpcions of the identity being 

normatively White (Walcott 1997: 120: Clarke "Eyeing" 1997: xi-xiii). A t  the sarne cime. though. 

these terms reinforce the customary undersranding of Cmcrdian by way of adjectival 

absences and binary semantics. 



The Feminist Critique of Male-Conceived Femininity 

Made in 1982 by Hilda Woolnough, the triptych Another Spring (afrer Boriicelli's Primivera) 
- 

contains a panel entitled Venus (Fig.32). Ic  1s not the entire trrpcych. but this one panel that is 

reprinced in art texts. Ir .  displays a nude/naked allegory whose face is fragmented by a 

mash. and whose large hands and feer are disproportionate to rhe rest of her body. She sits 

confronrrng the spectator head-on in her ultra-carnal prurience. Her rhighs. parted by 

unwieldy fingers. reveal a crudely drawn rhatch of pubic hairs. This darrng act of exhibition 

contrasts sharply to the ailegory's solemn councenance. As the aesthetic opposite of 

Alessandro Botticelli's principle allegory in Birih of Venus c.14844486 (Fig.5). Woolnough's 

Venus represents a criticism of maie-derived standards of female beauty. But as Maria 

Tippett reports: 

Countering che ways in which male artists depict women for the pleasure of the 
male viewer. Woolnough presented whac she described as -a squatting, smelly-toed. 
and masked Venus." The chunky. grotesque figure of the central panel of her 
criptych arouses no sexual desire but mocks the small-breasced. sylph-like figures 
that dance across Botricelli's famous work . . . Woolnough has exchanged one 
stereotype for another. Venus' ripe breasts. her exposed genitaIia. her fetish-like 
stance indicate her connection to che earch. fertility and regeneration, the very 
stereotype of cuItural oppression chat feminists were determined to change. (1992: 
170) 

From a ferninisr: point of view. the impertcive here is Woolnough's want for the "grotesque," 

"smelly-toed" allegory ro be horrific and desexualised in rts visual register. Y e t  that the 

goddess is dark. masked and Picasso-like puts the image inco a brackec in which the female 

body becomes racialised as non-white and engraved with primitivist aesthetics. 

Indeed, the monstrous allegory exhibits aesthetic referents of primi tivism. joan 

Murray notes thac. in 1978. Woolnough had begun refining her " Venus series." which 

encompassed a spectrum of depictions-from prehistoric to Rembranresque goddesses 

(1989: unpaged). However. in the 1982 catalogue iklirrorlng Women Artists oJthe Atlantic 



Provinces. the Venus of Another Spring (aJrer Botticelli's Primaveral is described as an 

archetype and the end product of the artist's concern over women's "vapid" representation 

"in traditional paintings" (Rosenberg 1982: 11). Curator Avis Lang Rosenbers explained that: 
- 

The women in Woolnough's drawings have long been anything but vapid: squat. 
black. bufging, threatening, crouching. seething. massive. hypnotic.. . Unlovely faces 
grimacing with wisdom. huge bodies with jutting breasrs. gigantic grasping hands. 
and ponderous spreading feet crowd the shallow spaces in the manner of a bas- 
relief.. . A savage and stoical Venus presides. more Palaeolithic or pre-Columbian 
than Renaissance. her horny toenaiis and damp smoky crotch marks of pride and 
power. not shame. (1982: 11) 

As outlined. the traits glorified in this archetype are her colossal corporeality. her 

Palaeolithic savagery and her "smoking crotch" of 'pride and power"-an about-turn to 

Tippett's comment on the same panel. AIthough the artist re-invents Venus as a visual 

counter-discourse, but unwittingly as a dark goddess. the visual and textual frarnework 

occasion an epidermal racialising of the allegory. Moreover. Venus' conrextualisation as a 

primordial savage and an insatiable sexual entity opens onto the rich htsrory of BIack 

women in the west and the propagandistic aesthetics of their bodies, employed cross- 

culturally since the eighteenth century. to sustain cher subordinate stacus. 

As a system of ideas, primitivism came into prominence during the Enlightenment. 

wirh the onslaught of European colonral expansion. This vtolent expansion s~gnaled colonial 

expropriation of non-European lands as well as the cannibalising of other cultures through 

policical dominance. Colin Rhodes explains rhat: 

Colonialism.. . lies in the heart of theories about Primitivism. The colonial enterprise 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries provided a wealth of examples of 
cultures new to the West. set within a system of unequal power relations which 
determined that. or more often in contemporary writings. 'the savage'. was 
invariably the dominated partner.. . . (1994: 7) 

Primttivism describes a Western event and does not imply any direct 
dialogue between the West and its 'Others'. In che context of modern art. it refers to 
the attraction to groups of people who were outside western society. as seen 
through the distorting lens of Western constructions of 'the primitive' which were 
generated in the later part of the nineteenth century. (1994: 8) 



A characteristic central to prirnitivist renderings is the scopic focus on the unclothed body. 

which is styled to portray enormity and voracious sexuality. It is this lethal cornbination 
- 

that communicates physical. sexual and intellectual savagery in visual discourse. 

In Woolnough's triptych. Venus is magnified as a libidinal. threatening. massive a n d  

hideously deformed body. But that she is divesced. with her genital thematicalIy and  

visually centric to the image. transforms the dark goddess into a n  em/bodied erogenous 

zone. This aesthecic inscription is not novel, though. As discussed in Chapter 2. the  specular 

emphasis on the  physical exorbitance of the dark female body possesses historical roots in 

natural history sternrning frorn the poiicics of White androcentrism and European 

irnperialism. This inscription perseveres in defining the bu~tocks  and sex organs of dark- 

skinned women as dangerous. hypersexed and  the sum of their entire being. Sander Gilrnan 

da ims that: "When the nineteenth century s a w  the black fernale. it saw her in terms of her 

buttocks and  s a w  represented by the butcocks al1 the anomalies of her genitalia" (1985: 90). 

But this declaration can also scand for numerous twenciech-century depictions. 

One difference with Woolnough's Venus. however. is the reconfiguring of aesthetics 

and  the renovating of context as feminist criticism. "Renovacing" is purposely used here; for 

it stresses the problémarique of restoring a thing or situation to a better condition from a n  

old deteriorated Stace, but the renovation (novcz/new) itself presenting its own set of 

perplexing visual and  political repercussions.' An unquestionably confusing feature that 

dominates the  allegory is its oscillation between the camouflage of the nude a n d  the 

realisrn of the naked.' This recurring problem in corporeal representations of Black wornen 

directly interfaces with social and  poiitical reality. While the Picasso-like conventions codify 

the dark body a s  archetypai allegory. the appearance of pubic hairs on Woolnough's 

This problern 1s nor exclusive CO Black represenrarlon. See. for example. Part Three. 'Appropriating The Image- in 
Daniel Francis. The Irnnginary Indran: The Image of che Indian in Canadian Crtlf~ire(1992: Vancouver: Arsenal 
PUIP P. 1995) 169-190. 
' ~ e e  also Charmaine A. Nelson. Toloured Nude Fecishtzacion. Disguue. Dichocomy.' MA Thesis. Moncreal; 
Concordia U. 1995. 



goddess signifies a biological body; it eroticises the allegory. stripping away the moralising 

disguise to reveal virile nakedness. 

- 
Primitivism and its Conflations 

Pablo Picasso's renowned Les Denioiselles dX vignon c.1907 is an example of this primitivist 

transcriprion chat encapsulates racialised innuendoes of Africanness. physical ugliness and 

pathological sexualicy (FÏg.33). The painting is of prostitutes in a brothel. some of whom 

display angular. mask-Iike faces (Robson 1993: 74; Green 1989: 366). The combin~ng of these 

masks wich the bodies of f'emale prosticutes conflates Blackness wich sexual bellicosity. 

animality and disease. Moreover. studies on Picasso's aesthetics indicate that these are 

indeed the aspects coded in Les Demoiselles d'A vignon (Lucie-Smi th 1972: 153.157). 

Blackness merged with the prosticute's body symbolises beastly sexualicy and venereal 

disease whrch deforms the allegories' physiognomy (Rubin. Seckel and Cousins 1994:108). 

Cubism therefore possesses specific srandards for Blackness. Africanness and che female 

body. Of Picasso's image. David Wilkins and Bernard Schuitz remark: "Compounding the 

psychological anxiety communicated by chese masked figures is a composicion which sers 

Forma1 elements in violent visual combat: warm flesh tones and shades of pink and rusr are 

set against icy blues, while spacial illusionrsm seems denied by the flac. abstract shapes.. . " 

(1990: 448). In this regard, not oniy the concenc. but the genre of painting should be 

considered as to hocv it conventionalises the dark f'emale body in cornposicion (Hess 1975; 

Rhodes 1994). 

Additional factors complicate the making of iIlusron. The artificial fuses with the 

genuine, the feared with the desired. and the normal with the abnormal. The longer the 

illusion is repeated over time and standardised aeschetrcally. the easier it is appropriated. 

absorbed in real life as  normal. ' and the harder it becomes ro separate the actual from the 

phantastic. Jean-Philippe Narboux asserts chai: -. . . en thematisant la genese de l'illusion. on 

pose le probleme de la motivation du faux; en identifiant un mécanisme de I'illusion. on 



prend acre d e  la naturalite et d e  la nécessite de  l'erreur. II y va de la nécessite de la 

répétition de l'erreur. de sa recurrence chronique er de sa persistance anachronique" (2000: 

221." 
- 

Obfuscared. as well. through the repeated errors of che illusion is knowing otherness 

in its actualiry. Frorn Hess' above statemenc. it seems litcle difference exists between 

conceptualising and  knowing alterity as  conjured by the European artist. Whatever is 

subjectively imagined as otherness is taken as objecrively known when ic  issued from 

artistic crearivity. This distortion accords with Archer-Scraw's insighrs. Although 

discursive1 y frarned in the male normative. her groundbreaking h'egroph ilia underlines che 

influence of Afrjcanness and Blacks as imagined by Europeans and (rnislrendered in 

Western avant-garde a r t  of the 1920s: 

The reality of the  black man and  the mysrery of the land he represenred became 
fertile psychological Iandscapes in which the white man could create and sacisfy his 
desires. The line of demarcation between the real and rhe unreal became 
increasingly blurred. For Europeans. Africa and the black man were framed in 
notions of high adventure. savagery. fear. peril and death. Products of the outer 
reaches of the  imaginaiion. these fantasies necessiraced distance in real and 
ps ychoIogical terms. (2000: 13-14) 

Consequently. the difficulty with revolurionising these images in a new lighr and with new 

aesthetics. a s  Woolnough had arrempted ro do. is thac they already come from a White 

consciousness, imbued by centuries of race ideologies and binary thinking. of cvhich the 

dark-skinned female body represents anomalies [O che norms prescribed by White 

patriarchy 

Conversely. Woolnough's inadvercence in noc recognising the signification of 

epidermal coIour in her  reformulated Venus demonstrates a n  ideological point of 

convergence. an imagina1 affiliation wirh other collectives char have been socially 

conditioned to see the  female body enrobed by Black skin a s  an other. self-direcred by 

' '"The English translarion: "In themarismg the genesis of [he illusion. [ne motivarion of the false poses a problem. 
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pleasures of the flesh. This illusion has been inculcated in chose groups across culcures that 

heep the ideologies of Whice western hegemony politically afloac and in circulation, 

whether consciousIy or unknowingly. 
- 

Like White patriarchy. Woolnough. though working from a Ferninisr woman- 

oriented concext. envisioned che dark Female body as epidermal excess and monstrosity. 

Her empIoyed aeschetics implicicly and inversely emulare the Boccicellian ethereal 

svelteness of White femininity she criticises. Thus. Woolnough's primitive Venus as a social 

cricique of androcentric paragons OF female beauty backfires. and ironically discloses the 

intersecrional prejudices of what (Whice) ferninisr/ferninine arciscry regards as  corporeally 

ocher and corporeally normative in a Canadian concexc. 

Deif ying the Body 

Ocher Canadian Female arcists have perturbin_gly rekreated che scereotype of a dark. 

enormous. carnal goddess. chus provohing controversy For instance. Kacarina Thorsen's 

1990 ~ripcych Lives ofl izzie was displayed in a 1991 Vancouver exhibition at Fifry-Six 

Gallery (Fig.34). Ticled "1 Love Titty" ( Fig33). Thorsen's section veneraced. as she explained. 

Black women a s  deified mochers (Rosenberg 1991: DTI CVilson !9% 810). Though intended as 

an  hornage co Black maternity. the images Flartking the centre panel are eroticised. The 

middle image magnifies the head of a Black tvoman framed by curvilinear graphics. Eut rhe 

one to the lefc shows only a curban gracing the mode]. her torso and full breascs dominating 

che main perspective. The image co the righc depiccs a Black woman naked and in labour. 

her face by con t ras  screcched in a n  expression of ecstasy. 

Like Woolnough, Thorsen's model's legs and genitalia in the third panel frontally 

open to the speccator. The witnessing of birth subsequently turns into a semi-voyeuriscic 

activicy; and che corpulent body cransmogrifies co a prrmordial object of sexual fascinacion 

In idencifytng a mechanisrn of rhe illusron, the naturalness and che necessity of error becomes evidenr. This turns 
to rhe neresity of the reperirton of che error. its chronic rccurrence and irs anachtontstic perststance." 
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as well as a machine of reproduction. It is this pane1 that oft-appears in texts. tn fact. it was 

reprinted in A rtropolis 90: Lineages and Linkages, with Thorsen's words juxtaposed. She 

claimed her works were her "personal celebration of the goddess-Mother Africa" and that: 

My  paintings are not an apology From a white person. Why do 1. a middie- 
class white mother of two. always paint pregnant Black women. with large breasts? 
M y  initial response is that I Iike to promote my daughter's African Heritage so that 
she may grow up self-confident and cornpiete. But it has become much more than 
that. It's become a personal focus-a rituat celebration of goddess. the  creator. and a 
deliberate spiritual. mental and physicai act co heep in touch with the truth. the 
beauty. and the genetics of al1 species. (Rosenberg and Varney 1990: 106) 

With this period as the aftermath of colonialism and political recovery. and with 

inscitutionalised racism and sexism stili infecting western society, one is irnpelled to ask: 1s 

African heritage primarily about mother goddess worship. reproduction and childbearing- 

aspects used so recently against Black women to essentia1ise and restrict their agency in 

New-WorId slavocracies? Also. Thorsen's mention of her daughter's African identicy-in 

conjunction with the phocograph published of the two in an article-acts as a justification 

for her choice of topic. But are an African-Canadian fernale's identity and self-confidence 

Forernost about embracing Mother Africa or moreriver rnaternicy. lactation arid nurturance? 

In White western science. the myth of hlother Africa possesses a twain analogy. It 

has been debated as an outrighc denial. or promoted as an hyporhesis to pinpoint the origins 

of humanity from where evolved civilisation. The results of an American computerised 

DNA diagnostic of the early 1990s purport that "al1 of humankind descended from one 

woman who lived in Africa 200.000 years ago" (Begley 1992: KSI. Whereas such 

anthropological discourses on evolution positively acknowledge African women as the 

originary source of human existence. at the same tirne. this information negatively 

highlights the primordiality and degeneracy of rhe parent source which produces a more 

evolved offspring in the subsequenr generations of the chain of 'narural' evolution. This 

type of classificatory discourse was a growing branch of anthropology of the nineteen~h 



cenwry. It explained human evolution by putting African Blacks as the first and most 

primitive type of species related to simians. Writing in 1814. james Cowles Prichard. an 

Edinburgh doctoral scholar, sta ted: 
- 

The necessary consequence of the principles which have now been laid down is. 
that the primary inhabitants of the earrh were black; and that the progress of nature 
has been the gradua1 transmutations frorn the negro co the European. Several 
analogical arguments. drawn from the inferior animak. are adduced in proof of chis 
position.. . and various considerations are also brought forwards (sic) to shew that 
the negro form and complexion are better adapted to his savage condition while 
that of the European is more suited to the civilized state in which he is placed. (881 

Childbirth is an additional discourse of ambiguity used by White western women ro 

highiight, compared to 'Third World' women of colour. their status as either emancipated 

from motherhood. having acquired in the process more education. career opportunities and 

persona1 and sexual freedom; or too distanced from motherhood. given the surplus of 

reproductive technologies in the occidenc. still controlled by a male-dominated medical 

profession. Sheryl Nestel asserts rhat representattons of maternity become politically 

charged when drawn from certain categories. "The conte'tt for the creation of these images 

is a h~ghly policical one. where class. race. grnder a d  geography conspire to decerrnine cvho 

will display. who will be displayed and who wrll ~wrness the display" (1994/?5: 16). This 

statement returns to hotv Thorsen chose to frame "Mother Africa" for scrutiny. Had she a 

target audience in mind? Or solely her daughtcr as the modei speccator? What of the 

positioning of the Black female body as it is webbea in the politics of erotic spectating and 

objectification? 

In again examining the third panel. the Black female body becomes reductiveiy 

gen iralised within the scopophilia that graphically depicts birth for the viewer, 

concomitantly seen as a machine of sex and reproduction. This genitalisation of BIack 

women was paramount during the slave era. Via concubinage and rape. many were forced 

to reproduce-their bodies. breast milk. infanrs and care-giving chatte1 and transient 



comrnodities of mostly White slave-owners across continents (hooks 1992: 61-62). Deborah 

Gray White States thac the sexual imagery of Black women's bodies persisted in the 

western psyche due to "the conditions under whrch bonded women worked" on slave 
- 

plantations (1985: 53-34). bel1 hooks accords chat: "In the Victorian world. tvhere white 

women were religiously covering every body parc. black wornen were daiiy stripped of 

their clothing and publicly whipped. Slave-owners were well aware that it added co the 

degradation and humiliation of fernale slaves for [hem to be forced to appear naked before 

male whippers and onlookers" (1981:37). Hence. through practice. Black slave women 

becarne exploitable bodies not just in reality. but also in the art inspired by che witnessing of 

these experiences. 

Black women were figured as icons of aspects related to che genitalic-sexual 

pleasure. fornication and continua1 reproductive "breeding" (Davis 1983: 25: Green 1976: 21). 

This is confirmed in Harriet Jacobs'autobiography of 1861 incidents in rhe Live ofa Slave 

Girl. She attested that: "Women are considered of no value. unless rhey continually rncrease 

their owner's srock- (49). Jacobs went on to recounc the ordeal of a slave woman in che 

United States who "soon became a mother . . . Shs had a second chrld by her master. and 

then he sold her and his offspring to his brother. 5he bore c~vo children to the brother. and 

was sold again' (1861: 51). This frequent uprooting of Blach women for purchase likewrse 

occurred in late eigh teenth-century Montreal. Lncoubtedl y. gender was a constituent. 

Conversely. when considering the terms used to ciescribe persons transacced as 

exchangeable bodies within the political systernz of coionialism, race surfaces a s  a crucial 

determinant of gender and race concerning the buyer and the negotiated. For example, as 

Marcel Trudel documents: 

Trois négresses onr appartenu successivemenr a cinq propriëtaires: Marie BuIkley se 
vend en 1785 a EIias Hall. en 1788 elle appartient a John Lagord qui la cede bientot a 
Pierre Joinville au cours d'un échange. puis Joinville en fait don a son gendre Louis 
Olivier et. enfin. Olivier la vend a Jospeh Gent qui la garde comme servante: elle avait 
eu cinq propriecaires en seulement 12 ans. La negresse Cynda passe de Katy Brons 



ou Broks a un nommé Balis. puis a John Lagord en 1787. ensuite a Pierre Joinville et 
de nouveau à Lagord: en 2 ans seulement. elle avait subi cinq proprietarres. La 
négresse Rose a elle aussi une carrière mouvementée: elle va de  Samuel Mix a Louis 
Gaultier en 1787. elle appartient en 1791 a Lambert St-Orner qui l'a acquise dans un 
encan. en  mars 1795 elle devient l'esclave du curé Louis Payet qui a l'automne de 
1796 la fait vendre a-Thomas Lee. (1960: 111)' 

Consequently. Black women's exposure as  flesh for purchase and reproduction in slave 

pens and on auction blocks in Europe. Canada. Amertca and the Caribbean established a 

cross-cultural base for the Black fernale body as spectacle in media stereotyping. mirrored 

in "I Love Titty." 

Yec these historical conditions of Black women's bodies in the slave era inescapably 

speak to Thorsen's artworks of Mother Africa. though certain spectators. ignorant of-or 

overlooking-slavery as an insti tut ion of colontal Canada (Clarke 1997: 26-29; Provost 1996; 

TrudeI 1960; Viger 1859). glorify these images in a contemporary vacuum. Bur: given that the 

past gives birth to the present, how can 200 years of rrading Black wornen as flesh for sex. 

labour and reproduction in the New World not be relevant to coday's media concext? Hocv 

can these conternporary images. so closely resembling their historrcal counterparts. not 

matter in the policical anteriority of aesthetic and thematic appropriation? 

In the guesr book. one viewer thought the paintings "incredible;" another said she 

"Iove[s] what they feed back ro women." Nonetheless. one visitor commented: "1 am a white 

male, and I don't go around painting Black males' penses. if  I did. 1 sure as hell wouldn't put 

it on display." And yet another. clearly peeved by the exhibition, scribbled to Throsen: "Paint 

your own tics" (Wilson 1991: B10). After attending the exhibition. Janisse Browning adamantly 

wrote in her essay "Self-Determination and Cultural Appropriation" (1992): 

- - - -- - -  

' **The English translation: 'Three negresses had successively be!onged [O five differenc slave-owners hlarie 
Bulkley was sold in 1785 ro Elias Hall: in 1788. she belonged ro Johr, Lagord who shortly afterwards gave her away 
ro Pierre Joinville to serrle a [rade. Then Joinville made a gifr of her :O his brother-in-law Louis Olivier. and FinaIIy. 
Ol~vier sold her ro Joseph Cent who kept her as a servant. She had five masrers in only twelve years. The negresse 
Cynda went from Katy Brons or Broks ro a one Balis. then toJohn Lagord in 1787. and afrer to PierreJoinville. rhen 
once more ro Lagord. In only two years she had been sublected io five slave-owners. The negress Rose also had a 
frequently disrupted record as a worker. She went from Samule Jlis co Louis Gaultier in 1787; In 1791, she beIonged 



The artist. . . exoticises Black women in paintings with erect. larger-than-life breasts. 
sometimes with splayed open vaginas chat invite the gaze of onlookers. Her 
representations.. . magnify the sexual prowess of BIack women. Such images 
construct and rei nforce dangerous stereot ypes that already exisc in man y White 
people's imaginations. After expressing rny disdain to the artist and her supporters 
at an opening last April. I realised how concretely power relations are reproduced in 
image-making and business. (1992: 3 3  

As an African-Canadian of Ojibway descent (Browning: -Intertribal"), Browning had written 

yet another article regarding Thorsen's works, in whxh she discussed the iterative parallel 

of the bodies of Black wornen in slavery's past and Thorsen's selling of the triptych w i ~ h  its 

portrayals of naked Black deities: 

How can a well-meaning but misdirected white woman guiltlessly cake the liberty 
to coy with Black women's bodies in the predorninantly whice. traditionally male 
Vancouver alternative art scene? The painting5 are for sale-Black women once 
again price tagged for the indulgence of privileged buyers. And the people 
responsible Tor perpecrating this exploitation fail to recognize how they are 
aggravating old wounds. (1991: 15) 

Congruous ro Browning's perspective. certain speccztors understood Thorsen's aeschetics as 

stemming from a periIous narvecé of the norrnalised [Vhice supremacist colonial ideologies 

that have cyrannised and since shadowed the realities of Black women in the present. This 

understanding of aesthetics. based on a cognition and cornparison of past/presenc. permits 

the image to be read in multiple and cricically confliccing ways. Certain will read the 

graphics policically and affiliate [hem wich the real. or a dissonant true of historical 

accualities. Cercain others. however, will read [hem ficrively and insularly. seeing [hem as 

belonging uniquely to Thorsen's imaginings, musings and inspirations. 

Surely. Thorsen's "attraction to and fascination with African Americans" ("Human 

Colour": 1990) indicare a liberalism toward Black subcultures; but alcernately reading the 

triptych's visual syntax against the grain of Black women's historical realities. which 

consists of bodily abuses and exploitation in western cultures ruled by a White 

Co Larnbrrr Sc-Orner who purchased her ar an  aucrion In hlarch !Tc>. she became the slave of cure Louis Payec 



hegemony-complicates Thorsen's style of veneraring Mother Africa. The reverence is 

obscured by che romanticised signs of Blackness. primoridiality. sex and supra-physicality 

Resultingly. the exhibition magnified a clash with the artist's ferninine and racial 

conventions of deification. her intent and conception of honouring Mother Africa through 

the eroticised body. the diverse audience readings. and the gallery context which-by 

default of the museological rnethod of learning through observing-allowed the White 

supremacisc myth of Black women as primitive oddity and sexual spectacle co be re- 

enacted. 

Cranred, her goddess trrptych can be viewed as positive and "spunky' (Rosenberg 

1990: D10). But more crucially. to certain spectators. L ives of L izzie advocates a 

neocolonialism that idealises Black wornen's sexual denigration in yesterday's and today's 

western contexts. Presencing itself as an oucgrowth of che exhibition's controversy. then. is 

the everlasting riddle: one person's romantic phantasy has been. or conmues to be. 

someone else's lived persecuted realicy-the malaise being that phantasy and reality both 

irreconcilably share the same language and the same pool of signifiers. 

Supposing the answers to my earlier. expressly close-ended questions about African 

heritage and identity were "no"-no to African herirase beins primariiy about mother- 

goddess worship, reproduction and childbearing: no to A frican-Canadian female's identiry 

and self-confidence being foremost about maternit).. !actarion and nurturance-rhis raises 

complex issues regarding Thorsen as a White middls-class art producer and mother of a 

racially mixed daughter in rnulticultural Canada; her aesthetics which carnalise the Black 

female body: and her right to individual expression. hnn Rosenberg caught on to the 

magnitude OF the controversy. Yet in her review of the show. she detoured from tackling 

the politically complex aspects of the exhibition by favouring Thorsen's rights to freedorn 

of expression. Says Rosenberg: "While her art is not meanc to debase. I can understand why 

viewers found these images of jive-talking marnas racially offensive. Bu[ around town now. 

who sold her ro Thomas Lee in che fall of 1796-(Provosr 1998 50) 



Thorsen is being roasted for expressing joy in her own biology and that. it seerns to me. is 

highly unfair' (1991 D7) Rosenberg ignores the vehicle through which Thorsen as a 

priviIeged White artist: chose to celebrate "her own bio1ogy"-the Black woman's body. or as 
- 

she  put it 'Jive-calking mammas." She also overlooked the manner of expression-exposed. 

gigant~c. vessei-like and genitalIy opened for scopophilic invasion and voyeurism. This 

genre of depiction. with its genderlracial codes of Bfackness. is a mnemonic conjurer of 

portrayals of the Black Venus. 

Thorsen's idea of the Black female as biological parent body "of al1 species" indulges 

in the collective myth of Mother Africa, but more to the point. manifests as an explosive. 

toppIing domino in a synchronous continuum of problematic images made by White artists. 

Were her criptych an exemplary Canadian work of art in general. and Canadian women's 

art in particular. which truth does Thorsen portray of the experiences of Black women 

deified in allegory? And how does the racial sexualisrng of the body differ from those of 

European and Arnerican artists. past and present? Again. the impasse of insider/outsider 

emer9es as it implicates the appropriacion of li~led. raciahsed experiences in depictions 

(Banton 1988). Ic is precisely the endeavouring to amputate or dismiss context from the 

persona1 and historically experienced. and to contain and remould it onco an objectively 

artistic slate that produces a space of aesthetic ambiguiry, a high-voItage space which 

protects the rationalisations and agency of rnembers of Canada's White hegernony. 

LVhile Perer LVilson advocates artistic dernocracy. he understands the viewpoint of 

che spectators offended by Thorsen's art. He says thar critics ". . . suggested she educate 

herself about the Blach experience and about Black hisrory before atternpting to portray it 

in art. They called her naive. a judgement with which. after seeing the works. I would not 

disagree" (1990: B10). Nevertheless. Thorsen defends her art and her actions. even 

pronouncing a determination to revisit the theme of Black maternity in future years. She 

daims she will r;ot be deterrsd frorn her subject-matm. seeing as how the opposition came 

frorn a minority of "women of colouf (Saenger lo91:4I-50). 



Wilson raises a n  interesting point-that educating oneself of the experience and 

history of others is a necessary co art-making. experience appropriation and representation. 

The process of educating oneself about suppressed or marginalised hisrorical experiences 

may instigate a much-needed shedding of the romantic notions of alterity Then again. it 

may accomplish naught. Self-education holds no guarantees of an artist's ability to envision 

new intervent~ontst aesthetics that subvert stereotyping. Even as a remedy. educating and 

its diverse methods become questionable. According to bel1 hooks: "Without adequate 

concrete knowledge of and contact with the non-white "Other." white theorists may move 

in discursive theoretical directions chat are threatening and potencially disruptive of that 

cricical practice which would support radical liberation struggle* (1990:26). But how to 

measure the "adequate" in concrete knowledge when it varies from person to person. and 

furthers the debaces regarding cultural appropriation? 

Thus an important query not to shy away from is: Within a mulciculcural concext. 

why should Thorsen-the White morher of a BIack daug-hter-rescrict herself from painting 

what she desires-Black femaIe deities ? Were Trudeau's words to apply co thts situation. 

wh y shouldn't Thorsen be able to create these goddesscss out of her "deepl y personal 

sense" and to projecc onto the Black fernale body her 3v.m rndividud iciennty- of 

motherhood? After all. a s  Hegel once said: 

The beauty of art presents itself to sense. to feeling. to perception. to imagination.. . . 
Moreover. whac we enjoy in the beauty of arc is precisely the freedom of its 
productive and plastic energy. In the originatron. as in the contemplation. of [ts 
creations we appear to escape wholly from the fetters of rule and regularity. In the 
forms of art we seek for repose and animation in place of the austerity of the reign 
of law and the sombre self-concentration of thought.. . (1886: 7) 

If Thorsen's worh is understood as fictive and imaginary. then what is the danger?-That 

phantasy concretised in material culture will sustain ways of knowing. observing and 

oppressing. 



Whereas Hegel suggests that art should be a purge for the imagination. a 

description that alludes to escapism. eroticised representations of the Black female body 

are difficult to depoliticise and to isolate from the sexually exploitive realities of Black 

women's historical experiences. In her arrist srarement. Thorsen says she was inspired by 

"womanist writers." 

1 am 'obsessed' with the beauty. sexuality and li.feforce of the female breast. By 
reading works by womanisr: writers such as Alice Walker. Maya Angelou. and Zora 
Neale Hurston. I suck the milk from their giving breasts. Females sharing. giving and 
growing as a result. Love alone is A4other's milk. I paint what 1 know. I paint what I 
wanc to see-'omni-sexualiry' that embraces [hot ~vhich is female. male and 
universal. It is al1 sexy. (Thorsen 1991) 

Thorsen. Iike so many previous and contemporary White artists, reductively equare the 

Black female body with the breast. maternity. omni-sexuaIi ty and sexiness. The artist 

statement is anorher conundrum; for Thorsen muddles ciesire for and obsession of the 

Black female body in her imagination with what she sees and knows. 

Aesthetic neutrality. or 'art for art's sake' starts rc! coliapse when viewers query into 

the artisc's background and her politica!/ideologicaI agsnda for bringing a certain depict~on 

to the fore. Who the artist is in terms of her narionali~~r.cier/racia!/class identity [urns into 

pieces of a larger puzzle that are jusc as significant to esrracring meaning from a 

representarion as the subjecr consrrued in the image and rhe aesrhetic manner of rhe 

portrayal. AI1 factors-art producer. production. genre. style and the produced 

object/subject-count toward making sense of the netir context of a renecved image and 

toward measuring change in how White hegemony views its other. 

But far from new. artistic discourses accentuating the Black woman as excessively 

carnal and the originary parent of humankind are redundant in the West. In facc. Thorsen's 

loaded contexwalisation pins down yet again the Black woman as the Other in race. 

sexuality. anatomy. narionality. tirne. nature. evolution. essence and social function-a 

composite affiliated cvith colonial paradigms (Wiegman 1991: 313). What then has CO be 



exarnined are the links between culcural appropriation. creative democracy. and Canadian 

multiculturaIism, to discern how they politically enable each other to maincain old orders in 

new times. And the multicuItural policy is doubtless a forerunning enabler; for as Trudeau 

had envisioned. Canadian ~ulticulturalism was based on a "willingness to share ideas. 

atci tudes. and assumpcions." 

Within che interstices of representational politics. arcists' liberty qua phantflsiscd 

desires and their responsibility qua kr~owledge oJthe red  induce an ethical dilemma. 

Producing a representation. ethicaIIy sensitised to che history and current situation of a 

particular subject group, may entail self-censorship. someching chat defeats artistic 

creativity and which many art producers would not wiilingly forfeic. These old influences of 

aeschetics relate to Susan Rubin SuIeiman's vision of discursive transformations: ". . . what 

may be needed is not merely the usurpation of old narrative structures and old words by 

new speakers, however important these may be as a firsc step. but the inventing of new 

structures, new words. a new syntax chat will shake up and rransirm old habits of thoughc 

and old ways of seeing" (1985 12). Suleiman emphasises â d~fference bettveen in ven rion and 

appropriation. But how to invenr anew when appropriatq snatches of sub/cultures is parc 

of Che process of artistic invention and politicai inrt-ri-cmicn? HOLV to invent new painrsrly 

syntax around the Blach fernale body when its visual grarrirnar has seeminsly reached the 

point of aesthetic supersaturation? 

The  Politics of Art in Mu lticu ZturaZ Canada 

The prevalenc discourse of Canada being mulcicultural assuredly influences artistic 

creativity. It permits numerous artiscs to take units from other cultures and to make chem 

one's own. The necwork of approprrating in the name of mulciculturaIisrn dispels critical 

thinking about race and enabtes negative stereocypes of black women co be adopted, 

rernade and redispIayed in predominantly White milieus. 



In this regard. Canadian liberal multiculturalism promotes the survival of coIonia1 

stereotypes which. when mediated as creacive expression in a concrolled gallery 

environment. is presented as a harmless representation of alterity. But this harmlessness is a 

breeding ground for violent-and racist aesthetics. whether produced naively or hnowingly. 

As Spivak had stated in her keynote lecture. radical multiculturalism is a different set of 

policics that confronts problems of racism head-on. This multiculturalism has yet to be 

practised widespread in Canada; for the mosr part. it remains a policy written on paper 

(Cannon 1993: 243). 

The multiculturalism needed to make a radical difference and [O have irs impact 

felt would question the unevenness of power and privileges in systems based on race 

differentiation. but also implement activist stracegies [O address such problems. Toronto- 

based poet. wricer and theorist Marlene Nourbese Philip has stated that: "ln short, 

rnu1ticuIturalisrn. as we hnow it. has no answers for the problems of racism. or white 

supremacy-unless it is cornbined with a clearl y articula ted policy of anti-racism. directeci 

at footing out the effects of racism and white supremzcisc thinking" (1992: 183). Stuart Hall 

identifies the same problem with che glamour of multiculturalism, that it slights the 

rreztmenr of racism. H e  daims that if  multiculturaiism 1s io be an effective mol of political 

redress, it must deal with colonial inequities rhat continue colonial privileges in the presenc. 

Says Hall: 

There is a close relationship between che re-emergence of 'the multi-cultural 
question' and the phenomenon of the 'post-colonial'. . . . Problems of dependency. 
underdevefopment and marginalization, typical of the 'high' colonial period. persist 
into the post-colonial. However. these relations are resumed in a new configuration. 
Once they were articulated as unequal relations of power and expioitation between 
colonized and cotonizing societies. Now they are restaged and displaced as struggles 
between indigenous social forces. as interna1 contradictions and sources of 
des~abilization within the decolonized societ y. . . (2000: 213) 

Multiculturalism thus re-inscribes a host of problernatic binaries al1 at once linked to race. 

national identity. gender. class. and ethntcity. 



The Black Venus as it has slipped through the crevice of Canadian multiculturalism 

and onto the artist's canvas bares Canada's true colours. so to speak. The re-appearance of 

this particular allegory in different times and spaces reveals chat racialised hyper-sexuality 

and grotesque carnaliry arëcolonial clichés of Black women. idealised in the White 

Canadian consclousness. Similar Images of BIack women by White European and Amerrcan 

artists indicate thac chis idealisation 1s sysremically cross-continental. In this lighr. some of 

Canadian-made artworks exacerbate the issue of who redesigns the dark female body in 

representation and how. 



Closing Remarks 

Analysing the rnyriad versions of the Black Venus has revealed several sign~ficanc 

factors regarding the image's transformation and fixity in aesthetic discourse Firsc of 

ail. the corpulent profile indeed altered during different periods. as seen with the 

concrast of Baartman as the Hottentot Venus in 1810 and Campbell as La Venus au voile 

in 1995. The cornparisons show chac. although the signs of the BIack Venus have 

modified through rhe years. the motifs of the body have remained in tact. 

Since slavery. the body of the Black Venus has been locked into definirions of 

pejoration-anomic. animai. ultra-fecund. hypersexed and subhuman. These negative 

meanings have acquired an incredible degree of sophistication. with the veneer and 

genre of media blurring these definirions. Exhibiting a slight steatopygia. CampbeIl's 

portrayal, contextualised by the title "Venus." evokes Baartman's silhouette. Yet the rich 

colour-ivory and gold against Black skin-seduces the eye while problematicaliy 

reducing the model CO a surface. an exotic fabric. 

bel1 hooks lihewise sees Black women's display during the slave-trade era 

informing current pracrices in racial and gender representations. She purports that 

pornographically animalising the body is one Frame for arcicularing the aesthetics of 

Black womanhood; another is physiologically hybridising rhese aeschetics in image. in 

order char the "erhnic" look also seduces the White image-recipient through self- 

identification. Regarding Campbell's polemic popularicy in a predominantly White racist 

fashion world. hooks comments: 

. . . the necv black female [con who is also gaining greater nocoriety. as she 
assumes boch the persona of sexually hot "savage" and white-identified black 
girl. is the Caribbean-born model Naomi Campbell. lmported beauty. she, like 
[man. is almosr: constancly visually portrayed nearly nude against a sexualized 
background. Abandoning her "naturai" hair for blonde wigs or ever-lengrhening 



weaves. she has great crossover appeal. Labeled by rashion critics as the black 
Briget Bardot, she embodies an aesthecic chat suggests black women. while 
appealingly "di fferenc.' must resemble white women co be considered reall y 
beautiful. (1992:73) 

Undersrandably. hooks finis it a problem when high-profile figures from marginalised 

groups. such as Campbell. aspire to look White. The "blonde wigs" indicace myriad 

possibilicies. 1) thac the mode1 is uncornfortable with her own "'natural hair." as hooks 

implies; 2 )  chac her wigged appearance wrongly disseminates. to White and Black 

viewers. the notion of White aesthecics as the epitome of beauty; 3) thac in donnlng the 

blonde wigs. Campbell is denouncing her Blackness, ulcimacely betraying-and being 

irresponsible co-the members of the Black community. 

Contrariwise. hooks ignores that, as a fashion mode\. this is precisely Campbell's 

livelihood: She is commissioned co enliven differenc looks by changing surface 

aesthetics (Le. cosmetics. hair. cloches et cetera). Nor does hooks problemise her own 

comment, cvhich implies that Blackness possesses specific biological traics. On che 

contrary. it has become a miscegenaced cacegory bearing a diversity of Biack looks and 

Black idencicies. Campbell herself is a composite of this diversity of Blackness. On one 

websice. ic is noted that she is not born in the Caribbean as hooks claimed. but in 

Screatham. South London (see Appendix BI. Moreover. her ethnicicy is documented as 

"jamaican/Chinese" under an "English- national~cy.' She 1s cnerefore not an "imporred 

beauty.- but an indigenous European within the Black diaspora. Buc seemtngly. hooks 

faults Black persons for appropriating. be it s~racegically or otherwise. and for not 

sufficiently self-essentialising by recaining rheir "nacural" [raits. Wich Blackness 

diversifying through concinued interracial mixing, and with Black subjects having more 

choices and freedoms in the contemporary. cheir selected aesthetics-and use of these 

' Regarding Campbell's erhniciry. see also Serena French. -Oh. no. my poor Orni!.- h'actonal Fost(22 Jan. 2000): 
83. 
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aesthetics to make a personal or subversive scacemenc about self-increasingly 

complicate the politics of represenration: 

Individual identity is ako muddled in image. Campbell is Venus. but also the 
- 

controversial supermodel. Marginalised in the fashion world because of her dark skin. 

and under public scrutrny for her alleged devianc behaviour. hot temperament and 

preference of White men. Campbell's character profile as constructed in the media 

further enlivens La Venus au voile. The Black Venus has survived in media precisely 

because of a neocolonial demand and White hegemonic desire for the Black female 

body. The desire stems from colonial ideologies of racisrn and sexisrn which have 

become amnesiac in the contemporary and conventionalised in imagery 

Yec as dernonstraced. though desire may drive an artisc CO capcure the Black 

female body in representation. it distorrs the experience of others. And this distorted 

materiahsacion involves violence. As a slave-sen~ant in early ninereenth-century Europe. 

Saartjie Baarrman was coerced into enacting the Hottentot Venus. Later. in 1553. 

Charlotte Bronrë cvrote Villette and consecrated the chapter 'Cleopatra" to che vrolent 

derision of the body of the Egypcian mulacto. scorned as "burcher's meat.- -'muscle.- and 

"flesh." Decades after,Josepine Baker became famous as the Venus of Jazz tn France 

Baker had initialIy refused co dance "bare-breasted" (Rose 1989: 6). but eventually 

succumbed under the violence of peer pressure 

In more contemporary contexcs. i c  was from an obsessive LVhice-male desire 

that French phocographer Jean-Paul Coude produced the disturbing 12 inch replica of 

African mode1 Toukie in 1975. The "racehorse's ass" he bestowed on the mimature 

violently animalised Toukie's represented body, the exaggerated sceatopygic profile 

again conjuring Baartman's corporeal cerrorisacion. On che ocher side of the Atlantic. 

Canadian-based artist Kararina Thorsen was "driven by a need to painc pictures of nude 

- - 

See cornmenrs frorn Black students in Stuart Ewen. .4il Corisrirnrrig images. The Polrrics of SQde in 
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Black women. pregnant women with large breasts" (Saenger 1991: 49). This obsession 

resulted in Thorsen's polemic exhibition "1 Love Titty.' which contained arttvorks of 

naked Black woman as  hyper-corpulent rnocher goddesses. 

Internalisaiton of thé Black Venus has occurred temporally. cross-culturally. 

individually and collectively. To the Black women who have raised their voices in 

protesc, the Black Venus represents a coionial image of a colonised body. violaced 

whenever displayed. In the White irnagrnary. however. the image is exotic. unharmful. 

and a visual way of relating to the other in phantasy. These relations trigger different 

group responses and grGup recognition. themselves irnplicaced in cornplex histories. 

More crucially. the chronological repeating of the Black Venus in multiple media shows 

how prejudices become refined through repetition. and condensed into something as 

linearly simple as a profile. 

But given rhac che allegory conflates t h e  real cvith the imagined and the 

figurative with the iireral. the Blacti Venus underlines how fictional cvays of seeing the 

representatron can be construed as prescriptlve ways of seeing Black women ln real IrFe. 

Richard Brilliant explains chat "To take sorneone for a 'someching'. . . is to place thac 

person within the categories established by consensus co locace members of a sociery in 

the familiar roles bbv cvhrch they are parcicularly presencable and knotvable" (1991: 89- 

90). The scereotype musc chen be seen as more chat a product of arcistic creativity. I c  1s. 

in fact. a pocverful policical and psychical device that. in its repeated negative 

articulations. sustains myriad forms of oppression. 

Contemporary Culture. rev ed. ([New York1 Basic Bocks. 19901 x x ~ .  
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Figure 35. Exhibirion announcement for Katarina Thorsen's Exhibition "1 Love Titty." 
Courtesy Tony Bardach archives. 
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Appendix B 

A section from "Naomi Campbell picrurcs wallpapers pics." 
Source: websice 
hcrp://www.toppics4u.com/naomi~cam~beW 

S ~ o m  Cmpbell picfures \ d i p a p e s  pics 

Last modified: 21 Jan 1001 

Occupation: Supcnricdti. .Acrrcrs 



Appendix C 

Extract regarding Saartjie Baartman and 
national dress of the South African Cape. 
Source: Auguste Racinet Le costume historique. 
Paris: Firmin-Didot, 1888. Unpaginated 



Appendix D 

**English translated passage of Appendis C 

Extract regarding Saartjie Baartman and 
national dress of the South .\frican Capê. 
Source: Auguste Racinet. Le costu me h isiorique. 
Paris: Firmin-Didot. 1888. Unpagd. 

No. i l  - Sarah Bartmann. female member of the Boschjesmans. in 

nacional costume. This rype is deprcted by Le Vaillant as discincr from 

the Houzouanas racf "The womm are burdened with a rump. a fleshy 

and enormous mass ivhich, at evsrl- inovement of the body. contraccs 

into an oscillacion and an undularion that is rnost peculiar." This is 

accordmg ro the studies on nature rliealed in Rlarch 1878 in the  field of 

anthropology. supported by phorographs from the Cape, nihich proves 

ihar rhis type still exists. 

Sarah Baartman. represenied here. 1s rhe famous .\frican who 

ivas exl-iibited in Paris in 1815 in public salons under the narne Venus 

i~orrentore. (Programme des spectndes. 4 January 1815): "Vaudeville: 

Toda y Madame Favart. Visicors. and the Wi7 us horcen rote." Jou m a l  des . 
dames er des modes. 12 February 1815 "The doors open doors for ~ h e  

grand entrance of the I ë n  u s  horien tore. This Venus is stearopygic. She is 

given candp to jump or sing she is rold that she is the prettiest woman in 

che country. . . " 

Calling the monsrrous Sarah Venus. the - goddess of beauty and - 
grace. is a dreadfuI irony in the crudest way, to use the words of the 

naturalist. Cuvier has carefully examined the intirnate parcs of the 
188 



her into jumping and  singing. She is made to ask who is the fairest 

woman of society and who is the gentlest male companion. . . " 

Calling the monstrous Sarah Venus the goddess of beauty 

and grace is a dreadful irony in the crudest way. to use the words 

of the naturalist. Cuvier has closely observed the intimate parts of 

the Hottentot Venus. and cornmented: "It is after the first birth 

that the wornen of the Boshismane race acquire buttocks of a n  

enormous size. They prorrude a t  a right angle. under the kidneys 

in the shape of two large sebaceous sacs cornposed of lumps of 

diffluent fat that extend down about the hips. underneath the 

muscles. The breasts are lengthened so  that certain negresses as 

the female hottentots can nurse their infants while they carry 

them on the back. It remains undecided if these unusual 

particularities are truly a characteristic of race or a condition of 

inherited illness." 




